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Preface 
In this Diploma Thesis numerous analogue sandbox experiments are described and discussed. 
Those experiments were carried out as a part of industry funded projects: 
“Experimental Simulation of Clay Smear Processes” was conducted in 2002 in collaboration 
with Shell International E&P by Joyce Schmatz, Marc Holland and Janos Urai. 
“Invesigations of Clay Smear Processes in Normal Faults” was funded by Exxonmobil, 
Upstream Research Company and carried out by Joyce Schmatz, Marc Holland, Steffen 
Giese, Janos Urai and Martin Ziegler in 2002. Peter Vrolijk supervised this work. 
All people involved into project work are acknowledged here. 
In particular I want to thank Marc Holland, who carried out the direct shear experiments and 
was very supportive in terms of data processing and report writing.
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1 Zusammenfassung 
In einem analogen Sandboxmodell wird die Entwicklung von Abschiebungen und 
Scherzonen in geschichteten Sand – Tonsequenzen nachempfunden. In dieser Arbeit wird 
der Untersuchungsschwerpunkt auf das Verhalten der Tonschichten gelegt, da die durch 
sie beeinflusste Permeabilität eine wichtige Rolle in der Hydrogeologie und der 
Erdölexploration spielt. 
Die verwendete Sandbox erlaubt es, Experimente mit den Abmessungen von 
20x40x20 cm durchzuführen. Die Experimente werden komplett Wasser gesättigt 
durchgeführt, um die Verwendung von nassem Ton unter sinnvollen Bedingungen zu 
gewährleisten. Die Basisstörung fällt mit 70° ein und die Abschiebungsgeschwindigkeit 
kann mit einem Maximalversatz von 6 cm von 2-12 cm / Std. variiert werden. Bei den 
verwendeten Materialien handelt es sich um handelsüblichen Quarzsand mit einer 
Körnung von 0.1 –0.4 mm und um unterschiedliche Tongranulate, die unter der Zugabe 
von Wasser auf eine bestimmte Festigkeit eingestellt werden. Wir klassifizieren drei 
Festigkeitsstufen: weichen Ton mit einem Wassergehalt bis zu 55 Gew%, normalen Ton 
mit einem Wassergehalt um 40 Gew% and festen Ton mit einem Wassergehalt unterhalb 
30 Gew%. Weicher und fester Ton repräsentieren unter- bzw. überkonsolidierte 
Endglieder, während der normale Ton im Gleichgewicht mit der Auflast ist. Um weitere 
Materialeigenschaften des Tons festzustellen, werden einfache Scherversuche und 
triaxiale CU – Versuche durchgeführt. 
Die Sandbox Experimente werden unter Berücksichtigung zweier wichtiger 
Randbedingungen durchgeführt:  
(i) Das Basement, bestehend aus einem streng definierten Abschiebungssystem, 
verhält sich als ein starres Gegenstück zu den Materialeigenschaften des 
Sediments.  
(ii) Die Grenzfläche an der Oberseite des Models ist entweder Wasser, oder eine 
Aluminiumplatte, welche eine vorgefertigte Trennfuge im genauen Verlauf 
der kinematisch günstigsten Störungsebene hat. Diese zwei 
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Verformungsdiskontinuitäten verursachen, dass die entstehenden 
Deformationsbänder von ihrer kinematisch bevorzugten Ebene abweichen. Im 
Verlaufe der Deformation wiederum führt die Wirkung der Randbedingungen 
zu einem Zusammenführen der Bänder in einer kontinuierlichen 
Deformationszone. 
Bisher wurden neun Experimentserien durchgeführt, die je ein bis neun Experimente 
umfassen. Sie unterscheiden sich in Parametern, wie Wassergehalt und somit Festigkeit 
des Tons, Dicke der Tonschicht, Abstand der Tonschichten, Auflast u.a.. In einigen 
Experimenten wurde dem Ton zusätzlich Zement in variierenden Mengen (0.25 –10 
Gew%) hinzugefügt um sprödes Verhalten im zementierten Zustand nachzuahmen. 
Der Experimentverlauf wird mit einer hochauflösenden Kamera von der Frontseite her 
dokumentiert. Die Einzelbilder werden in einer Filmsequenz zusammengefasst, die ein 
detailliertes Beobachten der Störungsentwicklung ermöglicht.  
Als weitere Analysemethode steht ein PIV (Particle Image Velocimetry) Programm zur 
Verfügung, welches es ermöglicht, jeglichen Kornversatz vektoriell zu erfassen und 
bezüglich Versatz, Rotation, Verformung sowie anderer, aus dem Vektorfeld 
berechenbarer Parameter, darzustellen. 
Die Ergebnisse geben aufschlussreiche Informationen über den Einfluss der 
unterschiedlich generierten Tonschichten auf die Scherzone und die 
Störungsentwicklung.  Die vier wichtigsten Aspekte werden im Folgenden genannt. 
(i) In Experimenten, die ohne Aluminiumplatten als Auflast durchgeführt 
werden, generiert eine weite Scherzone und die Formation einer 
kontinuierlichen Tonausschmierung wird erschwert. 
(ii) Modelle, die mit weichem Ton und der starren Alumimiumauflast 
durchgeführt werden, zeigen kontinuierliche Tonausschmierungen in der 
Störungszone, und ungeachtet detaillierter Hintergründe nähert sich die 
Verformung der ‚simple shear’-Geometrie an mit der Erweiterung, dass die 
Komponenten innerhalb der Scherzone mechanisch vermischt werden.  
(iii) Laterale Toninjektion ist ein untergeordneter Prozess in unseren 
Experimenten, selbst wenn weicher Ton verwendet wird.  
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(iv) Ein Aufbau mit mehreren Tonschichten begünstigt die Entwicklung einer 
kontinuierlichen Tonmembran innerhalb der Scherzone im Vergleich zu 
Experimenten, in denen die gleiche Menge Ton in nur einer Schicht enthalten 
ist.  
Mit der hochauflösenden PIV-Analyse ist es möglich, den Übergang elastischen 
Deformationsverhaltens zu plastischer Verformung mit der Lokalisation der 
Störungszone darzustellen. Dies zeigt, dass die Struktur späterer Deformationsbänder 
bereits in der initialen Phase der Deformation auszumachen ist. 
Die Validität statistischer Methodik, welche die Vorhersage von Störungsabdichtung 
beinhaltet, wird in dieser Studie kritisch betrachtet. Unsere Untersuchungen zeigen 
deutlich, dass die Methoden Unzuverlässigkeiten aufweisen, da sie nicht die 
Materialeigenschaften des Tons sowie die geometrische Entwicklung der Scherzone 
berücksichtigen. 
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2 Introduction 
Normal faults play an important role in hydrocarbon exploration. A normal fault can act 
as a migration path for fluids or seal fluids compartments. Sealing is enhanced when the 
fault zones are filled with impermeable materials like clay. “Clay smear is a loosely 
defined term born in hydrocarbon geology; its usage differs between publications, and the 
definition of processes operating is often unclear. In most general meaning, the term 
includes all processes, which somehow transform clay in the wall rock into clay that is 
part of the fault zone. Processes included are clay abrasion, shear in releasing fault links, 
preferred smear and lateral clay injection” (van der Zee et al., 2003). 
This study focuses on experimental investigations on the generation of sealed faults. The 
sealing quality of the fault is set in context to the rheological properties of the host rock. 
Structural and mechanical features such as shear strength of the materials involved, clay 
smear, the evolution of releasing bends and fault lenses play an important role and are 
investigated using analogue sandbox experiments. The experimental results are compared 
intensively with scientific theories and previous studies dealing with similar topics in the 
following chapters. 
The aim of this study is to find out which parameters have major effect on the final gouge 
geometry and composition and to investigate the kinematical evolution. Finally, the 
experimental results should give us information on the validity of in hydrocarbon geology 
frequently used fault sealing prediction theories and methods. 
The application of analogue models is a useful method to investigate the effect of 
different boundary conditions and material properties on the evolution of a fault zone. 
Dry sand or wet clay have been used before, but a combination of the two was not 
possible, and instead model materials such as silicon were used. But, the closer the model 
approaches to scaled analogues of natural conditions, the more informative are the 
experimental results. So, why not build up a model that includes real sand and clay 
instead of analogue model materials?  
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For this purposes an analogue sandbox-model was built. Experiments are run under 
completely water-saturated conditions to simulate the behavior of ‘wet’ clay and to 
enable the investigation of fault development in layered sand-clay sequences. The 
observations focus on the behavior of the clay layers, as they have strong influence on the 
permeability, which is important in terms of hydrogeology and for the petroleum 
industry. This sandbox makes it possible to carry out experiments in the dimension of 
20x40x20 cm. The rigid basement fault dips with 70° and the velocity can be varied from 
2 up to12 cm/hr with a maximum offset of 60 mm. 
In nine experiment series parameters such as the clay’s rigidity or the number of clay 
layers were varied systematically. This variations lead to the evolution of different gouge 
structures that strongly deviate in their structure and transport properties. The 
experimental results are discussed in reference to their nature effect on the fault zone 
structure. 
2D-images of the sandbox experiments were additionally processed with PIV-software 
(Particle Image Velocimetry) to quantify the displacement field. The software calculates 
the motion at the scale of a sand grain. The results give useful information on fault zone 
evolution. 
Results are investigated in terms of fault statistics and fault geometry. To infer the 
mechanisms of fault zone evolution in both nature and analogue models I focus on the 
mechanics and kinematics of the initial deformation phase. 
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3 Normal Faults 
Normal faults have been widely investigated, in both nature and analogue models. In 
hydrocarbon exploration and production, complex normal fault networks play an 
important role in creating hydrocarbon traps or migration pathways.  
As this study focuses on the experimentally developed faults, a brief of studies of normal 
faults in nature is given in this chapter. 
Normal faults form complex geological structures. Twiss and Moores (1992) summarize 
regional systems of normal faults to define large, extensional provinces in many parts of 
the Earth’s upper crust. For example, in the oceanic crust, the mid-oceanic ridge system 
constitutes an active, world-encircling extensional province characterized by normal 
faulting. Mandl (2000) defines normal faults as elongated zones of concentrated shearing, 
parallel to which the adjacent rocks have been offset.  He classifies a normal fault as a 
structural element of the brittle crust in which the hanging wall has moved downward 
relative to the footwall with common dip angles of 45-90°. Offset-processes cause the 
host rock material that is accumulated within the fault zone to get strongly reworked. Due 
to this, the intensely sheared material differs from the host rock in mechanical properties. 
The geometry of these shear zones is characterized by a width that is commonly many 
orders of magnitude smaller than the length dimension. 
It is well known that faults form in all levels of the Earth’s crust. Due to strength 
variations in the lower and upper crust it is necessary to distinguish between brittle, semi-
brittle and ductile faults, also called shear zones. Mandl (2000) characterizes the fault 
regime according to the stress-strain behavior of the materials involved. He uses the term 
“brittle” when material’s behavior is insensitive to strain rate and accompanied by strain 
softening, while he applies the term “ductile” in a purely phenomenological sense, to 
indicate continuous, usually strain rate dependent deformation without shear softening. 
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3.1 Normal faults: geometry and statistics 
3.1.1 Tectonic regimes 
“Normal faults are observable in all extensional domains worldwide across a broad range 
of scales” (Marchal et al., 2003). In both, continental and oceanic regions, the 
deformation of the Earth’s lithosphere is heterogeneous, with most displacement being 
localized into linked systems of faults and shear zones.  In intraplate and plate margin 
settings, faults influence strongly the location, architecture and evolution of a broad range 
of geological features, such as rift basins, orogenic belts and transcurrent fault systems. 
Fault zones zones may act as conduits for the a major migration of fluids and play a 
central role in determining the location, modes of transport and emplacement of 
economically important hydrocarbon reservoirs, hydrothermal mineral deposits and 
igneous intrusions (Holdsworth et al., 2001). 
Active continental rifts are marked out by normal faulting, shallow earthquakes, and 
mountainous topography (Fig.3.1). In such regions, the continental crust is undergoing 
extension; according to the geologic record, such extension has often preceded the break-
up of continents and the formation of new ocean basins (Moores and Twiss, 1995). The 
Rhine Graben and the East African Rift are recent examples for such large scale 
structures. Ancient rifts are marked by comparable structures. 
Sedimentary basins, related to major rift systems, are valuable hydrocarbon traps. The 
large extension of these basins together with high rates of sedimentation and subsidence 
encourage the accumulation of large amounts of hydrocarbons.  
One very important type of sedimentary basin are deltas. A deltaic sequence usually 
includes the three features that build up a petroleum system: source rock deposition, the 
deposition of mature sediments that constitute reservoir rocks and the deposition of clays 
and evaporates at the delta top that act as cap rocks.  
Many sedimentary basins are salt provinces, with swells, pillows or diapirs. Many salt 
structures are associated with faulting. A salt interval causes mechanical decoupling, 
separating faults in the sub- and supra-salt. (Jenyon, 1986). 
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Fig. 3.1: Block-Diagram of continental rift 
system. See text for details. From: 
http://wwwrses.anu.edu.au/~jean/GEOL3
005/Extension/Geology.html 
 
3.1.2 Geometry 
The dip angle of a normal fault usually ranges from 45-90°. Mandl (1988) quotes 
material anisotropies and pore pressure variations to be the most striking parameters that 
control the fault orientation. Furthermore, large extensional strain and compaction play 
an important role. 
A review of field observations given by Crider and Peacock (2004) shows that faults in 
the upper crust initiate in one of three styles: linkage of pre-existing structures, linkage of 
precursory structures, or by localization of slip in a precursory shear zone.  
Mandl (2000) defines incipient faults in a mechanically anisotropic rock to be parallel to 
the direction of the intermediate principal stress. The mechanically anisotropy results in a 
change of shear stress that may be associated with a planar alignment of elongated 
particles, with closely spaced bedding planes, foliation, or parallel tension fractures. Such 
anisotropies and those derived from material changes affect the initial fault angle and the 
resulting fault plane orientation. 
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3.1.2.1 Segmentation 
Many, if not most, tectonic faults are generated in separate segments. At large 
displacements these segments may interconnect to form continuous faults. This is an 
important process as it will affect the width and internal structure of a fault zone. Mandl 
(1988) states two factors that are affect the discontinuous character of incipient faults: 
variations in lithology and non-uniformities in the tectonic stress field. Due to the 
segmentation of the faults tectonic shearing can pervade a wide area by producing a great 
number of separate smaller shear bands. 
Childs et al. (1996) define segmented faults as either vertically or laterally segmented, 
depending on whether they are identified in cross-sections or in map view respectively; 
vertical or lateral segmentation are end members of the general case of oblique 
segmentation. Van der Zee and Urai (2005) state that in fault segments with an offset 
more than a meter, the fault gouge usually consists of several anastomozing strands. 
3.1.3 Statistics 
Fault displacement and distribution, rock type, deformation mechanisms, internal 
structure and physical environment are just some factors that control the nature of a fault 
zone (Childs et al., 1996). Thus, major faults are commonly composed of a major slip 
zone of one or more major slip surfaces, along which the majority of the displacement 
occurs, surrounded by a damage zone comprising a complex network of low-throw faults. 
In siliciclastic sedimentary rocks these faults often occur as deformation bands along 
which grain size and porosity are reduced to form a partial barrier to fluid flow. 
Statistics on the geometry and distribution of faults in one fault system, as e. g. 
widths and length relation, are very helpful to make assumptions on the evolution of 
the sedimentary sequence and the fault systems.  
0c =
Other statistics that deal with the state of the fault zone’s interior such as the SGR (Shale 
Gouge Ratio) or CSP (Clay Smear Potential) are developed the get information on the 
fault sealing qualities. 
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3.2 Structure and properties of Fault zones 
3.2.1 Mechanical properties 
3.2.1.1 Shear strength 
To define the shear strength of soils and non-cohesive materials and to evaluate 
experimental investigations, a criterion was found that describes the relations of principal 
stress in the material’s inelastic deformation in a simple way. 
The Mohr-Coulomb criterion is commonly used: 
 
1 3 1 3' ' 2 cos ( ' ' ) sincσ σ ϕ σ σ− = + + ϕ  
 
For non-cohesive materials ( )  the limit condition is simplified to: 0c =
 
1 3
1 3
' 'sin
' '
σ σϕ σ σ
−= +  
 
With: 
σ’1: maximal principal stress and σ’3: minimal principal stress, φ: angle of internal 
friction and c: cohesion. 
 
Anderson’s theory (1951) states that faults can be classified according to principal 
stresses. His theory is based on the assumption that the surface of the Earth must be a 
principal plane of stress, containing two of the principal stress directions. Hence the third 
principal stress direction must be oriented normal to the Earth’s surface. The three axes 
of principal stresses can be defined as: σ1 that bisects the acute angle between the 
conjugate shear fractures; σ2, that intersects a pair of conjugate shear fractures; and σ3 
that bisects the obtuse angle between the conjugate shear fractures. In normal faults σ1 is 
vertical and σ2 and σ3 are horizontal (Fig. 3.2). 
The Coulomb-Mohr limit line passes a point of tangency on a limiting stress circle (Fig. 
3.3). Since a stress circle associates tangential and normal stress with the planar elements 
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upon which these stresses act in the real material, the tangential stress point is associated 
with an element, the normal of which lies in the plane of the greatest and smallest 
principle stresses, and which therefore intersects along the axis of the intermediate 
principal stress. 
As in geological applications porous rocks are always saturated with fluid, a part of the 
total normal stress acting on cross-section in such a rock is therefore transmitted through 
the pore fluid. Therefore, only a part of the total normal stress will actually become 
effective at the grain contacts to increase the frictional strength of the fluid-saturated 
material.  
Mandl (1988) assures that the presence of a fluid has a negligible effect on the solid 
friction between grains. For fluid-saturated materials with very small contact areas it 
appears plausible, to replace the normal stress in equitation by the effective normal stress. 
 
 
Fig. 3.2: Stress distribution in a normal fault system. See text for details. From: 
http://www.geology.cwu.edu/dept/courses/g360/anderson.html 
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Fig. 3.3: Sketch shows the Mohr-Coulomb limit condition in a τ-σ dia-
gram. See text for details. From Kirsch (2004). 
 
3.2.1.2 Friction angle 
Typical values of the friction angle φ range from about 10° for a very soft clay to 35°-50° 
for dense sands, and they may attain higher values for strong rocks. 
Our knowledge of brittle, upper-crustal faulting is predominately based on the results of 
laboratory faulting and friction experiments carried out on many rock types. It is shown 
that frictional strength increases rather rapidly with effective normal stress, at a rate of 
corresponding to a friction coefficient µ (µ = tan φ) between about 0.5 and 0.9 
(Holdsworth et al., 2001). From Chester (1995) we learn that friction behavior in its full 
and complex form is described using state variable constitutive relations. State variable 
constitutive relations describe the transient and steady state dependencies of friction as 
observed in laboratory experiments. State variable relations are useful to describe the 
dependence of friction on slip rate, normal stress, and temperature.  
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3.2.1.3 Cohesion 
Shear strength that can be resisted by a material without the influence of any external 
normal stress can be defined as cohesion (Kirsch, 2004). Materials that are composed of 
cemented particles usually show cohesion. Cohesion in fine grained materials is caused 
by electromagnetic forces in between the fine particles and by the surrounding, bounded 
fluid molecules. With increasing grain and pore sizes these effects get weaker. In pure 
sand they are reduced to capillary forces and lead to capillary cohesion, which is lost if 
the material totally dries or the system is completely water saturated. 
When a dry granular material is moisturized by a small amount of liquid (e.g. sand in the 
presence water) its mechanical behavior changes (Hornbaker et al., 1997). As an 
example, steep angles in sandcastles that stand by themselves can exist only, if some 
water is added to the dry sand. Recently, investigations about moisture–induced strength 
of sand by Kim (2001) indicate the growth of the shear strength as a function of the 
moisture content to be exponentially decreasing for low water contents (≤ 17.0 wt%). 
This means that intermediate strengths require impractical low water contents of several 
weight percentages that cannot be distributed homogeneously in dry material. As 
analogue modeling always deals with intermediate strengths (in the order of 102 – 103 Pa) 
sand strengthened by pure water is not adequate for scaled sandbox models (van 
Mechelen, 2004). Dry and water-saturated sand show no or negligible cohesion. 
3.2.1.4  Consolidation 
Compaction of sediment results from the expulsion from pore fluid and associated grain 
boundary sliding in response to increases in the applied load. Jones and Addis, 1986 
associate the volumetric deformation with the loss of porosity, the development and 
dissipation of excess pore fluid pressures and the reduction in volume. Although some 
sedimentary units have non negligible multidimensional deformation, uniaxial 
compaction is the main deformation process of sediments in many sedimentary basins. 
Other important factors are due to the occurrence of tectonic stresses (most sedimentary 
basins are active, subjected to various tectonic stresses), strongly dipping layers (in deltas 
for example), structural discontinuities (faults, facies variation, …) or anisotropic mass 
rock properties can invalidate the uniaxial compaction on models (Pouya et al., 1998). 
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3.2.1.5 Shear softening 
As well known from rock and soil sciences inelastic shearing causes the rock structure to 
change with the loss of strength. This behavior of geological materials is called shear 
softening. Mandl (1988) subdivides the softening processes in two classes: brittle and 
ductile softening mechanisms.  He defines that, in the case of a brittle mechanisms, the 
reduction in shear strength depends on the accumulated inelastic strain, but not, or only to 
a negligible extent, on the rate of imposed straining. In ductile processes, usually related 
to high temperatures and pressures, the strength reduction is strongly rate-dependent. 
The evidence from field and laboratory work warrants the general conclusion that active 
shear zones on all scales are zones of weakness and localized strain softening (Mandl, 
1988). 
Shear softening is an important process for tectonic faulting: it may both create 
conditions for the spontaneous formation of a fault by the localization of shear 
deformation and transfer an active fault into a zone of weakness. Although this process is 
regarded as the dominant reason for the localization and relative permanence of tectonic 
faults, other factors may contribute too, such as the formation of faults in pre-existing 
weak zones of bedding planes or the control of geometrical factors on the localization of 
faults (Mandl, 1988). Movements on localized faults may be due to the fact that less 
stresses are required to reactivate localized faults than to form a fresh fault in the 
surrounding undeformed material. One reason for this fault zone weakening may be due 
to some combination of the formation of rock fragments that are characterized by a 
higher porosity and reduced cohesion than the intact host rock (Holdsworth et al., 2001). 
3.2.1.6 Dilatancy 
A fault in sand can be a zone of dilatation. The material softens with increasing shear, as, 
sand grains along a fault are pushed aside and the number of contacts between the grains 
is reduced. Deformation and softening, decreasing cohesion and internal friction, cause 
the localization of faults in the zone of dilatation (Cobbold and Castro, 1999; Krantz, 
1991). Raising the effective confining pressure dilatancy may be suppressed, but in brittle 
rocks that are formed under high effective confining pressure, dilatancy is caused by the 
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abrasion and breakage of grains, their shifting and reorientation, changes in grain size, 
and the growth of microcracks (Mandl, 1988); as frequently observed in normal faults. 
3.3 Faults in layered sand-clay sequences 
3.3.1 Lithological contrasts 
Sedimentary rock bodies are heterogeneous and commonly composed of lithologically 
and mechanically different layers, and thus, a pronounced difference in shear strength 
between layers will affect faulting across the layers (Mandl, 2000). In result the layering 
in sedimentary sequences is expected to introduce additional complexity in respect to 
deformation mechanisms and transport properties (van der Zee, 2001) 
Faults in sand-mudstone sequences are especially important because of their high contrast 
in transport properties. Much of the research is focused on the process of clay being 
incorporated into the fault gouge, often called “clay smear”. In reservoir geology, 
understanding of these processes is important for the prediction of fault sealing (van der 
Zee, 2001; Weber et al., 1978; Lindsay et al., 1993) 
Not only the composition of the gouge zone but also the geometry is affected by 
variations in shear strength in a mechanically stratified media. A segmentary 
development of faults and changes in the dip angle of incipient normal or reverse faults 
are commonly observe (Mandl, 2000). 
  
3.3.2 Mineralogy 
In layered sand-clay sequences especially not only the contrast in grain size plays a role 
concerning the fault and gouge zone but also the clay’s mineralogy is of importance. 
The deformational behavior of different clay types have been investigated by Saffer 
(2003) who focused on the frictional properties and concluded the values for the 
coefficient of friction µ to range from 0.1-0.3 for hydrous clays like smectite to 0.35-0.49 
for non-swelling clays like illite.  
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3.3.3 Fault zone development 
An important aspect to understand the development of a fault zone is the localization of 
the fault inside the granular structure. This formation of the fault takes place 
spontaneously at a weak point of the granular structure and is initiated by spatio-temporal 
fluctuations of porosity and grain-to-grain stresses (Kirsch, 2004). After Nübel (2002) the 
faults’ origin can be found in zones of lower density, where the rigidity of the particle 
conglomerate is relatively small. Ongoing strain results in further extension increments. 
Patterns of shear bands grow starting from those weak points, demonstrable before 
reaching the respective failure stress. The zone of the lowest shear strength, finally, 
grows to a continuous fault. 
3.3.4 Fault sealing 
Knipe et al. (1997) proposes five general processes that lead to sealing of faults: a) the 
deformation induced porosity collapse by disaggregation, mixing and grain boundary 
sliding without large scale cataclasis, b) diffuse mass transfer, c) cataclasis, d) 
cementation and e) clay or phyllosilicate smearing.  
This study focuses on the last named process: the clay smear process. It will be shown 
that mixing is an important aspect of this process.  
3.3.5 Clay smear 
Clay smear is an often investigated phenomenon in layered sand-clay sequences. 
It forms as a result of a ductile flow of clay source bed whereby the clay is squeezed into 
and smeared along the fault between the up- and down-thrown beds (Fulljames et al., 
1997 and authors therein). After Fulljames et al. (1997) the amount of clay smear at a 
point on the fault reduces with the distance to the source bed. In the ideal case a layered 
gouge forms containing clay from each source bed. According to Fulljames et al. several 
factors affect the amount of clay smear within the gouge zone. The clay rheology during 
deformation, the depth of the deformation and the angle of the fault plane can be 
considered as the most important aspects.  
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3.3.6 Clay injection 
Van der Zee (2001) describes lateral clay injection as a process that leads to high clay 
content within the gouge zone. He mentions that lateral injection of clay usually follows 
the formation of a releasing step and that the brittle behavior of the required more 
competent sand beds allow this thin, typically linear-shaped clay accumulation within the 
fault zone. The resulting clay smear inside the fault zone may be continuous but 
diagenetic processes such as strain hardening and strain softening may result in 
irregularities of the injection process. Fulljames et al. (1997) state that the amount of clay 
accumulated inside the fault is related to the layer thickness of the source bed. In this 
thesis it is investigated whether other parameters, e.g. the mineralogy of the clay or the 
clay’s rigidity, influence the amount of clay inside the fault zone as a high rheological 
contrast between sand and clay layer is demanded to form lateral clay injection. 
3.3.7 Lens formation 
The formation of lens-shaped fault zones can often be observed in both, nature and 
experimental studies. A fault lens is found in between two non linear faults and is related 
to changes in the mechanical properties of the material during deformation. Variations of 
the stress field lead to changes in the material’s strength (Childs et al., 1996; van der Zee, 
2001). After van der Zee (2001) the material within the lens undergoes a higher degree of 
deformation than the surrounding one. Based on this he describes the lens as an 
extraordinary thick gouge zone. The analogue experiments in that are described in this 
study will help us to identify the parameters that influence the formation of fault lenses 
and that control their shape. 
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4 Analogue models of normal faults 
Analogue modeling is a powerful tool for developing and understanding of the 
geometries and kinematics of fault systems (McClay, 1990). It has been applied to study 
geological processes since the beginning of the 20th century to provide qualitative and 
quantitative insights into specific geological problems. Hubbert (1937) describes 
analogue models as a laboratory attempt to reproduce structures and analogues to those 
observed in natural systems in a smaller scale. The advantage of analogue models is that 
they offer the opportunity to investigate the individual influence of different parameters 
on geological processes (Schellart, 2000). Parameters that are observed should be 
selected and considered properly. All forces, stresses and linear dimensions must be 
proportional between nature and model. On this base the principal scaling rules were 
developed. The closer the analogue model approaches nature the more complex it turns 
out to be. 
Ideas and perceptions of the early modelers like Hubbert (1937), Cloos (1930) and 
Horsfield (1977) have been built on in a very large group of workers (e.g. Adam et al., 
2005; Holland, 2004) 
4.1 Why scaling a model? 
Modeling is a fundamental and quantitative way to understand complex systems and 
phenomena, and is part of the traditional approaches of theory and experiment. When a 
complex system can be simplified (reduced) to a tractable level that clarifies the essential 
structure of system and how the internal constituents interact with each other, the model 
is useful. 
As described in chapter 3, normal faults belong to those features that characterize the 
complexity of a geological system. Analogue models are constructed in the laboratory in 
an attempt to reproduce, at a smaller scale, structures analogous to those observed in 
natural systems. Meaningful analogue modeling lies in the proper scaling of modeling 
parameters (Hubbert, 1937). Laboratory modeling studies frequently address large-scale 
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extensional structures, such as rift systems and grabens. Such studies commonly generate 
numerous and complexly interacting normal faults (Patton et al., 1998). 
4.2 Scaling considerations 
Scaled models are actual physical models of parts of the Earth. The models are 
constructed with materials whose properties scale in such a way that their short-term, 
small-distance behavior reproduces the long-term behavior of rocks. The correct choice 
of the model materials requires knowledge of scaling theory as well as appropriate 
compromises, because it is difficult, if not impossible to scale the model correctly in 
every respect. 
Hubbert (1937) and more recently van Mechelen (2004) state that for studying 
deformations on the Earth, analogue tectonic models have to be properly scaled to their 
natural counterparts. This is given if both are geometrically, kinematically and 
dynamically similar. 
After Horsefield (1977) and van Mechelen (2004) geometrical similarity implies 
proportionality of length and equality of angles while kinematical similarity implies 
comparability of changes in shape and position and proportionality of time. They mention 
that for fulfilling dynamic similarity it is necessary that the modeling material and the 
natural prototype have similar angles of internal friction and proportional values of 
cohesion, 
 
c* = ρ*g*l*, 
 
where c*, ρ*, g* and l* are the model to natural prototype ratios for cohesion, density, 
gravity, and length, respectively.  
The angle internal friction φ is an important controlling factor in the formation of 
geometries of tectonic faults and fault systems. For both weak cover rock and stronger 
basement rocks of the upper crust φ ranges between 25˚ and 45˚. Depending on rock 
composition, values of app. 30˚ are most frequently observed. Correct scaling also 
requires information on the cohesion of natural crustal rock (van Mechelen, 2004). The 
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cohesion of rocks in the cover varies between 1 and 5 MPa, whereas brittle rocks in the 
upper crust generally have substantial cohesion values of 10-50 MPa (Byerlee, 1978; van 
Mechelen, 2004). Using a given scaling factor between 10-4 and 10-5 (Horsfield, 1977; 
van Mechelen, 2004) the cohesion that is imposed to the modeling material follows 
directly. This results to the modeling material and 10-500 Pa for the crustal cover 
modeling material and 100-5000 Pa for the upper crust modeling material. Consequently, 
the basement material in analogue experiments should be stronger than the modeling 
cover material, while the internal friction angles of both materials should differ as little as 
possible. 
Shear test measurements made by Krantz (1991) suggest that the cohesion of sand is in 
the order of 300-520 Pa. The coefficient of internal friction is in the order of 0.58-1.00. 
These values could, however, be subject to an error due to extrapolation of data towards 
very small normal stresses (0-600 Pa), as has been suggested by Krantz (1991), Richard 
and Krantz (1991) and Schellart (2000). For example for dry sand, the porosity and other 
bulk physical properties depend on the size, shape and packing of the grains. Equations of 
model materials express the stress as some function of the strain or strain rate, or they 
express one of these variables as some function of the stress (Twiss and Moores, 1992) 
and for a viscous material, for example, the deviatoric stress is directly proportional to the 
strain rate.  
When a sand pack is loaded progressively, the applied stress increases almost linearly 
with deformation up to a bulk strain of 10%, at which point the material yields. However, 
most of the observed strain is inelastic, because the elastic modulus of the grains is high, 
compared with their resistance to frictional sliding. At yield, sand develops narrow shear 
zones or faults. The yield stresses satisfy with a Mohr failure criterion, where shear stress 
increases linearly with normal stress (Mandl et al., 1977; Krantz, 1991; Cobbold and 
Castro, 1999). 
Horsefield (1977) mentions that dry sand turned out to be an appropriate material for 
modeling sedimentary overburden as a moderately cohesive material with a frictional 
plastic behavior at the time of faulting. To represent a section through the Earth’s crust 10 
to 100 km in length by a 1 m long model requires a length reduction of 10-4 to 10-5. For a 
typical value of 1model/1nature = 5*10-5, a cohesive prototype strength of 50 bar – which 
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is a realistic value for “soft” sediments – would be scaled down to 0.0025 bar, which 
corresponds to the weight of about 1.5 cm3 of sand acting on 1 cm2. Such a value is so 
small in comparison with principal stress values occurring in most parts of the model that 
the relationship between the yield stresses is only little affected by using cohesionless 
sand as model material. 
There are several drawbacks to analogue modeling: limited analogue materials that can 
simulate the whole range of rock properties and behaviors, it is not possible to simulate 
any chemical reactions that may occur during deformation and in situ properties of rocks 
are not always well known.Despite these drawbacks to analogue modeling, there is one 
very important advantage of analogue modeling over observing field deformation: 
analogue models are usually set up to allow the recording or observation of the complete 
deformation history over a short interval of time (Karakouzian and Hudyma, 2002). 
4.3 Overview of key results in literature 
The base of all analogue experiments is provided by geotechnical measurements that are 
common in soil science. With the help of triaxial or direct shear tests important 
parameters like shear strength and friction angle and cohesion of the modeling materials 
are determined. Further, these experiments give us information on the stress-strain 
behavior of the material. As mentioned above these parameters are important to know, 
especially in the case of scaled models.  
Van Mechelen (2004), for example, uses a direct shear apparatus to quantify the 
influence of liquid on the shear strength of granular material to make a prediction on the 
model quality of sand. He concludes from his experimental results that both moist and 
dry sand are suitable analogues for the Earth’s upper crust.  
Karner et al.’s (2003) models deal with the pressure-dependent compaction of an 
unconsolidated medium. They work with techniques from soil-mechanics intending to get 
information on the stress-strain behavior of model materials. They mention the 
significance of their studies on granular material to quantify the stress conditions 
regarding the deposition and erosion at an actively subsiding river delta; or within zones 
of mature seismogenic faults. 
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Similar experiments were carried out by Schellart (2000). His purpose was to find the 
mechanical behavior of different materials, such as quartz sand, glass microspheres and 
sugar by applying different values of normal stress. He discussed his experimental results 
by upscaling them to natural analogues and concluded that internal friction and cohesion 
of the model materials are rather controlled by the sphericity and roundness of the 
individual grains than by the grain size. He concludes that an artificially produced 
material (fine-grained glass microspheres) is useful to model the lithosphere.  
Other materials like clay, quartz sand and gypsum or plaster are the most commonly used 
model materials. 
Analogue models have been developed for both divergent and convergent regimes and, of 
course, for special cases like salt tectonics. 
The results of these experiments are, for example, multiple joint and fault sets, whose 
kinematical evolution may be observed in 2D or 3D. From these insights we can draw 
conclusions on the original geometry and stress state of the natural prototype. 
Lindager et al. (2004) use an analogue Plaster of Paris model to get insights into the 
complex structuring associated with ramp-flat-ramp extensional master faults. Plaster is a 
popular natural model material for large-scale tectonic models because of its fine grained 
nature and cohesive properties. 
Wolf et al. (2003) simulates extensional deformation in granular material focusing on the 
dependence of the developing shear band system on different boundary conditions and 
material properties with the help of a sandbox model. They combine material 
characterization with the emulation of a geological setting.  
Cloos’ (1930) well known investigations on experimental tectonics show that wet clay is 
a valid model material to simulate geological structures in the upper crust. His work 
focuses on the strain behavior and the evolution of fault and joint systems. 
Many experimental studies have simulated the deformation of a sedimentary cover above 
a reactivated single basement fault in strike slip mode by placing a cake of unbroken clay 
on two basal rigid plates which could be moved parallel to one another. Sand has also 
been used for wrench faulting experiments. Clay and sand represent the brittle behavior 
of natural rocks. To model the behavior of ductile natural rock silicon putty has been 
used. Simultaneous folding and faulting of a multilayered ductile-brittle cover in strike-
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slip mode has been performed by deforming multilayered silicon-sand models (Richard 
and Cobbold, 1990; Richard and Krantz, 1991). 
Van der Zee et al. (2003) use an elastoplastic clay analogue in an alternating with sand in 
a normal-fault sandbox model (Fig. 4.1). These two materials have a large contrast in 
shear strength. 
Informative experiments on the interaction of different materials in one experimental 
setup are published by Karakouzian and Hudyma (2002). He uses a ring shear apparatus 
to record the deformational behavior of sand-clay sequences. His study focuses on the 
clay smear development in dependence on the stain rate. 
Each physical model has got its limitations in the application to nature. Medwedeff 
(2002) is one of the authors which used a basal plate model. Usually such a model is 
made of rigid plate or block that underlies a deformable media. The displacement of the 
rigid plate causes significant velocity and stress discontinuities that localize the 
deformation. Numerous active faults are formed that are linked to the plate’s edge. 
Medewedeff (2002) argues that, although his experimental results are similar natural 
observations, the rigid plate drive itself has no exact counterpart in nature. 
In modern studies that deal with analogue modeling mathematical and image analyses 
techniques like particle flow codes, seismic modeling, X-ray, and PIV (Particle Image 
Velocimetry) are used to enhance and quantify the modeling results. 
Exadaktylos et al. (2003) established a modeling approach to an active low-angle shear 
zone at the depth of 9-11 km in the extensional region of the Gulf of Corinth (Greece) 
with two modeling techniques: analogue and numerical (Fig. 4.2). He chose quartz sand 
as analogue material for the simulation of a of high angle normal faults in an 
asymmetrical graben system. From the modeling results he draws conclusions on the 
regime of fault formation. The outcome of Exadaktylos et al.’s numerical models 
underlines the analogue results to some extent, and in some aspects the mathematical 
solution comes closer to the natural counterpart than the experimental one, which shows 
that the model was not scaled properly to any concern. 
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Fig. 4.1: Result from van der Zee et 
al.’s (2003) analogue sandbox 
experiment. Sand with interbedded 
elastoplastic clay analogue. 
 Fig. 4.2: Exadaktylos’ et al. (2003) model 
results for a graben system with high angle 
normal faults. A: cross section of study 
area; b: analogue sandbox model; c: 
numerical model (contours of max. shear 
rate and deformed grid) 
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5 Experimental simulation of clay smear processes 
5.1 Experimental setup 
5.1.1 Apparatus 
All experiments have been carried out in an underwater-sandbox (Fig. 5.1). Dry sandbox-
experiments are well known from literature (e.g. Horsfield, 1977; Mandl, 1988). Also so 
the behavior of wet clay has been investigated in numerous experimental setups (e.g. 
Cloos, 1930; van der Zee, 2001). However, so far it was not possible to run experiments 
with both brittle sand and wet clay. This setup would cause water absorption in the sand 
and strongly influence the model. Within the underwater-sandbox the sand is water-
saturated and thus eliminates this effect.  
 
5.1.2 Definition of boundary conditions and design considerations 
The investigation of the deformational behavior in a layered sequence is ideally observed 
in a model which developes one single, planar deformation band with large offset if one 
homogeneous material is used. If a fault is isolated in a medium, throw is theoretically 
largest in the center of the fault plane and decreases to zero at the fault tip (Fig. 5.2). 
Wolf et al. (2003) investigated the dependence of the developing shear band system on 
different boundary conditions and material properties. Their results show that a uniformly 
distributed, planar shear band system develops in a homogenous granular media that 
overlies a stretching rubber membrane at strain amounts between 2 and 6 %. The 
localization of the deformation develops spontaneously. However, these faults do not 
deform to large strains due to the geometry of the model. We have to consider how to 
adjust the boundary conditions to create a planar fault in a layered sequence and model it 
to move to large throws if we want to find out to what extent competence contrasts in 
mechanically stratified media influences the fault propagation.  
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Our sandbox experiment is governed by two important boundary conditions. The 
basement is a stiff plate acting as a rigid guide compared to the properties of the 
sediment.  The interface on top of the material is water. A rigid contact with an initial 
fault tip at the base and a free surface at the top of the sandbox will always create a fault 
propagating up and curving towards the surface (Mandl, 2000; Patton and Fletcher, 
1995). The construction of a sandbox is limits the options of the experiments by the 
boundary conditions created by the box itself. The system responds by creation of 
multiple, non-planar faults (Fig. 5.3). To understand the processes that lead to clay smear 
in a basic way, a single planar fault would be desirable. To achieve the creation of a 
solitary fault some further modifications need to be applied. 
 
 
Fig.5.1: “Underwater”-sandbox apparatus. 
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A possible geometry capable to produce such a scenario would be one with a bending 
base plate as shown in the sketch of figure 5.4. Test with a prototype of this setup turned 
not out to be satisfactory in terms of creating a solitaire planar fault in a sand package 
with an amount of strain of about 10 %. Instead a fault system made up of near-vertical 
dipping, slightly curved faults evolves (Fig. 5.5). The non-planar fault evolution in this 
setup is due to the free surface. 
Therefore the setup was extended with an aluminum plate that consists of two pieces put 
on the top of the sand layer. The interface of the two pieces is accurately located in the 
elongation of the basement fault. This assembly forces the fault zone to propagate in the 
kinematically favorable path. In the ideal case a solitaire fault evolves that elongates the 
rigid basement fault and the predefined cut in the aluminum top plates (Fig. 5.6). 
It is necessary to place the interface of the pre-cut top plates carefully in elongation to the 
given basement fault. Horizontal offset complicates the kinematics and causes a distorted 
fault evolution (Fig. 5.7). 
In fact, we observe the trend of two initial faults in this mechanically stratified setup: one 
evolving from the rigid basement fault and one initiating from the predefined cut in the 
rigid top plates (Fig. 5.8). Both dip near vertical and curve away from the ideal fault 
trace. With ongoing deformation the two faults coalesce and the fault trace is 
straightened. This is a simplified scenario. If one or more clay layers are involved the 
processes of coalescence and straightening get more complex. 
We executed a large number of experiments however some of them failed. But even 
those helped us to identify whether our boundary conditions are well selected. Figure 5.9 
for example, shows an experiment in which the front panel has not been adjusted 
properly. The sand grains in the left were able to flow out at both sides of the experiment. 
The shear zone itself was not affected by this process. This indicates that the dimensions 
of the sandbox fulfill the requirements of our simulated faults. 
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Fig. 5.2: Sketch shows fault that evolves 
isolated in a homogeneous medium. 
 Fig. 5.3: Sketch shows fault propagation in 
a sandbox experiment with rigid 
basement and free surface. See text for 
details. 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 5.4: Sketch shows idealized fault 
evolution in a sand package above a 
bending bottom. 
 Fig. 5.5: Prototype sandbox experiment. 
Deformation of 20 cm thick sand-
package overlying a bending 
basement. See text for details. 
Dimension of this photo: 9x13 cm. 
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Fig. 5.6: Idealized fault evolution in a 
mechanically stratified sandbox setup 
with a rigid basement fault and rigid pre-
cut top plates under- and overlying a 
‘soft’ sand package. See text for details. 
Fig. 5.7: Distorted fault evolution in 
scenario with horizontally offset top 
plates. See text for details. 
 
 
 Fig. 5.8: Simplified fault evolution as 
observed in our experiments. See text for 
details. 
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Fig. 5.9: Experiment that failed. Major loss of sand. Fault zone is 
not affected. 
 
5.2 Materials used 
5.2.1 Sand 
Throughout the experiments washed quartz sand was used. The material was deposited in 
water and not compacted. At this state a porosity of 40.81 % is reached. Setting curves 
show, that no further compaction takes place shortly after filling the material into the box.  
The quartz sand is well sorted and characterized by angular to well rounded grains. The 
grain size varies from 0.1 mm to 0.4 mm and the density of the sand material is 2.57 
g/cm3. A bulk density of 1.52 g/cm3 is reached.  
Quality and composition of the sand is maintained throughout the series. 
Marker horizons have been placed in the sandbox. They are composed from the same 
material, which was colored with “methylene blue” a commercially available color. This 
treatment will not change the physical properties of the sand. 
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5.2.1.1 Shear strength 
Figure 5.10 shows the setup of a conventional direct shear experiment commonly used to 
identify the shear strength of sand. The sample is consolidated inside the apparatus and 
pressurized perpendicular to the shear plane with a constant normal force N. Shearing is 
applied by a constant horizontal force T. 
The normal stress is calculated from the vertical force N and the samples surface area A0, 
which is assumed to be constant independent on shear displacement. 
Cohesion and friction angle of the quartz sand used in our experiments were defined by 
the direct shear apparatus in the Geotechnical Institute, Department of Civil Engineering, 
RWTH Aachen. The sand can be taken as cohesionless with a friction angle of 28°. A 
Mohr diagram can be found in the appendix on p.A1 (Fig.1).  
 
 
 
Fig. 5.10: Schematic setup of a typical shear device. 
 
5.2.2 Clay 
The sandbox experiments in the experiment series were done with two types of clay 
powder. 
Type I clay powder, #801 (Royal Mosa B. V. Maastricht), is a mixture from different 
quarries. Not to major percentage of quartz, the dominant clay mineral is kaolinite next to 
another phyllosilicate: muscovite. Type II clay used is mainly composed of kaolinite. 
The constant mineralogical composition allows changing the rheological properties only 
by adding different amounts of water.  
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The experimental clay is processed from dry clay powder (app. 6 % water content) and 
water, mixed in a pharmaceutical mixing device (Fig. 5.11) for tens of minutes to obtain 
a homogenous mixture. Because the mixing vessel heats up to about 60 °C during the 
mixing process the final water content of the clay is not only defined by weighing out the 
components (water and clay powder) but also by the mixing procedure. 
 
 
 
Fig. 5.11a: Mixing device. 
 
5.2.2.1  Mechanical analysis 
Direct shear: 
The direct shear cell that is used to characterize the mechanical properties of the wet clay 
mixture was designed by van der Zee (2001) (Fig. 5.12). The simple setup corresponds to 
devices known from soil sciences (as described above). It consists of a lower table that 
moves laterally and of an upper table that can be adjusted by weights. A small motor and 
a moving piston are used to push laterally on the lower table (Fig. 5.13). A load cell and 
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a Linear Variable Displacement Transducter (LVDT) were used to measure the shear 
load and the displacement of the lower table. 
The addition of water to the clay mixture strongly affects its rheology. Considerable 
differences in plasticity are observed in a small range of water content. Since the 
normally consolidated clay shows a water content in the range of about 44 %, a 
difference of 10 %-units forms firm clay (25-35 % water content) and the soft clay (app. 
52 % water content). In this range plastic to brittle deformation can be observed. 
To verify the strength of our clay the experimental setup was as follows: a layer of clay is 
placed on a 150*150 mm table. With a constant shear rate of 0.002 to 0.003 mm/sec., the 
force to move the table is measured. The force and the displacement enable to set up a 
stress/strain relationship for quantification. 
The typical clay thickness is ranging from 9-19 mm depending on the clay properties. 
Strain is typically < 2. The upper table is loaded with some weight for minimal vertical 
stress. The vertical stress ranges between 300 Pa (firm clay) to 225 Pa (normal and soft 
clay). The results for clay with different water contents are displayed in the stress-strain 
diagram in figure 5.14. 
 
Fig. 5.12: Photo shows direct shear apparatus as realized by van der Zee, 2001. 
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Fig. 5.13: Photo shows completed shear experiment. 
 
Fig. 5.14: Results from shear experiments for soft, normal and firm clay. Firm 
clay shows similar shear strength as clay cemented with 1 wt% cement. 
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Triaxial test: 
Measurements of soil shear strength in the laboratory are often performed using the 
triaxial compression test. 
The triaxial-test is an axial-symmetrical pressure test with cycle-cylindrical samples. 
The radial principal stresses are constant and controlled by the fluid pressure. The axial 
principal stress is increased by movable pistons.  
The strength parameters of sand are usually defined by consolidated undrained tests 
(CU). In this type of triaxial test the drainage valve is initially opened to allow the pore 
pressure to dissipate to zero, and then closed so that the specimen is taken to failure 
without permitting any further drainage. 
To defining the two parameters: cohesion and friction of a material usually at least three 
tests with the same material and three different lateral stresses σ3 are carried out. The 
results for our commonly used materials can be found in the appendix on p.A1 (Fig 1). 
Commonly the results of these tests are not displayed in complete Mohr circles but the 
path of stresses is plotted in a so called p-q-diagram with: 
 
( 1 312p )σ σ= +  and ( )1 312q σ σ= −  
 
See the appendix on p.A2 (Fig. 2) for the experimental results for our materials. 
5.2.2.2  Consolidation 
The different water contents used in the starting materials will change during the 
experiments, according to the effective mean stress and the shear evolution. 
Clay with a “too high” water content will compact and loose water under overburden 
load. Clay with “too low” water content does not swell significantly in the absence of 
tectonic strain, but will increase its water content (move the critical state line) during 
deformation. 
Clay consolidation curves were measured to quantify the rate of subsidence, in a simple 
uniaxial creep apparatus (Fig. 5.15). Water content measurements at the end of the 
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experiments were used to represent the equilibrium water content for the corresponding 
overburden load. 
 
 
Fig. 5.15: Basic setup for consolidation experiments. See text for details. 
 
5.2.2.3 Cohesion 
The cohesion as well as the friction angle of the clay was also measured in the 
Geotechnical Institute, Department of Civil Engineering, RWTH Aachen. The soft pure 
clay with a water content of 51.35 wt% has cohesion of 38.5 kPa with a friction angle of 
21°. See the appendix on p. A1 (Fig.1) for a Mohr diagram of these tests conducted with 
a triaxial apparatus. 
5.2.2.4 Water content 
The addition of water to the clay mixture strongly affects its rheology. Considerable 
differences in the plasticity are observed in a small range of the water content. Since the 
normal consolidated clay shows a water content in the range of about 44 wt% (i.e. 100 g 
≡ 66 g dried clay and 44 g water), a difference of 10 %-units gives us the firm clay (25-35 
wt% water content) and the soft clay (app. 52 wt% water content). 
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5.2.3 Cemented clay 
In most of our sandbox experiments the rigidity of the clay is controlled by its water 
content. In some experiments a small amount of Portland cement was added to very 
water-rich (app. wt 50 %) clay. The cement makes the clay layer hardening in a very 
short time (2-22 h) although the system is water saturated. 
Cement, in the general sense of the word, can be described as a material with adhesive 
and cohesive properties which make it capable of bonding mineral fragments into a 
compact whole. This definition embraces a large variety of cementing materials. 
For constructing purposes the meaning of the term cement is restricted to the bonding 
materials used with stones, sand, bricks, building blocks, etc. The cements of interest in 
the making of cement have the property of setting and hardening under water by virtue of 
a chemical reaction with it and are, therefore, called hydraulic cements. Hydraulic 
cements consist mainly of silicates and aluminates of lime, and can be classified broadly 
as natural cements, Portland cements and aluminous cements (Neville, 1973). 
Cement is considered as a brittle material, even though it exhibits a small amount of 
plastic action, as fracture under static loading takes place at a moderately low total strain. 
The behavior of the cemented clay layer is observed in two series of experiments. The 
first series was carried out to find out the best way to prepare the clay with cement and 
how to integrate the prepared layer into the experimental setup. 
The second series includes several experiments that are built up with clay layers 
containing a different amount of cement. The rheological comportment varies from 
ductile to brittle with intermediary stages providing voids, block rotation or clay smear. 
Portland cement turned out to be an easy handling tool to control the rheology of the clay. 
For quantifying the properties of the clay-cement mixture amongst others triaxial tests 
were performed. In the appendix on p.A1 (Fig.1) the results for cohesion and friction 
angle for clay mixed up with 10 wt% of cement are shown in a Mohr diagram. p-q-
diagrams show the materials behavior for different amounts of cement in the appendix on 
p.A2 (Fig. 2). 
One important feature in the handling of cement is the time the mixture needs to harden 
out totally. The diagram of figure 5.16 points to the dramatic change in the material’s 
rheology that takes place if the mixture is not totally hardened out. To avoid changes 
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during the proceeding of one of our experiments the time where the material is in 
equilibrium has to be defined. Figure 5.17 shows a diagram that substantiates that this 
state is reached after 17 h of hardening. The results from the geotechnical measurements 
show similar shear strength for clay type II cemented with 1 wt% Portland cement to firm 
clay type I which amounts about 2.4 kPa. 
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Fig. 5.16: Diagram shows the relationship between the material’s strength and the time of 
hardening for clay containing 5 wt% of cement. 
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Fig. 5.17: Diagram shows relationship between the content of cement and the strength of 
the material for two different times of hardening (17 and 20 h). 
 
5.3 Procedure 
5.3.1 Filling 
The general procedure of filling the sandbox is similar throughout all experiments. At 
first the inner glass box is assembled carefully to minimize friction and reduce the loss of 
sand during the experiment. For this purpose small amounts of grease and silicone are 
used seal up critical areas. 
Filter paper makes the perforated aluminum bottom impervious for sand grains but 
permeable for water. 
Before sand and clay can be placed into the box the outer part is closed with a rigid 
aluminum plate that contains a window. Screwing down some bolts, the outer box gets 
waterproof. 
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Water is flushed into the box up to the level it reaches the bottom of the inner box. From 
now on water and sand are filled in simultaneously. This procedure is stopped when a 
marker horizon or a clay layer is put in and continued thereafter. The clay layers are 
placed with an appropriate distance to the side borders to make sure that the water has the 
chance to pass them. As described above some experimental setups contain metal plates 
placed on the top of the sand package. These plates are placed less than a millimeter in 
distance to the front glass panel. This will not strongly affect the fault development. 
Commonly the experiments were started immediately after set up. Experiments that 
include cemented clay layers are run after 2 to 22 hours of hardening. The duration of set 
up and the period of deformation was equivalent to the consolidation time of the layer 
package. The motor can be adjusted to provide different velocities. The experiments are 
run with a velocity of 0.2 cm/s (experiment series 2, also found in Schmatz et al., 2002a) 
or 0.4 cm/s. The total offset is 3 cm for experiment series 2. Later the sandbox was 
modified and allowed to running experiments with a total offset of 6 cm. 
5.3.2 Horizontal sections of clay smears 
In a number of experiments the central part of the fault zone was excavated after the 
experiment and cut in a horizontal plane to observe the formation of the smear also in the 
third dimension (Fig. 5.18). The clay smear layer showed up as a consistent feature 
showing identical conditions throughout the box, confirming lateral continuity to the 
representative section of the window area.  
 
 
5.3.3 Deformation 
The deformation of the sand-clay package is affected by the 70 degree dipping rigid 
basement fault that is displaced with a maximum offset of 6 cm in a normal faults’ shape. 
The velocity of deformation is varied from 0.2 to 0.4 mm/min. As the duration of the 
overall deformation takes 90 to 150 min. it can be assumed that we do not get major 
difficulties from turbulences in the water. The water will diffuse through the sand grains 
and not lead to dilatancy. 
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Fig. 5.18: The excavation of the clay smear section of the fault zone showed 
continuous clay smears consisted in the third dimension of the box.  
 
5.4 Data processing 
5.4.1 Data acquisition 
For recording the images a digital camera (Canon Power Shot G1) was used. During the 
first experiments a removable tripod was used. Due to irregularities in the recordings 
(Experiment series 2) the construction was modified with a tripod fastened to the sandbox 
stand. The photographs are taken every 30 seconds. 
The image files were threatened with a filter to enhance the contrast of the components. 
Since the clay material was not colored artificially, the color impressions of raw materials 
were similar. To achieve a prominent contrast, the images were digitally filtered by 
enhancing the blue and green channels. Additionally, the saturation and the contrast were 
adjusted. 
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5.4.2 Analogue movies 
The large amount of image data (up to 315 images per experiment) was processed with 
QuickTime to obtain a time-lapse movie running 15 times faster than the real time 
experiment. To limit the amount of data and to achieve a reasonable viewing area, the 
size of the movies was restricted to 800x600 pixels using the ‘Soerensen compression’. 
5.4.3 Deformation measurements using PIV 
The Particle Image Velocimetry (PIV) is a non-intrusive, optical technique to observe 
movements and flows. The PIV-analysis was originally developed and has been widely 
applied to visualize displacement vector fields of gases and liquids (e.g. Hage and 
Werther, 1997; Bruecker, 1999; Bach, 2004; Newberg, 2004; Liu, 2005). Recently it has 
also been applied to granular material (e.g. Wolf et al., 2003; Adam et al., 2005; 
Steingart, 2005). Our experiments were processed with DaVis 6.2, produced by LaVision 
GmbH, Göttingen. 
The analysis makes it possible to observe displacements of a granular structure on the 
particle scale. This allows a detailed insight to the evolution of a fault. 
The analysis is set up on high resolution digital photographs of the granular structure that 
are taken in certain time intervals. 
The digital images are subdivided into smaller fields of investigation (“interrogation 
windows”). 
The software is able to identify the position of the interrogation cells in successive 
images by the help of statistic correlation algorithms (“cross correlation”). In this 
operation the sand grains act as indicators. The velocity of the particles can now be 
calculated from the position of each cell at a certain time (Fig. 5.19). The rotation of the 
particles can be correlated from changes in the cell orientation. The common size of an 
interrogation cell is about 20 sand grains (Nübel and Weitbrecht, 2002) 
The absolute spatial resolution (dx) of the displacement field data depends on the optical 
resolution of the digital camera system and the precision of the cross correlation 
algorithm (Adam et al., 2005). 
In this study the base of the PIV-analysis is made up of digital photos of the sandbox 
experiments with a resolution of 2 Mpx. For each experiment the photos are taken in a 30 
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second interval. To provide a precise analysis the images are converted to a grey level. 
The displacements are determined from the interrogation cells and displayed in a vector 
plot on which basis the strain is calculated (Fig. 5.19).  
 
 
Fig. 5.19: Measurements are performed by comparing at least two images of one 
area of interest. The strain is derived from the vector field. Sketch modified from 
DaVis (2003).  
 
5.4.3.1 Deformation processing 
The calculated vector field allows quantifying parameters like strain, strain rate and 
rotation. 
The nine elements of the stress tensor are defined by: 
 
( )( ) iij
j
V xE x
dx
=
??   ; i, j = 1…3 
 
The image evaluation to extract this information usually consists of two steps: 
• By means of the correlation method a vector field is extracted from the images 
(Fig. 5.20). 
• From this vector image the stress/strain components can be derived by 
approximating by: 
 
( ( ) ( ))
( ) i j iij
j
V x x V x
E x
x
+ ∆ −≈ ∆
? ??  
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Fig. 5.20: Example of cross-correlation particle image 
velocimetry. Illustration modified from Steingart (2005). 
 
5.4.3.2 Interrogation window 
For the evaluation of the image set each selected image is divided into interrogation 
windows. The size can be selected from 4, 6, 8, 12, 16, 32, 64, 128 or 256 pixels squared. 
Each correlation operates only on the information inside the corresponding interrogation 
window. The interrogation windows can be configured to pass over the images up to 
eight times with a decreasing window size. The accuracy of the calculated vectors using a 
window size of 128x128 pixels is down to 0.01 to 0.03 pixels. The overlap among 
neighboring interrogation windows is defined by the “overlap final window”. For 
example, an overlap of 50 % will lead to the double number of final interrogation 
windows.  The algorithm yields a mean displacement for each interrogation window to 
calculate a transition vector of the particle (sand) structure. 
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As in the experiments materials (sand and clay) with different surface structures are used 
an interrogation window size of 128 pixels squared decreasing to a window of 32 square 
pixels with an overlap of 75 % turned out to be best choice for the total experiment (Fig. 
5.21). An overlap of 75 % produces a final window size of 8x8 pixels. All parameters 
that are calculated from the vector field are related to the spacing of the vectors (dVx / 
dx). In result the resolution of a smaller window is higher but though is the error. 
Interrogation windows of smaller sizes, 64 and 32 pixels, show a more detailed vector 
field for the sand sections but a lot of diffuse vectors in the clay layer that will influence 
the neighboring cells in the sand (Figs. 5.22 and 5.23). 
 
 
img. # 10 (1s30hor) img. # 10 (1s30hor) img. # 10 (1s30hor) 
Fig. 5.21: Interrogation 
window size 128x128 px 
decreasing to 64x64 px 
turned out to be suitable 
for the sandbox experi-
ments.  
Fig. 5.22: Interrogation 
window size 64x64 px 
decreasing to 16x16 px. 
The vector spacing is too 
narrow. This leads to 
insufficiency in detecting 
particles in the clay layer.
Fig. 5.23: Interrogation 
window size 32x32 
decreasing to 8x8 px. 
This leads to increased 
noise within the sand and 
the clay layer. 
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5.4.3.3 Vector correction 
The mechanically simple design of the sandbox as well as the proceeding of the 
experiment allows some errors of the digital recording of the experiment. These errors do 
not influence the experiment itself as they result from tilts or movements of the outer box 
or the camera, but may lead to irregularities in the digital image sequence.  
A simple tool of the software makes it possible to reduce this effect to a level that has no 
influence on the calculation on the one hand and makes the vector display free of 
irregularities on the other (Figs. 5.24 and 5.25).  
This is reached by subtracting one vector taken from an area that should be relatively free 
of any motion from the whole vector field. The subtraction was processed for each vector 
field in the image set. In result, the PIV-analysis was free of movements to directions that 
differ from the assumed offset. The incremental relations between the vectors remain the 
same in the resulting vector field. 
 
img. # 91 (025perc2_cement) 
 
img. # 91 (025perc2_cement) 
Fig. 5.24: Uncorrected vector displacement. Fig. 5.25: Corrected vector displacement.
 
5.4.3.4 Vector display attributes 
In general the DaVis software extracts the calculated vector data on two layers: the vector 
display and the background display.  
The vector field may be selected in different display modes at the front layer. 
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At the front layer different display modes for the vector field may be selected. It is 
possible to display the selected vector field in form of arrows with certain lengths and 
widths. The vectors can be shown in absolute velocities what means that the length of 
each vector depends on the particle separation in pixel for each interrogation window. It 
is also possible to display the velocity with respect to the average velocity in the image, 
relative to an arbitrary user defined velocity, relative to the deviation to the neighboring 
velocities or relative to a previous defined vector field. 
A distorted grid that is calculated from a regular grid and the particle shift characterizes 
the vector grid. In addition a combination of the distorted and undistorted grid can be 
displayed. 
Various parameters like displacement, strain and rotation can be detected from the vector 
color that is defined by color palettes, which can be scaled for the specific experiment. 
The background layer is similar to the vector display at the front layer. However, one 
difference is that the source image can be displayed in the background. This makes it 
easy to observe the analogue data of the experiment in the back while watching the 
calculated vector field in form of arrows in the front. In addition deformation parameters 
like displacement, strain and rotation can be displayed in the background. 
The vector color function makes it possible to scale the vector color to a certain velocity 
range. This means that the vectors may display an interpolation between particular 
velocities as for example between the minimum and maximum value and an arbitrary 
range. The vector color calculation is supported for several display modes. For my 
purposes I predominantly used the modes that display the magnitude of the vector length, 
the strain with its x and y components and the rotation of the z component. Defining the 
vectors by the strain the vector color depends on the partial deviation of the velocity:  
 
Exx, Exy, Exz: (dV x / dx, dVx / dy, dVx / dz) 
Eyx, Eyy, Eyz: (dVy / dx, dVy / dy, dVy / dz) 
Ezx, Ezy, Ezz: (dVz / dx, dVz / dy, dVz / dz). 
 
The vector color of the rotational component z depends on the negative, two-dimensional 
vorticity in xy-plane: 
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Rotz = Eyz-Exy, -Rotz = (Eyx – Exy). 
 
To visualize the different display modes of the vectors a synthetic experiment has been 
created from an original digital photograph. A simple Photoshop filter-tool deforms the 
photo additively in a circle’s shape. The following image sequences show how the 
vectors are displayed in different modes. In image sequence A (Fig. 5.26) the vectors are 
displayed according to their length with the source image in the background. To show the 
similarities of the front and the background layer the vector displacement magnitude can 
additionally be viewed in the background, demonstrated in image sequence B (Fig. 5.27). 
As expected, the vectors increase in length additive process. In both sequences a color 
palette was chosen that gives a detailed overview of the positive values. 
The rotation of the z component is shown in image sequence C (Fig. 5.28). As this is a 
synthetic deformation all directions, the positive and negative values, are perfectly 
executed. This differs from in the sandbox experiments as these have a defined, directed 
movement in one direction. The color palette in this demonstration was chosen very 
detailed to accent the resolution of the images. 
Image sequence C was made to point to the differences in the strain value display mode. 
The upper row of figure 5.29 shows the values of the partial deviation dVx / dx and the 
lower row the values of the partial deviation dVy / dy, both with the same color palette 
and range. In this homogenous, two-dimensional deformation the strain values cancel out 
each other in case of summation (Exx + Eyy = 0). The strain rate can be calculated by 
subtracting the strain values from each other (ε = Exx – Eyy).  
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img. # 1 
 
img # 7 
 
img. # 13 
Fig. 5.26: Image sequence A. Relative vector displacement (length) with source image in 
the background. 
 
 
img. # 1 
 
img # 7 
 
img. # 13 
Fig. 5.27: Image sequence B. Relative vector displacement displayed as magnitude of 
the velocity in the background. 
 
 
img. # 1 
 
img # 7 img. # 13 
Fig. 5.28: Image sequence C. Rotz shows the vorticity perpendicular to the z-axis. 
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img. # 1 
 
img # 7 
 
img. # 13 
 
img. # 1 
 
img # 7 
 
img. # 13 
Fig. 5.29: Image Sequence D. Vector color depends on the strain values Exx (upper 
row) and Eyy (lower row). 
 
Profiles: 
Additionally to the two-dimensional display of the vector field a profile can be extracted 
from the data set, in both, vertical and horizontal direction. Figure 5.30 shows a 
screenshot of the working space. The profiles can be laid through any grid point of the 
vector set (in this case grid point (900/900)). 
The profile will show the values of any component (x, y or z) or the vector length (Fig. 
5.31). The profile line can be put in appearance in the source image (Fig. 5.32). 
Figure 5.33 shows section of a spreadsheet of the displacement values. It can be used to 
get the exact value of a certain area in one experiment, for example to proceed a statistic 
or to detect irregularities. 
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Fig. 5.30: Contours of the magnitude of the vector length displayed in the 
background. A horizontally and a vertically profile are laid through grid point 
(900/900) (experiment 025perc2_cement, img # 91). 
 
 
Fig. 5.31: Profile of vector displacement horizontally in line 900. (025perc2_cement, 
img. # 91) 
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Fig. 5.32: Experiment 025per2_ 
cement with horizontal profile 
line (img. # 91, grid line 900). 
 Fig. 5.33: Spreadsheet with values 
of vector length at grid point 
(900/900). (025perc2_cement; 
img. # 91). 
 
5.4.3.5 Short discussion 
In this section, dealing with the PIV-analysis, it should be concluded, if this type of 
analysis is useful for taking a closer look at the shear zone development. Can PIV provide 
useful information of granular flow experiments? 
What clearly is an advantage of the analysis is the possibility to detect the movement of 
the grains with vectors. 
Within the raw images, although they are of a high resolution, it is hard to identify the 
properties of the shear zone. The shear zone width, for example, can only be assumed 
from the marker horizons. The only quantity we get from the analogue data is the 
velocity. The software makes it additionally possible to calculate quantities like strain 
and rotational shear from the vector field. 
Another benefit is the possibility to compute the velocity field of the whole region of 
interest with only one measurement. 
 However, it is not possible to optimize the measurement for every part of the 
experiment. 
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The vectors are derived from particles. This indicates that it is easier to get information 
from the sand grains. Within the clay layer there are no particles that can be detected by 
the software and less information of flow and velocity can be given. Choosing a 
relatively large interrogation window with an overlap of 75 % makes the influence of the 
clay layer on the entire vector field small enough to get valid results. Measurements of 
strain can become very high within the shear zone. In this case there is no high resolution 
guaranteed for regions of lower strain. 
The accuracy of PIV is ultimately limited by the precision of the subpixel interpolation of 
the correlation peak. Although the software manual acquaints us with the accuracy of the 
calculated data we cannot gather from this the fit of the vector field on our experiment. 
To find out the correctness concerning our experiments one experiment was synthetically 
simplified. A synthetic experiment was created on the base of an initial sandbox 
experiment photo. A model of the development of a sharp, planar normal fault has been 
created with a simple Adobe Photoshop tool (Fig. 5.34). In result, it is obvious that the 
synthetic shear zone indicated by PIV is wider than expected (it should not be sharp as a 
line) (Fig. 5.34, middle row). 
This model was calculated with an interrogation window size of 128 square pixels and 
accuracy down to 0.01 to 0.03 pixels is expected. The shear zone width should exceed 1 
pixel as in each successive image the horizontal offset amounts 1 pixel. In fact the shear 
zone width amounts up to 5 pixels. Another failure can be detected in the last row of 
figure 5.34 where the strain is displayed. Strain deviating from zero evolves within the 
clay horizons. Actually, the strain here should not be higher than in the surrounding 
material. The accuracy of 0.01 to 0.03 pixels is not given. 
This it what we have to keep in mind: taking a look at the shear zone development in our 
experiments. The results of PIV should be compared carefully with the analogue data. 
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img # 1, displacement/source 
 
img # 8 img # 16 
 
img # 1,displacement magnitude 
 
img # 8 img # 16 
 
img # 1, strain Exx 
 
img # 8 img # 16 
Fig. 5.34: Synthetic sandbox experiment. Image was sheared under an angle of 70° using 
a simple Adobe Photoshop tool. Shear zone develops much wider than expected. 
Higher strain is displayed in the marker horizons. 
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5.5 Experimental results (analogue and PIV) 
So far nine series of experiments have been carried out (Table 1), each including one to 
eleven experiments. They differ in terms of water content (27-55 wt%) and thickness of 
the clay layer (3-50 mm), number and distance (8-50 mm) of the clay layers and the load 
of sand (0.45 kPa-1.8 kPa). In several experiments cement was added to the clay (0.25-10 
wt%) to simulate the brittle behavior of shale. Both setup and other boundary conditions 
stay the same. 
The majority of the experiments were done with an aluminum plate on top of the 
uppermost sand layer. Without the plate the propagation of the fault would not be in line 
since the free surface causes a dominant bending (steeper or opposite dip). The plate 
forces the fault to desired geometry. 
The experimental series are described completely in the following. To make the report 
manageable a property table of the experiment series is added at the end of each series’ 
paragraph. A property table that includes all experiments can be found in the appendix on 
p.A3 (Fig.3). 
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Table 1: Experiment series. 
Series:
1 Two experiments with only sand. 
2 
Nine experiments that change parameters in layer thickness (3 
mm, 10 mm, and 30 mm) and water content (soft, normal, firm). 
3 
Eleven experiments that change parameters in layer thickness, 
number of layers, water content and inclination covered with 
aluminum plates. 
4 Three experiments with two clay layers in a varying distance 
5 
Six experiments with clay and cement to examine the behavior of 
cement. 
6 Five experiments to reproduce one single experiment. 
7 One experiment containing as much clay as possible. 
8 
Six experiments with the same setup but with different content of 
cement in the clay. 
9 Two experiments with more than two clay layers. 
 
5.5.1 Experiment series 1: Two experiments with only sand 
Experiments sand and sand-offset: 
To investigate the “baseline” kinematics it was essential to carry out a number of 
experiments that are only made up of sand. The basic setup is a water saturated package 
of sand sized 40x20 cm of floor space and 14 cm in height (Table 2). This experiment 
was done for both, with and without an aluminum top plate. 
In the testing phase several experiments are carried out that deal with the influence of the 
top plate on the evolution of the fault. Exemplary two of them are described in what 
follows. 
Experiment sand and sand-offset were carried out with aluminum top plates. Both have 
an identical setup except for the adjustment of the top plates. In experiment sand the 
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interface of the two top plates is in perfect elongation to the given rigid basement fault 
whereas in experiment sand-offset it is shifted about one mm to the left. 
In experiment ‘sand’ the fault propagation is quickly directed towards the fault in the 
metal plate and in the digital image of the experiment a certain stage (50 min) we may 
observe that the shear zone in the sand-offset experiment is curved and a little bit wider 
than in the sand experiment (Fig. 5.35). To proof this, a PIV-Analysis was performed 
concerning to the rotation of the components around the axis of z. The main observation 
throughout the experiment taken from this analysis is that in the initial phase the fault 
propagates with an angle of app. 45° from the given rigid basement fault in direction to 
the footwall. This feature was observable in all following experiments.  A second, more 
stable fault, elongates towards the given fault at the top plate The fault in the well 
adjusted sand experiment forms approximately the given fault, while the fault in the 
‘sand-offset’ experiment curves towards the slit in the top plate. After a certain time, the 
fault zone in the sand experiment remains stable. The fault in the sand-offset experiment 
still tries to attain its kinematically advantageous path (Fig. 5.36). Finally it was forced 
by stresses coming from the basement fault to elongate into its direction. See the 
appendix pages A4 (Fig. 4) and A5 (Fig. 5) for detailed image galleries of these 
experiments. 
 
  
Fig. 5.35: Experiment sand. Deformation 
stage: 50 min.  
Experiment sand-offset. Deformation 
stage: 50 min. 
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Fig. 5.36: Experiment sand. 
Deformation stage: 50 min.. PIV-
overlay displays the rotational 
component of z. 
Experiment sand-offset. Defor-
mation stage: 50 min.. PIV-over-
lay displays the rotational com-
ponent of z. 
 
Table 2: Experiment series one. 
name thickness (cm) # images int.(sec) voltage (V) 
sand 140 133 30 12 
sand offset 140  30 12 
 
5.5.2 Experiment series 2: Two varying parameters 
From the sand-only series we get lot of information how the fault zone develops in a 
homogeneous sand-package. In the next experiments we add a clay layer. Clay has got 
the ability to influence the fault evolution in different ways being dependent on its 
rigidity and thickness. To get an overview on the effects we vary only these two 
parameters. 
To obtain changes in the rigidity of the clay-layer the clay’s water content is set up to a 
certain level. The clay’s rigidity in the experiment represents the state of consolidation in 
nature. 
We distinguish between three different states of consolidation. 
The intermediate “normal” clay is in equilibrium with the overburden sand layer and does 
not change the water content during the experiment. 
The firm and the soft clay display the extreme end members, simulating over- and under-
consolidated materials. 
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This experiment-series is set up with clay layers in three different thicknesses: 3, 10, and 
30 mm (Table 3). All in all nine experiments have been carried out, varying the layer 
thickness, the water content of the clay or both. In all experiments the clay layer is placed 
to the bottom plate as near as possible to reach the maximum load from the overlying 
sand package. The load will amount 1.8 kPa (sand package of 140 mm thickness) in all 
experiments of this series. 
Soft clay experiments: 
Ged03: 
The soft clay in a thin layer has minor effect on the global evolution of faults. The 
kinematics are comparable to those of experiments that only contain sand. 
An initially steep fault rotates to clockwise causing inclined marker horizons in the 
overburden sand while the clay which is dragged into the fault zone is spread out 
producing a mixture of sand, clay and water. 
As shown in figure 5.37 and in the image gallery in the appendix on p. A6 (Fig. 6) the 
late fault orientation is following the kinematics of the basement fault and remains there 
in a stable position. The fault gouge remains clay-rich and continuous over very large 
displacements. 
 
Fig. 5.37: Overview of experiment ged03. 
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Ged01: 
There is no brittle failure evident in the 10 mm layer of soft clay. 
As in all experiments a two step evolution is observed: the steep fault on the left develops 
first and after some time the second fault evolves. 
An important feature of this experiment in comparison to the soft clay experiment with a 
thin clay layer is the formation of a releasing step resulting in a stable prism in between 
the two faults (see Fig. 5.38 and the appendix on p. A7 (Fig. 7) for details). The stability 
is indicated the parallel marker horizons within this zone. 
The very thick clay gouge has the potential to form a continuous clay smear over very 
large displacements. 
 
 
Fig. 5.38: Overview on experiment ged01. 
 
Ged08:  
The initial fault develops at the left, dipping app. 30° to the left with respect to the 
basement fault and rotates clockwise throughout the experiment. 
The fault prism that is loading the clay causes lateral clay injection into the fault 
As the clay is initially very thick this movement results in a stepwise shape in the very 
clay-rich gouge. 
The base of this prism does not show any major distortion in terms of sand flow or 
erosion. 
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Note that the clay injection results in a material loss in the right part of the image (Fig. 
5.39) evident in a major rotation of the overburden sand visible at an earlier stage. A 
detailed image gallery of this experiment can be found in the appendix on p.A8 (Fig. 8). 
 
Fig. 5.39: Overview on experiment ged08. 
 
Normal clay experiments: 
Ged07: 
As be seen in the appendix on p. A9 (Fig. 9) and in figure 5.40 in the very early stage of 
deformation the thin clay layer begins to bend up at the moment at which the clay shows 
brittle deformation followed by reworking and clay smear, re-sealing the fault. Injection 
of clay into the fault zone is associated with erosion of asperities at the point of rupture in 
the clay layer. 
Fractures that develop in the beginning of deformation are smeared out with clay and 
sand during ongoing deformation. 
Small scale block rotation is visible as well as the creation of voids. 
The variety of processes occurring at the clay layer results in a complex kinematics of the 
local deformation. 
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Fig 5.40: Overview on experiment ged07. 
 
Ged06: 
In the 10 mm thick normal clay the dominant deformation seems to be plastic with some 
brittle events like small-scale block rotation and fragmentation of the clay (Fig. 5.41). 
The fault prism is well developed and shows 2 to3 steps. 
Although some brittle events are visible the overall continuity of the developing clay 
smear is good. See the appendix on page A10 (Fig. 10) for a detailed image gallery. 
 
Fig. 5.40: Overview on experiment ged06. 
 
ged05: 
This experiment clearly shows the ability of the clay to distort the overall deformation.  
The first fault generated is app. vertical and shifted relatively to the left. A second fault 
on the right develops pointing to the location where the first fault crosses the top of the 
clay layer. 
These bounding faults remain more or less in position (appendix p. A11 (Fig. 11)).  
The kinematics is changed because of the rigidity of the clay and the thickness of the 
layer. The clay is not softened during deformation and because thus the clay is not 
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smeared out regularly. The curving fault forces the sand to flow around the clay which is 
fragmented and smeared out (Fig. 5.42). This results in a wide zone of deformation at the 
prism base, and discontinuous clay over prolonged periods. 
 
Fig. 5.42: Overview on experiment ged05. 
 
Brittle clay experiments: 
ged11: 
Firm clay in a very thin layer seems not to have a major impact on the deformation. The 
first fault develops vertically and rotates clockwise until the direction of the basement 
fault is reached just like it does in the analogue experiment with soft clay (Fig. 5.43). The 
continuous shift results in inclined marker horizons at base of the fault prism. The exact 
location of the basal deformation is blurry since the clay smear seems to be reworked 
continuously. This can be taken as the beginning stage of gouge formation. See the 
appendix on p. A12 (Fig. 12) for a detailed image gallery. 
 
Fig 5.43: Overview on experiment ged11 
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ged04:  
The brittle character of the clay shifts the first occurring fault relatively to the left. The 
bending of the rigid layer forms fractures in those sections which show the strongest 
curvature (Fig. 5.44). The erosional forces of the sand are not strong enough to affect the 
rigid corner of the clay layer as it does in experiments carried out with soft clay. Voids 
occur because the clay is too rigid to be softened and smeared out. These voids are filled 
with sand during progressive deformation. 
The fragmentation, block rotation as well as the rigid edge of the upper left clay edge 
produces a complex flow behavior of the sand, which enhances the fragmentation and 
supports the reworking and mixing of the components. In the appendix on p. A13 (Fig. 
13) you will find a detailed image gallery of this experiment. 
 
Fig 5.44: Overview on experiment ged04. 
 
Ged10: 
The thick, firm clay layer firstly resists the faulting by forming a monocline. At the points 
of the strongest curvature fractures develop which are immediately filled with sand. The 
middle clay block remains rigid, rotates a bit and stays in a stable position after some 
fragments were sheared off when passing the rigid block of the basement (Fig. 5.45). The 
resulting rather complex geometry of the dominating clay forces the sand to flow around 
various edges. The clay above follows the right bounding fault and the trend of the 
basement fault. Distortion therefore is restricted mainly to the proximity of the clay 
section. See the appendix on p. A14 (Fig. 14) for an image sequence of this experiment. 
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Fig. 5.45: Overview on experiment ged10. 
 
Table 3: Experiment series two. 
name 
# clay 
layers 
thickness layer setup (clay) clay type inclined # images int.(sec) voltage 
water 
content 
ged01 1 10 5/10/140 soft I no 224 30 9 52% 
ged03 1 3 5/3/140 soft I no 268 30 9 52% 
ged04 1 3 5/10/140 firm I no 276 30 9 27% 
ged05 1 30 5/30/140 normal I no 290 30 9 44% 
ged06 1 10 5/10/140 normal I no 300 30 9 40% 
ged07 1 3 5/3/140 normal I no 298 30 9 44% 
ged08 1 30 10/30/140 soft I no 310 30 9 50% 
ged10 1 30 5/30/140 firm I no 296 30 9 28% 
ged11 1 3 5/3/140 firm I no 302 30 9 28% 
 
Summary of experiment series 2: 
• The evolution of fault gouge in sand-clay sequences is a complex interplay of 
kinematics and mechanics, with several feedback mechanisms. 
• These series of experiments was carried out to understand the feedback between 
mechanical properties and fault zone architecture.  
• Weak, undercompacted clay is more prone to be enriched in the fault zone and 
form a continuous smear, while strong, overconsolidated clay first deforms in a 
brittle fashion but may be reworked to a soft gouge with ongoing fault movement. 
• The present experimental setup forms a valid modeling tool with results relevant 
to faulting at much greater depth. 
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• Although only two parameters were changed in the experimental series, the 
resulting geometries and features differ on a wide scale. Plastic and brittle 
behavior is commonly observed, sometimes occurring in the same experiment.  
• The first fault formed always steeper than the basement fault. This imposes a 
releasing step geometry to the rest of the experiment.  The offset and the angle of 
the major deformation changes throughout the experiment to a fashion 
comparable to the basement fault. 
• The analogue modeling results of this experiment series can be displayed with the 
help of the PIV-analysis. The results of three different experiments are displayed 
with the displacement magnitude in the background to point to the influence of 
the clay’s rigidity on the evolution of the fault prism. Although in each 
experiment of this series a fault prism can be detected with the help of the marker 
horizons, the PIV-analysis shows that the prisms are not active throughout the 
whole experiments as it usually occurs in the soft clay experiments (Fig. 5.46). In 
experiment ged08 that is build up with a 30 mm thick soft clay layer the first, an 
almost vertical fault stabilizes the prism while the whole sand package is set off 
along the second active fault. The analysis of the normal clay experiment ged05 
shows that the prism is only active in the initial phase of the experiment. 
Additionally, it can be observed, that the sand has no potential to erode the clay 
sufficiently to affect the fault. The magnitude of displacement displayed for 
experiment ged10 shows that the brittle clay has got the strongest influence on the 
fault evolution. Especially, during the initial phase the sorting of the sand grains is 
disturbed by voiding and block rotation. A successful development of a fault 
prism was not observed. The rigid clay can not be eroded to straighten the active 
fault (See appendix p. A15 (Fig. 15) for detailed images and movies). 
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Fig. 5.46: The displacement magnitude displayed for experiment 
ged08 shows the development of a stable fault prism above the 
soft clay layer. 
 
5.5.3 Experiment series 3: Four varying parameters 
 
 
Basic setup of experiments in series 3. 
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Variations the experimental setup. 
Fig. 5.47: Sketch gives an overview on two parameters that are 
variable in this experiment series: the layer thickness and the slope 
of the clay layers. The black layer symbolizes the soft clay layer, 
the gray one stands for normal clay. 
 
In this series of water-saturated sandbox experiments we wanted to get a step closer to 
normal fault features we see in nature. To obtain this, we chose four variable parameters: 
the layer thickness, the clay’s rigidity, the number of clay layers, and the slope of the clay 
layers (Fig 5.47, Table 4). 
The most basic setup for this series started with a single layer of soft clay.  
The thickness of the layer changed by the magnitude of 10 from 3 mm to 30 mm and a 
horizontal setup was chosen. 
Up to now all experiments are carried out with horizontal bedding. To get a deeper 
insight into the stability of the fault zone geometry three experiments have been made 
with a clay layer dipping 15 degrees in direction of the hanging wall. 
Based on the basic setup a number of boundary conditions were varied: Either the 
number of clay layers was increased or the rigidity of the clay material changed. 
In this series of experiments the aluminum top plates established for consecutive 
experiments for the first time (see also Figs. 5.6 - 5.8). 
2s10hor: 
The first experiment of this series was carried out with two soft layers of horizontally 
placed clay with a vertical distance of 10 mm. The upper layer was colored with 
methylene blue to make it possible to differ the two layers inside the developing gouge 
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zone. In the appendix on p. A16 (Fig. 16) the reader will find a detailed image gallery of 
this experiment. The aluminum top plates force the fault to evolve into the predetermined 
direction. This causes a much narrower gouge zone than in the previous experiment 
series. Although the zone in which the two clay layers are smeared out is narrow there is 
a continuous sand layer in between. The upper layer includes small releasing steps which 
cause a lens in the center of the experiment (Fig. 5.48). These steps are also responsible 
for the continuous sand between the clay layers. 
 
 
Fig. 5.48: Photo shows a section of the last digital 
image of experiment 2s10hor. Note the 
continuous sand layer in between the clay 
layers. Two releasing steps developed in the 
upper clay layer. 
 
1s30hor: 
This experiment includes a 30 mm thick layer of extraordinary soft clay. This setup 
results in the decoupling of the upper and lower sand bodies. The propagating faults 
develop in a very steep orientation and start to communicate/link at a late stage (See 
appendix p. A17 (Fig. 17) or an overview on this experiment.). The clay is smeared out 
beginning from a releasing step. A lens develops as the two faults that evolve above the 
clay layer are forced to meet at the slit of the aluminum top plate (Fig. 5.49). By ongoing 
deformation this lens is thinned out. The volume of the clay outside of the shear zone 
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remains stable. Clay that is reworked in the gouge zone is exclusively derived from the 
clay separated by the releasing step.  
 
  
Fig. 5.49: Both pictures show experiment 1s30hor at the same stage with the 
displacement magnitude displayed as a vector set (left) and displayed in the 
background (right). In between the two faults the active lens is visible. The vectors 
show a smaller displacement in the area of the lens than left of it. See appendix p. 
A18 (Fig. 18) for more images. 
 
1s30inc:  
This experiment is one of those carried out with an inclination of 15°. This parameter was 
changed to find out whether the setup’s geometry has any influence on the kinematic of 
the fault. 
Although initial fault propagation is similar, the later stages of this experiment differ in 
some major aspects. The inclined thick clay leads to the formation of a prominent 
restraining step, and to the squeezing out of most clay (Fig. 5.50). The step is much wider 
than in the horizontal experiments and evolves parallel to the layer setup. As in the 
previous experiment a lens develops, which thins out by ongoing deformation.  Most of 
the releasing step’s clay is smeared out during the experiment and about one third of the 
step is left at the end of the deformation (Fig. 5.51). Surely, if the experiment was 
continued, this step would be smeared out, too. The reader will find a detailed image 
gallery and movies in the appendix (Fig. 19). 
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Fig. 5.50: Clay layer shows a prominent 
releasing step a medium stage of the 
experiment. 
Fig. 5.51: The releasing step is almost 
smeared out at the end of the 
experiment. 
 
1n03inc:  
In this experiment the inclined setup is used again. The behavior of the more rigid clay 
layer is not noticeably different to the soft clay layer’s behavior. The releasing step 
develops in an early stage because of the two active faults in the lower sand package 
(Fig. 5.52). The rigidity of the clay seems to prevent the clay from generating a wide 
releasing step. The releasing step evolves later than in the previous experiment and the 
resulting lens remains more stable with respect to its width (Fig. 5.43). However, the clay 
smear is continuous and similar to that observed in horizontally set up experiments. See 
appendix p.A20, A21 and A22 (Figs. 20-22) for detailed image galleries of the experiment 
and the PIV-analysis. 
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Fig. 5.52: Rotational component of z 
displayed after8 min. of defor-
mation. 
Fig. 5.53: Rotational component of z 
displayed after 60 min. of 
deformation. 
 
1s03inc:  
The inclined experiment with a thin soft clay layer is very similar to that with the thin 
normal clay layer. Compare these two experiments with the help of the image galleries in 
the appendix on p.A23 (Fig. 23). In the system of experiment 1s03inc also a lens 
develops, which is active throughout the experiment. With ongoing deformation the lens 
forms and stays relatively stable concerning to its width. The clay below and above the 
step is smeared out but stays continuous.  
1s03hor:   
The 3 mm thick layer of clay changes the deformation pattern considerably compared to 
the pure sand experiment. Although thin, the clay buffers some known features. At the 
very beginning a fault prism develops at the tip of the table, which is only present below 
the clay layer. In this experiment, due to unexpected friction between the top plates, the 
top-left plate is tilted, allowing more movement in the model than usual. This may be 
caused because the aluminum plate was not properly packed up with sand. Due to this a 
fault prism develops underneath the clay layer enclosed by the basement fault and 
another fault evolves left of the basement fault. This second fault develops in a later stage 
of the experiment and therefore at a lower level. As this phenomenon does not occur in 
any other experiment it can be assumed that it is caused by the deficient setup (see 
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appendix (Fig. 24) for details). The image gallery of this experiment can be found in the 
appendix at p. A25 (Fig. 25). 
2s03hor:  
In this experiment two very thin clay layers are placed in a distance of 6mm. Although 
this experiment shows major sand loss caused by the failure of a gasket, it provides 
important information on the selected boundary conditions. The fact that the shear zone 
development in this experiment is obviously not affected by the damage at the borders of 
the sand package shows us that the box is big enough to carry out experiments with such 
dimensions. 
The experimental result itself is also interesting because both clay layers are smeared out 
in a single, very narrow gouge zone. This already happens in a very early stage of the 
experiment. Without any sand in between the clay it is smeared out, thin and continuous. 
The fault zone remains narrow and elongates in direction of the given basement and top 
faults. See appendix p. A26 (Fig. 26) for a detailed pictures and settings of this 
experiment. 
2n03hor:  
This experiment has got the same setup as the previous one, but now it was carried out 
with more rigid clay. The results are similar to the soft clay experiment. 
This could be caused by the fact that as soon as sand is put on top of the clay layer the 
clay begins to consolidate. This means that the soft clay probably reaches the properties 
of the more rigid clay before the experiment is started. 
The two thin (3mm) clay layers are placed horizontally with a distance of 6 mm. 
Compared to experiment 2s10hor this experiment shows a major difference. The smaller 
distance between the two clay layers causes that they join inside the fault zone (Fig. 
5.54). A special series was carried out to investigate this phenomenon. Another 
interesting feature of this experiment is that a very narrow shear zone develops without 
the formation of a releasing step although two relatively rigid clay layers influence the 
fault generation. See the appendix p. A27 (Fig. 27) for a detailed image gallery of this 
experiment. 
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Fig. 5.50: Image shows experiment 
2n03hor at a displacement of 24 
mm. The two clay layers are already 
joined at this early stage of the 
experiment. 
 
1t30hor:  
To demonstrate the role of the Aluminum plate, a “brittle” 30 mm thick clay layer was 
tested with and without the top plate. In both experiments the vertical stress on the clay 
layer is identical, compensated by an appropriate sand load in the experiment without the 
top plate. 
Experiment 1t30hor shows the standard setup with brittle clay material. Throughout the 
deformation the clay is smeared out continuously without formation of a releasing step. 
The shear zone is relatively narrow with respect to the thickness and the rigidity of the 
clay layer. In addition a very narrow fault lens develops above the clay layer while the 
clay is smeared out along the fault. The stable fault that elongates along the given 
basement and top plates faults evolves in a very early stage of the experiment und 
remains continuous. Have a look at the detailed image gallery in the appendix at p.A28 
(Fig. 28). 
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1t30ohne: 
The experiment without the top plate results in a drastic change of behavior although the 
setup exactly is the same (appendix p.A29 (Fig. 29)). 
Brittle fracturing, block rotation and the lack of sealing contrasts to the clay smear in the 
previous experiment. The evolution of the fault system is much more complex and 
reminds to that of experiment series 2 which was also carried out without the top plate. In 
the initial phase of this experiment the clay tries to resist the deformation by bending. In 
the next step forces that come from the basement fault cause voids that are responsible 
for the generation of blocks which start to rotate as the deformation goes on. We observe 
similar behavior in experiment ged10 with the difference that the lower sand package in 
experiment 1t30ohne is thick enough to allow the formation of divers faults. Although the 
sand package above the clay layer is only 60 mm thick and therefore the load amounts 
0,89 kPa the sand has got enough potential to erode asperities in the clay at the footwall.  
The impact of the metal plate on the layer was unexpected and shows that all fracturing 
was suppressed 
1n10kaolin: 
Experiment series 3 includes some experiments carried out with clay type II. 
The more pristine kaolin material acts in a different fashion. Although the mechanical 
behavior is similar, the clay smear is develops much sharper (appendix p. A30 (Fig. 30)). 
The clay smear inside the very narrow fault zone evolves thin but continuously. The 
lateral injection of the clay forms without a preceding releasing step, although the clay is 
normally consolidated.  
1b03kaolin:  
Experiment 1b03kaolin is the second one that has been carried out with clay type II. The 
setup was chosen with a brittle 3 mm thick clay layer. The aim was to find out if the 
continuous clay smear could be maintained under these conditions. The result is quite 
surprising. Kaolin seems to have a stronger influence on the fault evolution in our 
experimental setup than the clay types we used before. This rigid clay layer does not 
show brittle behavior such as fracturing or block rotation. The clay smear is continuous 
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while a wide releasing step evolves. This releasing step is noticeable because the clay 
below the horizontally oriented step curves towards the footwall. Take a closer look to 
this experiment in the appendix at p.A31 (Fig. 31). The two active faults that separate the 
undeformed parts of the clay layer form a stable lens. See appendix p.A32 (Fig. 32) for 
the PIV-analysis. 
1b03kaolin-2nd: 
Experiment 1b03kaolin-2nd is a reproduction of the previous one. This was the first test to 
show that our experiments are reproducible. It failed as the whole setup was damaged due 
to a broken glass panel. The results of this experiment are quite similar to the one that 
should be reproduced but cannot seriously be taken to draw a comparison. Striking are 
the wide releasing step and the continuous clay smear.  
 
Table 4: Experiment series three. 
name 
# clay 
layers 
thickness 
(mm) 
layer setup 
(clay) 
clay type inclined # images int.(sec) voltage (V) 
water 
content 
2s10hor 2 10 55/10/10/10/55 soft I no 181 30 12 ~50.00 % 
1s30hor 1 30 55/30/55 soft I no 183 30 12 ~50.00 % 
1s30inc 1 30 30 soft I yes 185 30 12 ~50.00 % 
1n03inc 1 3 3 normal I yes 179 30 12 48.82 % 
1s03inc 1 3 3 soft I yes 146 30 12 52.95 % 
1s03hor 1 3 60/3/77 soft I no 193 30 12 53.21 % 
2s03hor 2 3 50/3/6/3/78 soft I no 182 30 12 52.44 % 
1t30hor 1 30 50/30/60 brittle I no 186 30 12 37.26 % 
1t30ohne 1 30 50/30/60 brittle I no 189 30 12 34.00 % 
2n03hor 2 3 50/3/6/3/78 normal I no 191 30 12 46.30 % 
1n10kaolin 1 10 50/10/80 normal II no 191 30 12 44.64 % 
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5.5.4 Experiment series 4: Distance of clay layers 
A number of experiments were done with multiple clay layers. We notice different 
behavior of the clay layers in relation to each other in the divers experimental setups. The 
idea of experiment series 4 was to find out how much the distance between the layers 
may amount that they are brought together in the gouge zone. 
To show the impact of the spacing of two clay layers, three experiments were done with 
30, 40 and 50 mm interbedded sand (Fig. 5.55, Table 5).  These specific distances were 
chosen because the total offset of the experiments amounts 60 mm. So the maximum 
spacing that allows the clay layers to merge inside the fault zone would be also 
60mm.Our research teaches us that it is improbable that the two layers meet with that 
amount of interbedded sand, so the first setup was done with a distance of 50 mm 
between the clay layers. The setup was chosen in way we already learned that the 
deformation takes place relatively simple. This is reached using thin clay layers with high 
water content. 
Due to this, in all experiments of this series the clay layers are made of 3 mm thick, soft 
clay.  
 
  
Fig. 5.55: Pictures show from left to right the results of the experiments with two clay 
layers placed in a distance of 30, 40, and 50 mm. 
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2s50sand: 
Experiment 2s50sand is setup with two soft clay layers with a distance of 50 mm. In the 
initial phase of the deformation the behavior of the clay is similar to experiments that 
contain only one soft clay layer. The normal fault in the sand packages and the clay 
layers elongates the rigid basement fault and the top plate slit. The clay layers are 
displaced with a small amount of clay smear. Ongoing deformation causes the evolution 
of a second fault that creates a releasing step in the upper clay layer. This step is stable 
throughout the whole deformation and prevents the two clay layers to from merging 
inside the gouge zone. In a later stage (app. offset of 30 mm) also in the lower clay layer 
a small releasing step can be observed. See appendix p.A33 (Fig. 33) for a detailed image 
gallery. 
2s40sand: 
Experiment 2s40sand gets us closer to our aim to find out the distance between the clay 
layers that is needed to bring them together inside the fault zone. From the very 
beginning on, the fault develops strictly in elongation with the basement fault. The clay 
derived from both clay layers is smeared out consistently in thin channels. The clay 
smear units occur in parallel fashion with an angle that is a few degrees shallower than 
the basement fault. This could be the reason why the layers get close inside the fault zone 
but are not merged. A small, only a few grain thick band of sand is evident between the 
clay layers. It is irreproducible whether the layers meet somewhere in the third dimension 
of the experimental setup. Images of this experiment can be found in the appendix on 
p.A34 (Fig. 34). 
2s30sand:  
The deformation of the sand and clay layer package in experiment 2s30sand resembles 
the results of experiment 2s40sand. As in the previous experiments the two clay layers 
are smeared out parallel and continuously. The evolution of small releasing steps makes 
the gouge zone a little more complex. Two narrow fault lenses surround the two paths of 
clay smear. However, this does not restrain the two clay layers to meet inside the gouge 
zone. 
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The 30 mm spacing between two soft clay layers results in merging of two clay smears. 
Detailed observations however show the two units separated by a thin layer of sand. The 
releasing steps cause that that the layers meet in a smaller area than it appeared in 
experiment 2s40sand. Watch the detailed image gallery of this experiment in the 
appendix on p. A35 (Fig. 35) and compare the three experiments of this series at p.A36 
and A37. 
Comparison series 4: 
The deformation in the three experiments of this series shows up to be very similar. To 
get a deeper insight into the deformation processes a PIV-analysis made. The progression 
of the experiments is shown in a displacement vector field with rotational component of z 
in the background (Fig 5.56 and appendix p.A37). The direct comparison of analogue 
images in three different stages (displacement of 3.2, 10.8 and 17.4 mm) indicates that 
the fault evolution of all experiments is similar. 
The experiment to that includes clay layers with a distance of 50 mm starts to develop a 
second fault that causes a releasing step and the formation of a fault lens, shown in the 
PIV-display of the rotational component. This step and lens were constant throughout the 
rest of the movement while the two other experiments deform with an undisturbed, 
straight normal fault. 
All experiments have in common, that they form continuous clay gouge. In the 
experiments with a distance of 30 and 40 mm the clay layers are brought together in the 
fault zone but are still separated by a few sand grains. The clay layers placed with a 
distance of 50 mm are separated by a wide sand lens. 
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 2s30sand: 43 min. 2s40sand: 43 min. 
  
  2s50sand: 43 min. 
Fig. 5.56: PIV-analysis of experiment series 4 at a displacement of 17.4 mm. The 
rotational component around z visualizes the evolution of a fault lens in 
experiment 2s50sand. 
 
Table 5: Experiment series four. 
name 
# clay 
layers 
thickness layer setup (clay) clay type # images int.(sec) voltage 
water 
content 
2s30sand 2 3 40/3/30/3/64 soft I 187 30 12 53.03 % 
2s40sand 2 3 40/3/40/3/54 soft I 215 30 12 53.03 % 
2s50sand 2 3 40/3/50/3/44 soft I 203 30 12 53.03 % 
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5.5.5 Experiment series 5: The properties of cement 
A new idea was to handle the relationship of time, compaction and consolidation in our 
experiments. Cement was added to the clay mixture to reach extraordinary hard layers 
that can easily be worked up in the experimental setup. Difficulties in setting up very 
brittle clay layers are obvious in the previous experiments. Often small hollows occur at 
the bottom side of clay layers. As the clay-cement mixture needs several hours to anneal 
the soft material can be worked up. After the whole setup is done the clay layer gets time 
to harden. This experiments series was carried out to find out how much time the 
cemented clay will need to harden and how the sandbox can be prepared to keep the 
cement from sticking to the glass panels. To avoid adherence we put silicon and grease 
on the glass panels exact at that level the clay layer was placed. Grease turned out to be 
most effective and was used in all experiments where cement is added.  
Another important point is to find out how much cement should be added to get optimal 
results. The cement is mixed into the wet clay. Due to this, the amount of cement is given 
in weight percent in relation to the wet clay. In this series we added 5 and 10 wt% of 
cement to the clay and varied the time of hardening from 2 to 22 hours (Table 6). In 
result we found out that even 5 % of cement is more than enough to reach a very rigid 
clay layer. Our observations and insights from soil mechanics teach us that the clay-
cement mixture needs 17 hours to harden, at least. In experiments 03zement-kaolin (Fig. 
5.57 a)), cement05-silicone (Fig. 5.57 b)) and cement03-silicone (Fig. 5.57 c)) (see table 
below for setup details) the glass panels are prepared with silicone spray that is not useful 
to keep the clay from sticking to the glass completively. The glass panel in experiments 
cement03-grease (Fig. 5.57 d)), 03zement-fett (Fig. 5.57 e)) and 03cement-fett (Fig. 5.57 
f)) are prepared with grease and in result this technique does work. 
There are only two experiments of six that are described in detail because they are of 
importance for our further proceeding: cement03-grease and 03zement-fett. 
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a) 03zement_kaolin 
 
 
b) cement05-silicone c) cement03-silicone 
   
d) cement03-grease e) 03zement-fett f) 03cement-fett 
Fig. 5.57: Last pictures of all experiments of series
 
03zement-fett: 
This experiment was carried out with 3 mm thick clay layer that mixed up with 10 wt% 
of cement. The clay-cement mixture got 72 hours to harden after the setup is done. The 
setup is checked regularly to avoid the loss of water or sand during this long time period.  
The results of this experiment are quite satisfactorily concerning our purposes. If you 
have a look at the image gallery in the appendix at page A38 (Fig. 38) you will notice 
that the deformation of this setup differs from all results we had before. The clay layer 
behaves really brittle. The clay is offset in elongation to the basement fault without the 
occurrence of fracturing at any other part of the clay layer. Also voiding and block 
rotation does not take place. The clay does not stick to the glass except at areas the panel 
is not well prepared (e.g. left corner of clay layer). The flow of sand is somewhat affected 
by the grease but it can be assumed that this is reduced to an area close to the glass panel. 
cement03-grease: 
Experiment cement03-grease contains a 3 mm thick clay layer that is placed 60 mm from 
the bottom. The clay was charged with 10 wt% of cement. In this setup the clay-cement 
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mixture does not get enough time to harden. Resting only two hours leads to results that 
are convincing to use a smaller amount of cement. The clay reaches a rigidity that leads 
to fracturing and the formation of small blocks that begin to rotate throughout the 
deformation. The block size reduces from bottom to top. The shear zone increases in 
form of a wide lens (See appendix p.A39 (Fig. 39) for a detailed image gallery). In nature 
this phenomena can be observed in brittle as well as in ductile regimes. The purpose for 
the following experiment series will now be to find out how to reach similar results 
abiding the minimum time of hardening (17 h). To visualize the complexity of this 
experiment a PIV-analysis was provided. The image sequence in the appendix on p. A40 
shows the displacement magnitude in the vector color with the rotational component of z 
in the background. To detect the multiplicity of active faults a very simple background 
color palette was chosen. The red areas mark out the areas of maximum rotation and can 
be set analog to the areas of active faulting. At least two active faults can be observed 
over a long period that interact and merge at several stages of the deformation. The 
displacement vectors point to the behavior of the sand. The grains flow with strongly 
heterogeneous velocities. 
 
Table 6: Experiment series five. 
name 
# clay 
layers 
Thick-
ness 
(mm) 
layer 
setup 
(clay) 
clay 
type 
# images int.(sec) voltage (V) 
Water 
content 
hardening (h) cement 
03zement_kaolin 1 2 60/2/78 soft 195 30 12 50.23 % 72 10 % 
03zement_fett 1 3 60/3/77 soft 100 30 12 53.64 % 72 10 % 
03cement_fett 1 3 60/3/77 soft 158 30 12 51.53 % 72 5 % 
cement05_silicone 1 5 60/5/75 soft 181 30 12 52.23 % 48 10 % 
cement03_silicone 1 3 60/3/77 soft 126 30 12 51.33 % 22 10 % 
cement03_grease 1 3 60/3/77 soft 157 30 12 53.18 % 2 10 % 
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5.5.6 Experiment series 6: Reproducibility 
In this study reproduction is defined as the repetition of an experiment. 
One of the most important questions in research that deals with analogue models is the 
reproducibility of the model. Although in nature we never see the exact repetition of one 
geological setting the reproducibility of the model is important to find out its validity.  
For this series we decided to reproduce an experiment with a significant geometric 
development that is relatively uncomplicated to build up. This will allow having good 
visual effects without to many major defects. Experiment 2s40sand turned out to be 
suitable for this purposes. The two soft clay layers placed with a distance of 40 mm are 
good to recognize and easy to handle (Table 7). As the behavior of the sandbox uses to 
change a bit each time it is disassembled to be cleaned the experiments of this series are 
not compared to the origin experiment but among each other. The box is not 
disassembled while this series is carried out. 
Only three of the five experiments of this series can be taken for significant equation. 
Experiment 2s40sand2nd and 2s40sand6th failed. The inaccuracy of experiment 
2s40sand2nd is some loss of sand in the area of the glass panel. This is caused by loose 
screws. The failure of experiment 2s40sand6th is initiated by broken glass panels. These 
two experiments will not be described in detail (See appendix pages A41 and A42 for 
detailed image galleries of these two experiments). 
2s40sand-3rd: 
The development of experiment 2s40sand3rd varies a little from that of experiment 
2s40sand. Due to this, experiment 2s40sand3rd is the base of the comparison that will 
show us whether the experiments are reproducible or not. You may observe the overall 
evolution of this experiment in the appendix on p. A43 (Fig. 43). 
In the initial phase the deformation causes, as often seen, a shear zone in elongation to the 
rigid basement fault. This fault is shifted to the right when it reaches the lower clay layer. 
Another fault evolves from the slit in the top plates. The two faults meet the upper clay 
layer under a slightly different angle. This causes the formation of a releasing step inside 
the upper clay layer that was smeared out with ongoing deformation. The analysis of the 
absolute strain Eyx (appendix p. A44, (Fig. 44, row 3 and 4) shows, that the initially 
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parallel fault traces (red areas) are merged into one linear fault trace (green to dark blue 
areas). The fault lens that is caused by the releasing step is not stable and disappears 
when the deformation is finished. The clay smear is continuous but the two clay layers 
are not merged inside the gouge zone. 
2s40sand-4th: 
The results of experiment 2s40sand4th are very similar to the previous. However, some 
differences can be observed in the initial phase of the deformation as you can see in the 
detailed overview in the appendix on page A45 (Fig. 45).  
The lower clay layer resists the deformation with fracturing and the formation of blocks. 
These blocks do not rotate but are smeared out with ongoing deformation. A step with the 
thickness of the primary clay layer firstly remains and was almost smeared out in the end. 
The upper clay layer shows linear clay smear up to the point it starts to interact with the 
lower clay layer (app. offset of 45 mm). The influence of the lower layer causes a small 
step in the upper. However, a fault prism does not evolve throughout the whole 
deformation. 
If you have a look at the PIV-analysis shown in the appendix on p. A46 you get a deeper 
insight into the overall deformation. The display of the absolute strain Eyx makes evident 
that the most stable active fault (row 3 and 4, dark blue colors) is a merging of the two 
faults that elongate the rigid basement fault and the top plate slit. 
2s40sand-5th: 
The results of this experiment are comparable to those of the two experiments done 
before. Inside the lower layer a small block is separated by forces coming from the rigid 
basement fault. As well as in experiment 2s30sand4th this occurrence cannot be defined as 
brittle behavior as the block is connected to the source layer with continuous clay smear. 
With ongoing deformation the block was completely smeared out. The upper clay layer 
shows continuous linear clay smear and the two clay layers are not merged inside the 
gouge zone. See the appendix on p.A47 for a detailed image gallery. 
The PIV-analysis of the absolute strain Eyx  (appendix p. A48) shows the generation of 
three parallel fault traces as already seen in experiment 2s40sand3rd that are merged into 
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one narrow, active fault zone as also seen before in both preceding experiments. Nor in 
this experiment a stable fault lens evolves.  
Summary of experiment series 6: 
Three experiments of this series show major similarities that support our proposition that 
the sandbox experiments are reproducible. If we mainly focus on the final results of the 
deformation, we can state that setting up the same system leads to identical outcomes. 
All three experiments end with a narrow shear zone that elongates the rigid basement 
fault and the top plate slit. Compare these findings on the table in the appendix on p.A49. 
The clay layers in all experiments shape steps that are not resistant enough to form a 
stable fault lens. The clay smear is continuous throughout the deformation in the three 
experiments but the layers are not merged within the gouge zone. 
 
Table 7: Experiment series 6. 
name # clay layers thickness (mm) 
layer setup 
(clay) 
clay type # images int.(sec) voltage (V) 
water 
content 
EM_2s40sand2nd 2 3 40/3/40/3/54 soft 184 30 12 55.00 % 
EM_2s40sand3rd 2 3 40/3/40/3/54 soft 181 30 12 52.49 % 
EM_2s40sand4th 2 3 40/3/40/3/54 soft 180 30 12 50.64 % 
EM_2s40sand5th 2 3 40/3/40/3/54 soft 191 30 12 51.24 % 
EM_2s40sand6th 2 3 40/3/40/3/54 soft 189 30 12 53.19 % 
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5.5.7 Experiment series 7: Different contents of cement 
This experiment series provides a number of experiments that should solidify our 
knowledge of the behavior of cement in our experiments. Our evaluation method in this 
case was to run a number of experiments that have the same setup but different amounts 
of cement mixed into the clay. The concentration of cement varies between 0.25 and 2 
wt% in relation to the wet clay. The water content of the clay is very high (app. 50 %) in 
each experiment (Table 8). 
Each experiment includes two clay-cement layers with a distance of 50 mm. The lower 
layer is placed 50 mm from the rigid bottom. The time of hardening is 22 to 24 hours. As 
hardening is completed after 17 hours we can conclude that the rheology of the clay 
layers will not change while the layer package is deformed. 
025perc2-cement: 
Experiment 025perc2cement is set up with two clay layers that contain 0.25 wt% cement 
(see table below for detailed setup information). The results of the deformation hold some 
similarities and come along with some new aspects in contrast to previous experiments 
with similar setups. The whole experiment can be observed in the appendix on p. A50 
(Fig. 50).  
As we learned before the two parallel layers do not behave exactly the same although 
they are of the same initial composition. The lower layer shows more brittle attitudes than 
the upper. While the upper layer forms clay smear including a wide releasing step the 
lower layer responds the deformation more brittle expressed in a sharper offset. However, 
the clay smear in both layers is continuous. In the end of the experiment the steps are 
curved. The upper one turns up, the lower one turns down. The steps are bordered by two 
active faults. The left one is initiated by the rigid basement fault and the left one 
elongates the slit in the top plates. These assumptions can be substantiated with the PIV-
analysis of the absolute strain Eyx, which you can view in the appendix on p. A51. The 
dark blue areas show that the right fault absorbs most of the movement. The fault lens in 
between the faults is stable and inactive. 
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1perc2-cement: 
Experiment 1perc2cement got the same setup as experiment 025perc2cement with the 
difference that 1 wt% of cement has been added to the wet clay. The additional amount of 
cement causes a dramatic change in the kinematics of the experiment (See appendix p. 
A52 (Fig. 52) for a detailed image gallery). The behavior of the clay is much more brittle 
which expresses in fracturing. Also in this experiment the behavior of the upper clay 
layer differs from that of the lower. The upper layer compensates the movement with clay 
smear injected into the fault zone while the lower layer reacts with fracturing and the 
occurrence of rotating blocks. 
To have a more detailed look into the shear zone a PIV-analysis was calculated. The 
image gallery in the appendix at p. A53 shows experiment 1perc2cement at four stages. 
The vector color bar displays the displacement magnitude. As in many experiments the 
initial faults develop from the basement fault and the top plate slit. From the analogue 
images (appendix p.A52) we may assume that the active shear zone is as wide as the 
releasing steps in the clay layer but from the calculated images we get the information 
that the zone of a high displacement gradient is pretty narrow.  
In contrast to experiment 025perc2cement the analysis of the absolute strain Eyx 
(appendix p. A54) shows us that all active faults (dark blue areas) are merged into one 
narrow fault zone. A fault lens does evolve. 
15perc2-cement: 
Experiment 15perc2cement is set up with the standard setup of this series. The wet clay 
contains 1.5 wt% cement. Have a look at the table below for detailed setup information. 
The experimental results show several similarities to experiment 1perc2cement. As 
visible in the appendix on p. A55 (Fig. 55) the cemented clay layers show brittle behavior 
while they are deformed. The upper layer forms fractures and rotating blocks still 
connected with areas of clay smear with ongoing deformation. Fractures in the lower 
layer occur in a wider distance and the resulting blocks rotate towards the fault zone. The 
brittle character of the clay layers causes asperities in the footwall that more or less 
resistant against the erosional forces coming from the flowing sand grains. The PIV-
calculations of the absolute strain Eyx (appendix p. A56) show that this is responsible for 
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a step in the merged active fault zone that can not be even out throughout the 
deformation. 
2perc2-cement: 
The setup of experiment 2perc2cement is the same as in the previous experiments of this 
series. The amount of cement in the wet clay was raised to 2 wt%. This relatively minor 
change in the cement content shows a dramatic change in the deformational behavior of 
the experiment.  
The brittle character of the clay layers causes three major fractures in each clay layer that 
subdivide them into four parts (See appendix p.A57 (Fig. 57) for a detailed image 
gallery). The fractures on the left side of the shear zone show voiding but no offset. The 
two loose blocks within the shear zone can resist the deformation over a short period and 
are then offset with a constant distance. Voids occur underneath the moving layer 
sections and cause an abnormal flow of sand. 
The PIV-analysis of the absolute strain Eyx (appendix p. A58) emphasizes the complex 
kinematics of this experiment. Three active and more or less uncoupled faults can be 
observed throughout the whole deformation (dark blue colors point to areas of high 
absolute strain). 
If you compare the results to that we had in the testing phase (experiment series 5) you 
will find similarities to results of experiments done with 10 wt% of cement. With 2 wt% 
of cement we reached the border where experimental results will give us no more 
information about the influence of the cement content within the clay layer by increasing 
it. 
025perc2-cement-2nd: 
As our experiences with cemented clay layers are emerging it is appropriate to repeat one 
of the experiments to find out whether they are reproducible, too. The experimental setup 
experiment 025perc2-cement-2nd was exactly the same as in experiment 025perc2-
cement, except, the time of hardening is two hours longer. This will not change the clay 
layer’s rheology, as said before. 
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If you compare the image galleries of these experiments in the appendix on p. A50 and 
p. A59 you will not find too many striking differences. Although the releasing steps in the 
clay layers are not that parallel as they occur in the foregoing experiment, resulting in a 
narrower fault lens, the overall deformation stays the same. We have the formation of 
wide releasing steps, a wide fault lens, continuous clay smear, and deviant mechanical 
behavior of the parallel clay layers in both experiments. 
Summary of experiment series 8: 
The find out the influence of the cement on the mechanical and kinematical behavior of 
the clay layers let’s compare us the experiments of this series with experiment 2s50sand 
(appendix p.A33) because it has got a similar setup. In experiment 2s50sand we used soft 
clay. The results show us the formation of a releasing step in the upper layer and straight, 
continuous clay smear in the lower one. The shear zone evolves relatively wide in lens’ 
shape and cannot be straightened throughout the deformation. 
The effect a small amount of cement (0.25 wt%) has on the shaping is the formation of an 
additional releasing step in the lower layer. If we increase the cement content to 1 and 
1.5, respectively, fracturing was the dominant mechanical occurrence. The fractures 
cause the formation of rotating blocks in the upper layer and a sharp offset without clay 
smear evolution in the lower layer. The movement is reduced to a narrow shear zone. 
This phenomenon will change if we increase the cement content to 2 wt%. The 
competence of the layers causes fracturing in a wider distance. Due to this, a wide fault 
lens develops and we observe abnormal behavior within the sand causes by dilatant areas 
beneath the layer sections. 
A phenomenon we find in all experiments is the different behavior of the two clay layers. 
This problem is tackled in the discussion. 
In the appendix on pages A60, A61, and A62 you will find image galleries that will help 
you to determine the differences in the kinematical behavior of the experiment. The 
image table on p. A60 gives an overview on the analogue results of all experiments. You 
may easily observe the evolution of the releasing steps, the rotating blocks, fracturing and 
not at least the effects of voiding in experiment 2perc2cement. The display of the 
displacement magnitude as shown in the image gallery on p.A61 points to the areas where 
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we have a high displacement gradient. From this we can draw conclusions concerning the 
shear zone width. The deformation of experiments 025perc2cement and 2perc2cement 
causes wide shear zones, experiments 1perc2cement and 15perc2cement form narrow 
ones. 
The table on p. A62 shows us the experiments of this series together with the PIV-
analysis of the absolute strain Eyx. The dark blue areas point to zones of active faulting. 
In all advanced experiments the most active fault is located in elongation to the rigid 
basement fault. 
 
Table 8: Experiment series seven. 
name 
# clay 
layers 
thickness 
(mm) 
layer setup 
(clay) 
clay 
type 
# 
images 
int. 
(sec)
Voltage 
(V) 
water content
Harden-
ing (h) 
cement 
EM_1perc_cement 1 3 50/3/87 soft 175 30 12 48.10 % 22 1.00 % 
EM_1perc2_cement 2 3 50/3/50/3/34 soft 173 30 12 49.06 % 23 1.00 % 
EM_15perc2_cement 2 3 50/3/50/3/34 soft 183 30 12 48.83 % 22 1.50 % 
EM_025perc2_cement 2 3 50/3/50/3/34 soft 184 30 12 49.45 % 22 0.25 % 
EM_2perc2_cement 2 3 50/3/50/3/35 soft 178 30 12 47.91 % 22 2.00 % 
EM_025perc2_cement_2nd 2 3 50/3/503/34 soft 188 30 12 49.89 % 24 0.25 % 
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5.5.8 Experiment series 8: “Multilayer” 
Although we cannot claim to have understood the kinematics and mechanics of our 
experiments in every detail we meet the challenge to build up a real complex sandbox 
model. To approach the complex structures we see in nature the two experiments of this 
series are set up with four clay layers (Table 9). 
multilayer01: 
Experiment multilayer01 is the first of this series and carried out with four equal thick 
clay layers alternating with sand in identical distances. We chose soft clay because it is 
the easiest in building up and usually we reach the most undisturbed results using it. A 
detailed image gallery of this experiment can be found in the appendix at p. A63 (Fig. 
63). 
In a very early stage with an offset of about 10 mm with notice that each clay layer 
behaves a little different. The uppermost layer behaves like we already know from earlier 
results of oft clay experiments. The clay is injected into the very narrow shear zone and 
forms a continuous clay smear. The bottom layer responds the deformation with brittle 
like fracturing what will lead in a later stage (displacement of 20 mm) to the evolution of 
a releasing step. The step was observable throughout the deformation but thinness out. 
The second layer from the bottom shows a similar behavior as the lowest. The releasing 
step is not that well formed but continuous. The third layer from the bottom behaves 
more similar to the uppermost. Increasing rigidity from top to bottom can be caused by 
two effects: the bottom layer is placed first into the experimental setup and due to this it 
got the most time to consolidate and the other effect comes from the increasing 
overburden load. 
If we have a general look to the shear zone that develops we notice that it is very narrow 
although the total clay amount is relatively high. Striking is that only the two uppermost 
layers are brought together and merged in the shear zone while the other layers are 
separated by a thin sand film. 
The PIV-analysis of this experiment supports our observations we have from the 
analogue view. Sand and clay find their kinematically advantageous path very early. The 
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rotational component brings out the narrow straight shear zone. Watch the appendix on 
p. A64 for detailed images of the analysis. 
multilayer02: 
Experiment multilayer02 is also setup with four clay layers. The distance between the 
layers amounts 10 mm. The thickness of the layers from bottom to top is 20, 3, 20 and 2 
mm. We used soft clay as well as in the previous experiment. 
The observation of this experiment shows strong similarities to experiment multilayer01. 
The bottom layer develops a wide releasing step in a very early stage while the 
uppermost layer show clay smear. The releasing step in the bottom layer causes the 
evolution of a fault lens that affects the uppermost layer. It will generate a releasing step, 
too. If we compare the two layers with the same thicknesses, we notice that their behavior 
differs. Like in the previous experiment the lower layer seems to be more brittle, that also 
can be explained with consolidation and overburden load (appendix p.A65). 
To quantify the results we got from this complex setup a number of PIV- analyses were 
done. From the display of relative vector field in form of the displacement magnitude 
(appendix p. A66) and the rotational component of z (appendix p. A67) we can conclude 
that the fault development in this experiment is more complex that in experiment 
multilayer01. The two thick clay layers seem to uncouple the faults from the given fault 
trace while the thin layer in between this two layers seems to have a minor effect on the 
fault evolution (Fig. 5.58). The experiment starts with the formation of a bottom and a 
top fault like we observed in so many experiments. When these faults reach the clay layer 
they get refracted in direction of the opposing fault caused by the competence contrast of 
the two materials, sand and clay. As the deformation goes on these irregularities were 
balanced by the formation of a fault lens. 
The demonstration of the absolute strain Eyx points to the major active fault traces (Fig. 
5.59). As you can see in the image gallery in the appendix on p. A68 the most active fault 
trace can continuously be found on the left side of the shear zone after the formation of 
the fault lens is closed. 
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Fig. 5.58: Multilayer02 at a displacement of 
10 mm. The rotational component of z 
points to three decoupled faults (black 
areas). 
Fig. 5.59: Multilayer02 at a 
displacement of 53 mm. Dark blue 
areas show high strain. 
 
The results bring us quite near to our challenge. We observe continuous clay smear, 
releasing steps in different widths, and the evolution of a wide fault lens. Parts of the fault 
zone are sealed up with clay and parts still provide small paths in form of sand films. All 
these phenomena are observed in only one shear zone like we do in nature. In comparison 
to the previous experiments this leads to the assumption that only a few parameters need 
to change like e. g. the thickness of a clay layer to create complex formations. 
 
Table 9: Experiment series eight. 
name 
# clay 
layers 
thickness (mm) layer setup (clay) 
clay 
type 
# images int.(sec) 
voltage 
(V) 
water 
content 
EM_multilayer01 4 8 30/8/12/8/12/8/12/8/30 soft 186 30 12 44.07 % 
EM_multilayer02 4 various 35/20/10/3/10/20/10/2/40 soft 185 30 12 49.54 % 
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5.5.9 Experiment series 9: Clay 
Experiment clay01 got an exceptional position in our experiment series. We wanted to 
find out if our sandbox is also capable for the deformation of very thick clay. As the 
design of the box does not allow putting only wet clay inside, sand is placed on the 
bottom and top of the very thick clay layer. To make the deformation within the clay 
observable a thin sand layer was set in the middle of the clay package. Additionally, dark 
marker clay was placed in form of grid behind the glass panels. The thickness of the clay 
layer totally amounts 100 mm (appendix p. A69). It was refrained from putting the 
aluminum plates on top of the layer package because this load on the soft clay would lead 
to difficulties. Apart from these aspects, the deformation is exactly the same as in the 
other sand box experiments. 
The development of the faults within the clay can be assumed from the faults visible in 
the blue sand marker horizons. According to this, four faults in a horse tail’s shape evolve 
in the lower part of the clay while in the upper layer only the two outer faults are 
detectable. As the surface of the layer package is free a wide fault prism develops as we 
already know from experiment series 2, which were also carried out without top plates. 
The two faults in the upper marker horizon form a wide step. 
As within the clay particles rarely are detectable, a PIV-analysis turns out to be difficult. 
Choosing a very small interrogation window with decreasing smaller sizes in 16 passes 
gives us some indications to be treated with caution. 
Having a look at the image gallery in the appendix on p. A70 you will notice that the 
vector field that displays the displacement magnitude makes the fault prism observable 
(Fig. 5.60). Differences in the shape of this fault prism to the prisms evolving in 
experiment series 2 is the curvature above the clay towards the hanging wall. Also 
striking is that the fault that elongates the basement fault does not straighten during the 
whole deformation. This is due to the free surface in this setup. 
If we have a look on the display of the relative strain Eyx (appendix p. A71) we get an 
idea of the approximate fault traces. In the initial phase (offset app. 8 mm) we have three 
main fault traces. Two of them reach the clay’s surface while the one in the middle 
curves towards the basement fault elongation and forms a lens with it (Fig. 6.61). 
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The fault that limits the shear zone to the right is the most active throughout the 
deformation. In the end the activity switches to the middle fault trace that now reflects the 
kinematic of the deformation. 
 
  
Fig. 5.60: Experiment clay01: 16 mm 
offset. The vector display of 
displacement magnitude makes the fault 
prism observable. 
Fig. 5.61: The relative strain Eyx reflects 
the approximate fault traces in 
experiment clay01 (offset: 16 mm). 
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6 Discussion 
6.1 The effect of different experimental parameters 
on fault zone structure 
The deformation of layered sequences leads to the accumulation of the components 
involved inside the shear zone. In this study we try to investigate which parameters 
influence the final shape and composition of the gouge zone. For this purpose we carried 
out series of analogue sandbox experiments in which we focused on different variables. 
Variable parameters are the rigidity of the clay, the clay layer setup concerning the 
individual layer thickness and the number of layers that are set up, and the geometry of 
the whole setup. In most of the experiments rigid aluminum top plates were added with 
an additional load of 0.42 kPa. 
As discussed later in this chapter the clay’s properties have the highest influence on the 
composition of the gouge zone.  
The effect of the number of clay layers that are set up is of major interest but also related 
to the rigidity of the clay. Some experiments were done with an inclined layer package. 
This modification only changes the geometry of the shear zone but does not affect the 
clay smear potential. 
6.1.1 The role of the top plate 
The usage of rigid top plates strongly controls the shape of the shear zone. As shown in 
earlier experiments a propagating fault within the device will dip initially steeper of even 
opposite to the predefined direction governed by the table. To prevent this curving, which 
distorts and complicates the deformation pattern, a metal plate is put on top of the 
sandbox.  This restricts the freedoms of the system and dictates the fault propagation in 
the favored direction.  
The location of the plate was carefully adjusted to make sure that the pre-cut surface was 
exactly in line with the basement fault. The fault evolution in the numerous experiments 
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carried out with top plates as described in chapter 5 showed that the main fault trace was 
forced to elongate the rigid basement fault. 
To demonstrate the impact, a 30 mm thick clay layer was tested with and without the 
metal plate. In both cases the vertical stress (0.89 kPa) on the clay layer (compensated by 
an appropriate sand load in the experiment without aluminum plates) was equal for better 
comparison. The rigidity of the clay was increased to a “brittle” character. 
1t30hor is a setup using a single 30 mm thick layer of “brittle” clay. Although the 
overburden load is equal to the next experiment, brittle failure does not occur. The clay 
layer is not able to bend above the base fault and responses with a well defined clay 
smear. Fractures were not formed (Fig 6.1).  
The boundary conditions of 1t30ohne are identical to those in the previous experiment 
(1t30hor). A single “brittle” 30 mm clay layer was used, with an overburden load. The 
metal plate was substituted by an appropriate amount of sand to compensate the missing 
weight. Since the upper surface is now free to react on the basement fault, the 
deformation of the clay layer acts in a different fashion. Small scale bending starts 
resulting in initial fractures at locations of high curvature. Block rotation is evident but 
since the clay material is not strong enough to support the load of the sand, further 
breakdown occurs, resulting in a number of detached clay blocks. Clay smear is not 
abundant (Fig. 6.2). You will find more detailed image galleries of these two experiments 
in the appendix on pages A28 and A29. 
The experimental setup allows the top plates to rotate counterclockwise with 0 to 1.8°. 
The images in figure 6.3 show four experiments with either evident rotation (>1.7°) in 
the upper row or minor rotation (<0.2°) in the lower row. These experiments vary in 
terms of clay type and layer setup. There is no apparent correlation between plate rotation 
and any of our setup parameters, e. g. clay type or layer thickness. As most experiments 
are set up with more than one changeable parameter it can not be excluded that rotation 
affects the fault zone evolution which can not be displayed by correlating only two 
variables. 
In the majority of experiments the restraining clay layer in the in the hanging wall trends 
to curve towards the fault zone. As shown in figure 6.3 the deviation from the horizontal 
line appears either in a sharp (experiments multilayer02 and 025perc2cement) or wide 
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(experiments 1s03hor and 2s40sand3rd) fashion. This phenomenon can not be elucidated 
by taking only the clay’s rigidity or layer thickness into account. 
 
  
Fig. 6.1: Last image of experiment 1t30hor 
carried out with top plates. 
Fig. 6.2: Last image of experiment 
1t30ohne carried out without top plates. 
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multilayer02 1s03hor 
  
2s40sand3rd 025perc2cement 
Fig. 6.3: This experiments show evident rotation of the top plates (>1.7°) in the upper 
row and minor rotation (<0.2°) in the lower row. Clay in the hanging wall shows the 
trend to curve towards the fault zone. Red guides help to identify the deviation from 
ideal horizontal bedding. See text for details. 
 
6.2 Quantification with PIV 
The PIV-analysis is a powerful tool for the investigation of fault evolution in granular 
media, keeping in mind the limitations that were discussed in chapter 5. Exemplary the 
analysis of one experiment is shown in detail here (Fig. 6.4). Experiment 1s30hor was set 
up with a 30 mm thick, soft clay layer. The fault evolution in experiments that are set up 
with thick clay layers is not easy to examine from the analogue digital images. Faults that 
initiate from the basement and top plate slit are not joined in the center of the model as 
the fault growth is influenced by the rheology of the soft clay layer.  
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The fault trace analysis is based on the display of the relative and absolute strain Exx. 
The relative overlay points to incipient and active fault traces, while the absolute display 
includes both, active faults and those that are already died. For orientation, the clay layer 
and the marker horizons are plotted as seen in the actual image and ten images before 
(approximate offset: 4 mm). Additionally the elongation of the basement and top fault is 
displayed as a black line. You will notice that we get a much better insight into the fault 
localization, especially at critical sites such as the sand-clay transition. Striking findings 
in this analysis are: (i) the early dying fault that evolves from the rigid basement fault and 
(ii) the decrease in the active shear zone width through time. In the appendix on pages 
A72–A75 you will find a more detailed analysis of this experiment. 
 
 
relative strain Exx absolute strain Exx clay layer and marker horizons 
  
 
fault trace analysis   
Fig. 6.4: Image sequence shows the evolution stages of a fault trace analysis with the help of 
overlying PIV-results. See text for details. 
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6.3 Differences and similarities between experiments 
As a large number of experiments has been carried out that offer us a multiplicity of 
structural features we should define some geometric parameters that help us to 
summarize and to quantify them. 
As mentioned in the experimental observations (chapter 5) and listed in the table below 
(Fig. 6.5) there are structural features that commonly occur in our experiments. Clay 
smear, the formation of faults lenses and releasing steps are well known in literature and 
is discussed in reference to field studies and analogue experiments. Lateral injection of 
clay, a process that leads to the enrichment of clay within the gouge zone (van der Zee, 
2001), is rarely observed in our experiments and restricted to those that are set up with a 
free surface. 
Fracturing and block rotation within the deformed clay layer are phenomena that are 
strongly related to firm clay. In this special case the application to field observations is 
delicate as the reproducibility of these experiments was not examined. We know this 
behavior from highly overconsolidated clay or, in the opposite case, from rigid sand 
packages in sand-clay sequences where the clay is the weaker counterpart.  
 
 
6.3.1 Clay smear 
Clay smear forms as a result of a ductile flow of clay source bed whereby the clay is 
squeezed into and smeared along the fault between the up and down thrown source beds 
(Fulljames et al., 1997).  
After Fulljames et al. (1997), the amount of clay smear at a point on the fault reduces 
with distance to the source bed. They mention that the smear forms a layered gouge 
containing clay from each source bed. His research shows that the greater the number and 
thickness of the source beds, within the throw window, the greater is the thickness of the 
smear. 
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Fig. 6.5: Overview on experiment series and structural features that occur during 
deformation. Green cells show occurrence, red cell stand for: not continuously observed. 
 
Lindsay et al. (1993) distinguish between three types of clay smear: (i) abrasion past 
movement past sandstones, (ii) shearing and ductile deformation between hanging-wall 
and footwall cut-offs of shale beds, and (iii) injection of clays during fluidization.  
Our experiments allow observation of the third type of clay smear because the selected 
boundary conditions come close to this natural setting. Scaling the model carefully 
including the time relationship is recommended to set our model into content to abrasion 
found in outcrops. 
The dominant process of sealing up the fault in the sandbox experiments is the formation 
of a consistent clay gouge. 
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A thick smear is more likely to be continuous across the area of the fault, whereas a thin 
smear is more likely to be discontinuous. 
In our experiments the occurrence clay smear is directly related to the rigidity of the clay. 
80.5% of the experiments result with clay smear on the fault planes. In 84, 8 % of these 
the clay membrane is continuous over the whole offset. In most experiments we do not 
observe clay smear we used firm clay or clay that was cemented with at least 1 wt% of 
cement. Some of our soft clay experiments confirm Fulljames et al. (1997) conclusions 
that the amount of clay smear may reduce with distance from the source bed. The 
formation of a releasing step interrupts the regularity of this development (Fig. 6.6).  
Also can be substantiated that layered gouge is formed in the case of more than one 
deformed soft clay layer (Fig. 6.7). In experiments evolving with a wide fault lens the 
clay membranes within the gouge zone are separated by a large amount of sand. 
Experiments that develop with a narrow, straight shear zone show only thin films of sand 
in between the clay membranes. A linear relation between source bed thickness and 
amount of clay within the gouge zone can not be supported by our experimental results. 
This theory indicates a simple shear geometry that is discussed in a later stage of this 
chapter. 
Clausen and Gabrielsen (2002) investigated clay smear processes with the help of a ring 
shear apparatus. In reference to his observations the potential for developing a continuous 
clay membrane increases as: (1) normal stress increases, (2) water content of clay 
increases, and (3) shear strength of clay decreases. We can reinforce these three 
coherences as (1) we have no continuous clay smear in the experiments that were done 
without an aluminum top plate (except experiments carried out with soft clay). The 
aluminum plates increase the normal stress in the shear zone as there additional load and 
there is no free surface that allows stress release. (2) as mentioned above in all soft clay 
experiments that are not hardened with cement show continuous clay membranes. In this 
study soft clay is defined by high water (app. 50 wt%) content. Measurements of shear 
strength (see appendix p. xxx for diagrams) show the lowest shear strength for soft clay. 
This is in correlation to Clausen and Gabrielsen’s third statement. 
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Fig. 6.6: In this soft clay experiment the clay 
thins out with distance from the source bed. 
A releasing step interrupts the regularity. 
Last image of experiment 2s30sand. Clay is 
highlighted in yellow. 
 Fig. 6.7: In experiments that 
include more than one soft 
clay layer a layered gouge is 
formed. This picture is the 
last of experiment 
multilayer01. 
 
6.3.2 Releasing step 
Detailed field studies from van der Zee (2002) and van der Zee et al. (2003) show that a 
releasing fault bend in a clay layer is required for clay injection to occur. Releasing bends 
were first described by Cloos (1930) in experimentally deformed clay-cakes and more 
recently by Richard and Krantz (1991) for a viscous layer above a rigid basement block. 
Childs et al. (1996) describe the kinematic process that lead to the formation of such a 
structure as sideways propagation of a dip section of a fault's tip. Van der Zee (2002) 
additionally mentions the upward propagation of a subhorizontal section of a fault's tip 
and coalescence of previously formed fault segments as possible causes. 
In our experiments releasing steps usually are initiated by two or more subtending faults 
that intersect the affected clay layer at diverging points. These observations are 
conforming to the theory of a coalescence of previously formed fault segments. Releasing 
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steps are observable in all experiments that were carried out without aluminum top plates. 
This is due to the free surface of the layer package abets the formation of long way apart 
fault segments. A trend of preferred releasing bend formation can be observed in soft clay 
experiments. In firm clay experiments this tendency is not detectable (see table above). 
Therefore, the occurrence of this structure can be ascribed to the rheology of the clay and 
the boundary conditions of the set up (top plates). A soft clay layer directly responds the 
fault stresses with the release of a more or less separated block. The firm clay usually 
shows fracturing that results in the formation of small blocks that are released from the 
source layer and show the trend to rotate inside the gouge zone. Another common process 
in the deformation of firm clay layers is the faulting and displacement of the clay layer 
with no accumulation of clay in the gouge zone. In both cases no releasing bend is 
formed. 
6.3.3 Preferred smear 
The principles of simple shear show a good correlation to our experimental results as 
long only one soft clay layer is set up and sheared over a short distance. In the case of 
two or more layers the processes are nor longer reasonable for simple shear. If you have a 
look at successive clay and sand layers you will notice that the sand layer is thinned out 
dramatically or may disappear. 
This process may be conforming to van der Zee and Urai’s (2005) theory of ‘preferred 
smear’. ‘Preferred smear’ is defined as a process that leads to the enrichment of one of 
the wall rock constituents in the fault gouge. An approach to quantify the formation of 
such complex structures is made in this chapter in the paragraphs that deal with the fault 
statistics and geometry of our experimental results. The results show that ‘preferred 
smear’ as described by van der Zee and Urai (2005) is not applicable to our experiments. 
Other processes, for instance the mechanical mixing of the components involved, leads to 
the fault zone geometries we observe in our experimental results. 
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6.3.4 Fault lens 
Fault-bounded lens shaped bodies in fault zone are commonly observed features (Ramsey 
and Huber, 1987; Childs et al., 1996, 1997; Walsh et al., 1999; van der Zee and Urai, 
2005). 
The formation of fault-bounded lens structures is related to the initially segmented nature 
of fault zones. It is possible that most of the deformation occurs before full coalescence 
of the slip planes and the formation of the lens. Alternatively, the slip planes may 
coalesce and the lens may be formed before it deforms internally (Fig. 6.8) (van der Zee 
and Urai, 2005).  
Van der Zee and Urai (2005) states that during movement on the fault the stress in the 
releasing and restraining bend changes. The main effect is that the horizontal stress in the 
releasing bend is reduced where the vertical stress in the constraining bend is increased. 
In the interior of the lens, these changes are superposed, resulting in decrease in 
horizontal stress and an increase in vertical stress (Fig. 6.9).  
 
Fig. 6.8: Two scenarios for the development of fault-bounded lens-shaped bodies by 
coalescence of two non-planar faults. In scenario 1 the interior of the future lens is 
deformed before coalescence of the faults. Scenario 2 shows the fault coalescence before 
major deformation of the interior of the lens. From van der Zee and Urai (2005). 
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Fig. 6.9: Highly simplified geomechanical model for 
preferred lens deformation illustrated in a mohr 
diagram. The stress changes due to the slip along the 
lens, causes a preferred deformation of the lens interior. 
From van der Zee and Urai, 2005. 
 
Three types of lens formation: 
The formation of a lens in between two faults is commonly observed in our analogue 
experiments. In 80.5 % off all experiments this phenomenon can be seen. In the 
experiments we used the aluminum top plates 75 % show the evolution of a lens and in 
all experiments of the series without the top plates (series 2) a fault prism is developed. 
The fault prism can be seen as an uncompleted fault lens, as the offset in those 
experiments is smaller (only three cm instead of 6 cm) and the fault trace is not forced 
into its kinematically advantageous path with the help of metal plates. 
The fault lens evolution takes place in different ways but always in interrelation with the 
initial fault development. As described in the experimental observations in chapter 5 the 
initial fault angle in the basement sand package deviates from the fault angle of the given 
basement fault. Averaged the initial fault evolves with an angle of 45° towards the 
hanging wall. This incident often causes rupture or bending in the clay layer, respectively 
in the lower clay layer in the case of o multiple layer setup, a few mm left of the designed 
fault trace. The opposite case occurs usually a few minutes later in interaction with the 
fault that elongates the top plates slit. This fault commonly curves a little bit towards the 
footwall and causes rupture or bending in the upper clay layer right of the designed fault 
trace. The initial fault development, just as described, may lead to the formation of 
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releasing bends within the clay layers that stabilizes the fault lens throughout the 
deformation. Such stable lenses can be observed in about half of our experiments. In the 
top plate experiments the occurrence amounts 54.5 %, and 33.3 % in the experiments 
without top plate. In cases the releasing bend is smeared out the fault lens is thinned out 
as well. The stability of the releasing bend can not be correlated to the properties of the 
clay, neither the thickness of the layer nor the rigidy in dependency to the water or 
cement content. The processes that may lead to the straightening of the releasing bend are 
abrasion in case of rigid clay and lateral injection or telescoping of soft clay layers. 
As mentioned above, the lens develops in different ways and at different stages of the 
deformation. Three types are described in the following: 
Image sequence A of Fig. 6.10 shows the most frequent case of lens formation. In each 
clay layer a wide releasing step evolves that is stable throughout the whole deformation. 
The fist two images show the typical fault initiation from the rigid basement fault and the 
top plate slit. In this experiment the lens is initiated in the first few mm of the movement. 
In image sequence B of Fig. 6.10 another type of lens formation is shown. At the 
beginning the fault trace is uninterrupted and elongates the basement and top plate fault. 
Not until a very late stage in the experiment (offset app. 8 mm) the offset of the top plates 
(a few mm to the left) carries weight in form of evolving a second fault that embeds a 
lens with the previous fault. 
The last image sequence of Fig. 6.10 shows an example for a fault lens that is thinned out 
during deformation. The initial phase is similar to image sequence A. Two faults that 
grow from the basement fault and the top plate slit border a fault lens. Also in this case a 
wide releasing bend is included. In a later stage the releasing step is separated by another 
fault. The left border of the fault lens gets inactive while another fault enables a narrower 
fault lens. 
The fault lens development as observed in our experiments comes close to van der Zee’s 
fault bonded lens scenario 2 (Fig. 6.8).  As also visible on the PIV-images in figure 6.10  
the lens’ interior stays relatively stable during the deformation. A preferred deformation 
in between the bordering faults can not be detected, but the lens’ shape may be affected 
by the occurrence of additional, later stage faults (Image sequence C, Fig. 6.10). 
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Image sequence A: Experiment 025perc2cement with 8, 16 and 28 mm offset. 
Image sequence B: Experiment sand offset with 8, 16 and 20 mm offset. 
   
Image sequence C: Experiment 1s30inc with 8, 16 and 32 mm offset. 
Fig. 6.10: Three types of lens formation. See text for details. 
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6.4 Statistics 
The CSP (clay smear potential) value was introduced to represent an indication of the 
continuity of clay smear seal. As it is a relative measure, it can be used to rank prospects 
along faults of similar types in similar stratigraphies (Fulljames et al., 1997). 
The CSP is calculated at a certain point at a fault from the thickness of individual clay 
source beds, and the distance from the source bed to that point. For each clay bed that 
passed the calculation point, the thickness is squared and divided over the distance. The 
clay smears derived from all source beds that passed the calculation point are summed, 
both for upthrown and downthrown side. The highest of these is found to have the most 
predictive power and taken a CSP. Usually a calibration term (c) is included to cover the 
rheological properties and stress dependencies of clay smear (Fulljames et al., 1997). The 
CSP algorithm depends upon the thickness and offset of individual shale beds (Crawford 
et al., 2002) (Fig. 6.11). 
 
Fig. 6.11: Clay Smear Potential (CSP) algorithm. Modified from 
Yielding et al., 1997. 
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Fig. 6.12: Shale Gouge Ratio (SGR) algorithm. Modified from 
Yielding et al., 1997. 
 
The shale gouge ratio (SGR) method estimates the proportion of clay entrained into the 
fault gouge from wallrock as a function of shale displaced past any point on a fault 
(Crawford et al., 2002). 
The shale thicknesses are measured in a ‘window’ with a height equal to the throw; 
therefore this window represents the column of rock that has slid past this point on the 
fault (Yielding et al., 1997). Thus, the shale gouge ratio is a relatively simple algorithm 
that calculates the fraction of shale or clay that has been smeared along a fault surface 
through fault offset (Fig. 6.12). 
Use of the algorithm requires detailed knowledge of the fraction of shale or clay material 
in the rocks cut by the fault as well as offset along the fault. In the field this demands 
outcrops of high quality. In our experiments the demanded parameters are simply derived 
from the 2D-view of the results (Figs. 6.11 and 6.12). In literature and in the appliance 
for hydrocarbon industry it is common to suggest high shale gouge ratio values (>40) as 
an indicator for good fault sealing properties, while lower values suggest that clay or 
shale smeared along the fault surface will not act as a fluid flow barrier. 
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Fig. 6.13: Compare results from literature (Yielding et al., 1997) with results for SSF, 
CSP, and SGR for forty of our experiments (right column). 
 
The CSP is plotted against the SGR to make sure that our experimental results are 
reasonable analogues to previous field studies (Fig. 6.13). If you compare the diagrams to 
results from Yielding et al. (1997) you find a good correlation in the observed dispersion. 
The usage of the SGR to fault seal prediction only makes sense in the case of simple 
shear geometry. In this case the relationship between SGR and the percentage of clay in 
the gouge zone can be taken as linear and you can assume that a particular amount of clay 
in the throw window leads to the same percentage of clay in the gouge zone. 
To find out whether these assumptions are reasonable the SGR was plotted against the 
gouge clay percentage in the diagram of figure 6.14 (see also Table 10). The highest 
deviations from the linear relationship (f(x) = x) can be observed in the soft clay 
experiments. These experiments show to the trend to accumulate more clay within the 
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gouge zone than expected. The best correlation to the linear relationship is observed in 
the normal clay experiments, but strong deviations can be found in this group as well. A 
trend to accumulate a low amount of clay in the gouge zone is represented in the 
experiments that include firm or cemented clay layers. This is attributed to brittle events 
during the deformation.  
 
Fig. 6.14: Relationship between SGR and the percentage of clay measured in the gouge 
zone. 
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Table 10: Experiments used for SGR - gouge clay relationship (Fig. 6.14). 
number clay type experiment name top plate 
1 soft II multilayer02 yes 
2 soft I ged01 no 
3 soft I 2s10hor yes 
4 soft II multilayer01 yes 
5 soft I 1s30hor yes 
6 soft I 2s40sand yes 
7 soft I 2s40sand3rd yes 
8 soft I 2s30sand yes 
9 soft I ged08 no 
10 soft I 2s03hor yes 
11 soft I 2s40sand2nd yes 
12 soft I 2s40sand4th yes 
13 soft I 1s30inc yes 
14 soft I 2s40sand5th yes 
15 soft I 2s40sand6th yes 
16 soft I 1s03hor yes 
17 soft I 1s03inc yes 
18 soft I 2s50sand yes 
19 soft I ged03 no 
20 normal I 2n03hor yes 
21 normal I ged05 no 
22 normal II 1n10kaolin yes 
23 normal I ged06 no 
24 normal I ged07 no 
25 normal I 1n03inc yes 
26 soft II & cement 025perc2cement2nd yes 
27 soft II & cement 025perc2cement yes 
28 firm I 1t30hor yes 
29 firm I 1t30ohne yes 
30 firm II 1b03kaolin yes 
31 firm I ged11 no 
32 soft II & cement 1perc2cement yes 
33 soft II & cement cement03grease yes 
34 firm I ged10 no 
35 soft II & cement 03zement-fett yes 
36 soft II & cement 1perc-cement yes 
37 soft II & cement 2perc2cement yes 
38 soft II & cement 15perc2cement yes 
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To find out the cause of the variance in the results the values of SGR and gouge clay are 
sorted in the experiment series’ order as shown in figure 6.15. In fact, conspicuous trends 
are observable in series that feature a regular clay rheology or experimental setup. Series 
4 and 6 are carried out with two soft clay layers. You can notice the trend in these 
experiments to accumulate averagely 20 % more clay in the gouge zone than the SGR 
predicts. A similar trend may be observed in experiment series 8 that is characterized by 
the setup of multiple soft clay layers. In the case of four clay layers of different 
thicknesses (experiment multilayer02 the amount of clay in the gouge zone exceeds the 
SGR even 40 %. Experiment series 5 and 7 are built up with cemented clay layers. You 
see that the considerable rheological contrast leads to low amounts of clay within the 
gouge zone. In both series the SGR exceeds the clay-gouge content up to 20 %. In the 
other experiments to many setup parameters are variable. Hence, there can be no reliable 
evidence for the influence of the clay’s rigidy on the SGR and clay-gouge relationship. 
If you have a look at the overall trend in our experiments shown in upper diagram  of 
figure 6.16 you will notice that there is the tendency to accumulate more clay in the 
gouge zone that expected from the SGR; in particular cases 100 to 400 %.  
Fig. 6.15: SGR and gouge-clay values for each experiment plotted in a line–chart. 
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There are also numerous experiments with a remarkable low amount of clay in the gouge 
zone in reference to the SGR. Striking experiments show a deviance of 20 to 40 %.  
A linear relationship between SGR and clay-gouge can be seen as an exception on the 
base of our sandbox experiments. 
The analysis of trends shown in the experimental series indicates that the clay’s rheology 
has got the strongest influence on the accumulation of clay in the gouge zone. To proof 
this, individual diagrams of the three clay types: soft, normal and firm are compiled 
(Fig.6.16, lower diagrams). The majority of soft and normal clay experiments show an 
enrichment of clay in gouge zone in respect to the SGR. In firm clay experiments the line 
for the clay-gouge content predominantly lies below that of the SGR. 
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Fig. 6.16: SGR and gouge-clay values for the experimental results in line-charts. All 
experiments (upper diagram) and ordered by clay properties (firm, normal, soft). 
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Fig. 6.17: SGR and gouge clay values in line-charts; sorted by striking results. 
 
Six outstanding experiments are selected for visualizing the measuring method (Fig. 
6.18). Experiment ged01 (Fig. 6.14, #2) is set up with a 30 mm thick clay layer. The free 
surface allows the development of a wide fault prism that is representative for the shear 
zone width. In this experiment the content of clay in the gouge zone (70.11 %) is twice as 
much as the SGR (35.75 %). The clay smear is continuous and therefore the sealing 
quality can be determined to be excellent. 
Experiment 2s40sand2nd (Fig. 6.14, #11) includes two soft clay layers that are placed 
with a distance of 40 mm into the sand package. The formation of releasing steps in the 
initial phase of the deformation causes a wide shear zone. The relation between gouge-
clay and SGR can be seen as almost perfect linear (24 % / 26 %). Even so and although 
the clay smear is continuous this fault zone has no sealing qualities as the two clay layers 
are not brought together. 
The normal clay experiment 2n03hor (Fig. 6.14, #20) is also set up with two thin clay 
layers. The gouge-clay content (54.75 %) exceeds the SGR (16.08 %) with almost 40 %. 
The clay smear is continuous and the sealing quality excellent, as the two clay layers are 
brought together inside the fault zone. 
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ged01 (Fig. 6.14, #2) 2s40sand2nd (Fig. 6.14, #11) 2n03hor (Fig. 6.14, #20) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
ged03 (Fig. 6.14, #19) 1b03kaolin (Fig. 6.14, #30) ged10 (Fig. 6.14, #34) 
Fig. 6.18: Examples for SGR and gouge clay measuring method for six striking experiments. 
 
 
Experiment ged03 (Fig. 6.14, #19) has a quite good gouge-clay (31.7 %) – SGR (23.67 
%) relationship compared to other experimental results. The 10 mm thick normal clay 
layer is smeared out in wide shear zone. The clay smear is semi-continuous as voids 
occur that might probably have a negative influence on the sealing qualities of this fault 
zone. In experiment 1b03kaolin (Fig. 6.14, #30) one thin, firm clay layer is set up. This 
experiment opposes the trend of firm clay experiments to provide low clay content in the 
gouge zone as it is twice as high as the SGR (6.4 % / 13.7 %). This may be attributed to 
the fact that the layer does not show a typical brittle behavior. The clay smear is 
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continuous and due to this the sealing qualities of the fault zone. Experiment ged10 (Fig. 
6.14, #34) underlines the trend of firm clay layers to have an extraordinary low amount of 
clay within the gouge zone as the relation of gouge-clay to SGR is 1:17. Brittle events 
during deformation cause this phenomenon. The clay smear is not continuously and 
therefore we cannot expect proper sealing qualities in this shear zone. 
So far, this detailed observations show that the SGR method for fault seal prediction 
bears a plenty of uncertainties. We already learned that not only the amount of clay in the 
throw window but also the clay’s rheology plays an important role concerning the sealing 
quality of a fault. The investigation of the maximum values shows that additionally the 
architecture of the host rock is of significance. There is an accumulation of maximum 
values for a high amount of clay in the gouge zone in experiments that are set up with 
two soft clay layers and maxima for low amounts are striking in experiments that are set 
up with single thick clay layer. The two diagrams of figure 6.17 that include the SGR and 
the gouge-clay percentage should substantiate these trends. 
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6.5 Geometry 
6.5.1 Simple shear 
Shear zones are planar zones of localized deformation. Typically, there is a strong 
tendency towards non-coaxial (simple shear) deformation within the shear zone (Jessell 
and Bons, 2000). 
The geometry can be closely approximated by shearing a deck of cards in one direction 
(Bates and Jackson, 1984).  
In the case of simple shear (Fig. 6.19) the amount of clay or sand within the shear zone 
may be simply derived from the shear zone width, the layer thickness and the fault angle 
with: 
 
x = shear zone width 
a = layer thickness 
α = 90° - fault angle 
A = x * a’ 
a’ = a * cosα 
 
Additionally the total displacement is defined by the throw and the fault angle. 
b = y / cosα 
In the case of a simple shear-like behavior of our materials these equations could be used 
to make a prediction on the sealing qualities of our fault zones. 
The SGR for fault seal prediction is based on the simple shear theory. So in the case that 
this theory would be applicable to our experiments we would reach a perfect linear SGR 
gouge-clay relationship. As mentioned in the previous paragraph, which deals with the 
fault statistics of our experiments, the SGR method is not easy to apply to our 
experiments. Hence, must be identified whether simple shear geometry is valid for our 
experimentally deformed sand clay packages or not. 
The observation of the progressive deformation in experiments that are made up with 
more than one clay layer show that the sand in between the clay thins out successively. 
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To proof that in the end of deformation the simple shear theory is no longer applicable on 
the experimental results, sheared lines with a length equivalent to the sand layer thickness 
in the shape of a sheared card deck overlay an analogue photograph of experiment 
multilayer01 (Fig. 6.20 a). The area of theoretically sheared section is shown in figure 
6.20 b (yellow area). In figure 6.20 c additionally the amount of sand that is really 
accumulated in the gouge zone is sketched (red area). You see that the theoretical 
amount of sand exceeds the amount of sand that is actually found in the shear zone. 
These investigations show that the simple shear theory is not sufficient to explain or 
predict the composition of the gouge zone. 
 
 
 
x = shear zone width 
y = throw 
b = displacement 
a = layer thickness 
α = 90° - fault angle 
b = y / cos α 
a’ = a * cos α 
A = x * a’ 
Fig. 6.19: Simple shear geometry for normal faults. 
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a 
 
b 
 
 
c 
  
Fig. 6.20: Simple shear card deck theory applied to experiment multilayer01. See text for 
details. 
 
6.5.2 Mechanical mixing 
One process that may lead to optically more clay and less sand in the gouge than 
expected from the SGR and simple shear processes is mechanical mixing. 
Van der Zee (2002) states that in thin-bedded sequences the fault gouge is a mechanically 
mixed equivalent of the country rock stratigraphy. However, in a number of situations the 
composition of the fault gouge may deviate from a simple mixture of the faulted section. 
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For example in the case of beds much thicker than the fault throw, fault gouge 
composition varies accordingly with depth.  
Based on ring shear experiments Clausen and Gabrielsen (2002) recognize three stages in 
the development of clay membranes. In the first stage, which is typical for experiments 
utilizing low normal stress (6kPa), there is a complete absence of a clay membrane for all 
clays used. Only occasional clay fragments occurred along the fault plane. In the second 
stage, which is commonly seen at slightly higher normal stress (>25 kPa), a mixture of 
sand and clay or patches of clay embedded in a sand matrix were observed. In the third 
stage, a semi-continuous clay membrane developed (normal stress > 100 kPa). 
The water content of the clay smear was measured before and after deformation, and the 
results show that the water content decreased when increased normal stress was applied, 
and with increasing distance from the source layer (Clausen and Gabrielsen, 2002). 
It seems that zones that the zones of the shear plane characterized by a clay-sand mixture 
are stable in the context that once they are generated, they do not develop into other types 
of smear. It may be speculated that mixing of clay and sand occurs by local invasion of 
clay into pores generated in dilation at an early stage of shear under low normal stress. 
A complete mixture of clay and sand is commonly seen in experiments performed under 
slightly higher normal stress (>25 kPa). The ability to develop a homogeneous clay-sand 
mixture seems to vary considerably from one clay type to another. 
Microscope study shows that the clay in the mixed zones may dominate the matrix, and 
that the texture commonly is complete matrix-born. 
It is concluded that after rupture of the clay layers, the fault zone is dominated by plastic 
deformational processes, which include transport of single grains from sand into the clay 
(Clausen and Gabrielsen, 2002). 
The mixture of detrital and diagenetic clays located between detrital framework grains 
generates fault rock in which permeability is controlled by the creation of anatomizing 
networks of microsmears around framework grains or clasts (Crawford et al., 2002). 
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zoom area I 
  
zoom area II 
  
zoom area III 
 
Fig. 6.21: Last image of experiment multilayer01 as an example for component mixing 
within the gouge zone. See text for details. 
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In our experiments a mixture of the components within the gouge zone is observable as 
well. A detailed investigation of the high resolution digital images is satisfactory in 
proving that clay smeared out in the shear zone differs in composition from the 
undeformed source clay. For this purpose a closer look was taken on the final image of 
experiment multilayer01. In figure 6.21 three zones in the gouge zone were treated with 
the help of Adobe Photoshop filter tools to bring out the differences between undeformed 
and deformed clay. Zoom area I points to the obvious contrast between homogeneous 
source layer and the heterogeneous clay smear derived from a overlying clay layer. Zoom 
area II shows the layered gouge zone consisting of clay derived from three different clay 
layers and the sand in-between. It is noticeable that the clay layer with the largest 
distance from the source bed (the middle one) features the highest degree of mixture. 
Zoom area III underlines the observations made in zoom area II and additionally points to 
mechanical mixing in zones of releasing bends (middle layer). 
 
 
6.6 Simple mechanical considerations 
6.6.1 The initial phase 
6.6.1.1 Kinematics 
 
A body is considered to behave in a perfectly elastic manner in a cycle of loading and 
unloading, when it returns to the configuration of the reference state while releasing all of 
the deformation work that was performed during the loading part of the cycle during 
unloading. Mandl (2000) mentions that the concept of a perfectly elastic solid is an 
idealization as the mechanical work performed in a deforming body is never completely 
recoverable. There are always frictional processes operating inside the body. 
Nevertheless, to a good approximation, all solid materials behave elastically as long as 
the load does not exceed a certain limit. 
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The stress-strain relationships that characterize our materials, sand and clay, are shown in 
diagrams in the appendix on p. A2. According to the geotechnical measurements we can 
assume the deformational behavior of our materials to be elastic in the initial phase. 
To find out to what extent the theory of elastic behavior can be found in the initial 
kinematics of our experiments three experiments were investigated with the help of the 
PIV-analysis. We chose the experiments ‘sand’ (Fig. 6.22), ‘1s30hor’ (Fig. 6.23), and 
‘1perc_cement’ (Fig. 6.24) because of their considerable different response to 
deformation, in respective to the setup. Experiment ‘sand’ was built up only with sand 
while experiment ‘1s30hor’ includes a 30 mm thick soft clay layer and experiment 
‘1perc_cement’ was carried out with a 3 mm thick cemented clay layer. 
The most distinctive results for the strain-analysis shows experiment ‘sand’. The shear-
strain represented by yellow displacement vectors points to a circular block movement 
with the center being located close to the rigid basement fault. This behavior can be 
observed up to the total displacement of 0.8 mm (Fig. 6.22 center image). Ongoing 
deformation causes the localization of a fault in elongation to the rigid basement fault 
(Fig. 6.22 last image). In this stage motion was only observed in the hanging wall sector. 
In experiment 1s30hor the response to deformation is similar. The circular block motion 
is observed in the initial phase up to a total displacement of 0.8 mm (Fig. 6.23 center 
image). The vector field in this experiment occurs more diffuse because the thick clay 
layer causes unnegligible errors in the vector calculation. With ongoing deformation the 
movement is incrementally restricted to the hanging wall sector. But the clay has got the 
ability to retard movement in elongation to the rigid basement fault for a while. 
Circular movement in the initial phase is also observed in experiment 1perc_cement. We 
find two centers of circular movement. One located close to the basement and the other in 
the firm clay layer. Both in elongation to the rigid basement fault. 
If the material being considered has elastic stress-strain properties, we can substitute the 
strain parameters with stress variables using the elastic stress-strain relationship for plane 
stress (Ramsay and Lisle, 2000). The center of the circular movement is the location of 
the lowest distortion. According to Mandl (2000) the lower horizontal stresses are found 
in more competent layers like the rigid basement and the clay layer (for low vertical 
stresses).  
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From stress-strain diagrams we already learned about the competence contrasts in our 
layer packages. Not surprisingly, the experiment that is set up with only sand shows 
nearly homogeneous elastic displacement field while in the other two experiments show 
irregularities caused by lower horizontal stresses within the clay layers. Numerical 
models that deal with block-motion, implemented by Patton and Fletcher (1995), are 
adduced emphasize our experimental results. The base for the numerical models is the 
vertical and horizontal motion of blocks that underlie effectively less rigid layers. This is 
comparable to our rigid aluminum basement that underlies sand-clay packages. 
As shown in figure 6.25 a the stress distribution arises solely from the relative motion of 
the underlying blocks, and the stress dies off away from the locus of interaction of the 
two blocks. 
The streamlines for the pure vertical block-motion occur evenly spaced and vertical, and 
the circulation in the block motion is indicated by horizontal streamlines above the fault. 
Stream functions for block motions along dipping faults may be obtained by adding those 
for the horizontal and vertical motions in suitable proportions. Fig. 6.25 b shows the 
results for a 45° dipping normal fault. 
 
Fig. 6.22: Kinematic evolution of experiment ‘sand’. Vector field points to elastic 
behavior in the initial phase followed by plastic strain with localization of a fault zone 
(last image). See text for details. 
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Fig. 6.23: Kinematic evolution of experiment 1s30hor. See text for details. 
 
Fig. 6.24: Kinematic evolution of experiment 1perc-cement. Red arrows point to the two 
centers of circular movement. See text for details. 
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a b  
Fig. 6.25: relative motion above rigid basement blocks. Left picture shows vertical 
motion, right picture motion above a 45° dipping normal fault. Modified from 
Patton and Fletcher, 1995. 
 
6.6.1.2 Mechanical background 
Sand and wet clay are the most frequently used materials for physical modeling of brittle 
deformation. Both sand and wet clay are considered to behave as Mohr-Coulomb 
materials for the purpose of physical modeling (Eisenstadt and Sims, 2005).  
For simple mechanical considerations on the initial phase of the deformation in our 
experiments pore pressure is not taken into account. In theory, fine grained saturated 
materials will respond to loading initially by generating excess pore water pressures and 
by remaining at constant volume. This is the short-term or immediate loading response. 
Once the pore pressure has dissipated, after a certain time, the effective stresses have 
increased and the Mohr-Coulomb criterion will describe the mobilized strength. This is 
the long-term loading response (http://fbe.uwe.ac.uk/public/geocal/SoilMech/).  
In the fracture process, fracture energy is supplied by work of external load and 
dissipation of elastic energy stored in the structure. The total energy release is 
proportional to the area of fracture process zone, in which the energy is assumed to be 
dissipated along the crack surface (Budi Aulia, 2000). Consequently, the stress field 
within the model changes permanently while the material deforms. 
Another factor that affects faulting across layers is a pronounced difference in shear 
strength between superincumbent layers. This is shown when normal faulting starts in a 
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competent brittle bed and an overlying weaker layer accommodates a certain amount of 
strain by precasive frictional plastic deformation via numerous micro cracks and small 
Coulomb slips, or by viscous creep (Mandl, 2000). 
As shown in figure 6.26 granular materials with densely packed grains are strain 
softening because disturbance during shearing causes the grains to move apart causing 
dilation. 
Comparing stress-strain curves for loose and dense packed materials (Fig. 6.27) it 
becomes apparent that dense packed materials reach a maximum or peak shear strength. 
With a relatively short amount of deformation, the materials pass beyond peak shear 
strength into a lower post peak strength. In this moment the progressive failure is 
transformed into an abrupt failure causing the release of stresses. The material will 
become significantly weaker, which means that it can carry less of the load.  
After normalization all the peak states fall on a single unique envelope (Figs. 6.27). 
Residual strength is the very lowest strength which occurs after very large displacements. 
For sands the residual strength is the same as the critical state strength. For clays the 
residual is about ½ the critical state strength. For clays the flat clay particles become 
aligned parallel to the direction of shear. 
Residual strength applies to clays after very large shear displacements when clay particles 
have become aligned in well-defined shear zones or slip planes (Fig. 6.27) 
(http://fbe.uwe.ac.uk/public/geocal/SoilMech/). 
Theoretically, before faulting, the layer-parallel normal stress is lower in the competent 
sand-package than in the less competent soft clay. Therefore, when clay and sand are 
juxtaposed by faulting, a gradient in the vertical stress is set up inside the softer material 
near the fault. This stress gradient is the driving force of a squeeze flow towards the fault, 
operating as long as competent material with lower vertical stress is sliding along the 
fault contact with the clay. These assumptions, made by Mandl (2000) are not applicable 
to our experiments, even for those that are carried out with soft clay. Cohesion causes 
higher shear strength in the clay for low stresses, as they occur in our sandbox setup (Fig. 
6.28), although the friction angle is lower than in the sand. 
Brittle events are fracturing and block rotation. According to Mandl (2000) a stiffer and a 
weaker body which are in contact along some finite area show bonds or contact friction 
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that prevents slippage when a uniaxial compressive load is applied. The compressive load 
induces shear stresses near the contact because the weaker body has the tendency to 
extend farther in lateral direction than the stiffer body. Due to this the central part of the 
contact area is under tension, and a progressive raise in compressive stress will eventually 
produce a stably growing tensile fracture (Mandl, 2000). 
In our experiments we used different types of clay in respect to the water content. The 
effect is that in experiments where we used soft clay (water content app. 50 %) the clay 
behaves plastic and in experiments firm or cemented clay was used the behavior is brittle. 
Plastic behavior is defined as the state where the shear stress remains stable at increasing 
deformation. Although no definite failure occurs the failure criterion is valid.  
The plastic behavior of the clay results in a continuous clay smear.  
 
 
dense packing dilatancy 
 
loose packing volume change 
Fig. 6.26. Sketches show principle kinematics for sand. From Kirsch, 2004. 
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Fig. 6.27: Simplified stress-strain curves for dense and loose 
packed sand. 
 
 
Fig. 6.28: Simplified Mohr diagram for an overstressed system. 
Blue, dashed Mohr circles point to the stress state derived by 
releasing stress. 
 
6.6.1.3 Experimental observations 
The mechanical evolution described above takes place at a very early stage of 
deformation in our experiments. In this stage of the experiment it is not possible to 
observe the deformation on the base of analogue images. The PIV-analysis helps us to 
identify the zones where the stresses localize in the sand packages in a stage the clay still 
resists the deformation. A direct shear-induced fabric is generally composed of regions of 
homogenous fabric separated by discontinuities. No discontinuities appear before peak 
strength is developed, although there is some particle rotation in direction of the motion. 
Near-perfect preferred orientation develops during yield after peak strength is reached, 
but large deformations may be required to reach this state. This initial process as 
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described by Mitchell (1993) can be observed in the PIV-analysis of the rotational 
component of z. 
The image sequence in figure 6.29 shows the initial phase of experiment 2s50sand. The 
upper row shows successive images of the experiment with a maximum displacement 
(last image) of 3 mm. The whole sand-clay package rotates a bit to the left but there is not 
obvious deformation in the two clay layers. The lower row displays the PIV-analysis of 
exact the same images. It is observable how the fault zones initiate and localize under 
different angles from the predefined basement- and top-faults, visible as dark blue areas. 
The deformation band is decoupled and offset by the clay layers. Figure 6.30 shows the 
same experiment with a total offset of 4.5 mm. At this stage the clay was visibly 
deformed as shown in the analogue image (left). The area of major deformation is 
displayed as a continuous dark blue area in the PIV-analysis (right image). 
 
   
 
2s50sand: img. # 5 
 
2s50sand: img. # 7 
 
2s50sand: img. # 9 
Fig. 6.29: Image sequence shows the initial phase of experiment 2s50sand. See text for details. 
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2s50sand: img. #12 
 
Fig. 6.30: Images show experiment 2s50sand with a total displacement of 4.5 mm. On the 
left the analogue digital image, the PIV-analysis of the rotational component of z to 
the right. 
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7 Limitations and application 
In general a physical analogue model is useful in terms of investigation of fault system 
kinematics where real world analogues are not accessible 
(http://www.swri.edu/4ORG/d20/gg/analog/default.htm). The underwater sandbox allows 
a detailed 2D view on the deformation behavior of the materials that are set up. The 
relatively simple technical setup does not allow 3D-insigths to the fault development. The 
system is water saturated and horizontal and vertical slicing of the model is only possible 
after the deformation is done and the water is drained. As in many experiments horizontal 
sections were excavated (see also chapter 5, p.44) it can be assumed that the deformation 
is homogeneously in all dimensions. This limitation of sandbox models may be 
negotiated by the usage of the X-Ray Computerized Tomography (CT) technique. This 
technique may be applied to visualize the interior of the analogue model without 
destroying it. 
Seismic interpretation techniques are frequently used to identify the geometrical 
properties of geological structures. This technique is expensive and demands experience 
in handling and a strong geological background of the modeler as primary only a 2D-
view is provided. The application of an analogue model that simulates the same 
geological setting is a useful tool to get an idea of the 3D-geological structure. 
The strongest limitation lies in the application of the mechanical properties of the model 
to the stress conditions that are found in nature. For this purpose it is important to scale 
the model properly. In the case that all scaling rules are kept satisfactory it is still 
challenging to detect the mechanical evolution with in-situ stress measurements. 
Nieuwland et al. (2000) made an approach to these using miniature solid state pressure 
transducers to quantify the devolvement of stress field during model experiments of 
thrust tectonics. 
Analogue sandbox models are applicable to a broad range of scales. They are valid for 
large scale tectonics as well as for the meter scale (Horsfield, 1977; 
http://www.swri.edu/4ORG/d20/gg/analog/default.htm). The scaling limitation for our 
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water-saturated sandbox lies in the 1:1 scale. Firstly, it is questionable, whether sand-clay 
sequences in such a short alternation and with such strong rheological contrasts do appear 
in nature under the given stress conditions. The 1:1 setting given in our experiments must 
take place close to the surface. In this level exogenic processes have strong influence on 
the recently deposited sediments. The other limitation lies in the maximum offset of 50 
mm. Will the shear zone width that occur in the model, which is strongly dependent on 
the grain size and overburden load be found under natural conditions? 
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8 Conclusions 
• Analogue sandbox models are a useful tool for in-situ observations on clay smear 
processes in normal faults. 
• The underwater setup of the sandbox used in this study makes it possible to setup 
cohesionless sand and wet clay in one experiment. 
• The elongation of the fault trace may be forced into a preferred direction by 
placing rigid bodies on top of the setup. 
• The boundary conditions allow the velocity field to initiate deformation bands 
that curve away from the kinematically preferred plane. 
• The clay’s rigidity strongly influences the gouge composition. 
• The potential for developing a continuous clay membrane inside the gouge zone 
increases as the shear strength of the clay decreases. 
• Weak, undercompaced clay is more prone to be enriched in the fault zone and 
form a continuous smear. 
• Strong, overconslidated clay first deforms in a brittle fashion but may be 
reworked to a soft gouge with ongoing fault movement. 
• A free surface allows the formation of releasing bends in the deformed clay layer. 
• The SGR-method bears uncertainties as long as the mechanical properties of sand 
and clay are not included. 
• A linear relationship between SGR and the percentage of clay that accumulates in 
the gouge zone can be seen as an exception on the base of our sandbox 
experiments. 
• Two soft clay layers in one setup abet the accumulation of more clay within the 
gouge zone than expected from the SGR 
• One thick clay layer leads to the accumulation of less clay within the gouge zone 
than expected from the SGR. 
• The investigations of this study show that the simple shear theory is not sufficient 
to explain or predict the final composition of the gouge zone. 
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• The components involved (sand and clay) are mixed up within the shear zone 
during deformation. 
• The PIV-analysis is a powerful tool for the investigation of fault evolution in 
granular media. 
• Sand and clay show typical elastic-plastic Mohr-Coulomb behavior. 
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9 Summary 
This study focuses on clay smear processes during fault gouge evolution in sand-clay 
sequences at depths up to 2 km. A clay-rich fault gouge can dramatically lower the fault’s 
permeability, and prediction of this process is therefore relevant in groundwater 
modelling and hydrocarbon geology (Fulljames et al. 1997; Yielding et al., 1997; van der 
Zee et al., 2003, van der Zee and Urai, 2005). 
We constructed an “underwater” sandbox to deform layered sand-clay models of 
20x40x20 cm above a 70° dipping rigid basement fault. The experiments are run 
completely water-saturated to allow deformation of wet clay and cohesionless sand. The 
basement fault moves at 20 to 120 mm/h to a maximum offset of 60 mm. We use quartz 
sand with grain size between 0.1 to 0.4 mm and an illite-rich clay with a water content 
between 28 and 55 wt.%. Water content of the clay is used to control its shear strength 
and state of consolidation.  We defined three strength classes: Soft clay (up to 55 wt% 
water), Normal clay (around 40 wt% water) and Firm clay (less than 30 wt% water). 
Soft and Firm clay represent underconsolidated and overconsolidated end-members, 
respectively. The Normal clay is in equilibrium with the overburden load. In a number of 
experiments 0.25-10 wt% Portland Cement was added to the clay to make it strong and 
brittle. Material properties were carefully characterized by a series of geotechnical 
measurements.  
Our sandbox experiments are governed by two important boundary conditions. The 
basement is a well-defined plate acting as a rigid guide compared to the properties of the 
sediment. The interface on top of the model material is either water or aluminum plates 
pre-cut along the kinematically ideal plane. These two points of discontinuity in the 
boundary velocity field initiate a deformation band curving away from the kinematically 
preferred plane. On the other hand, the boundary plates force the two deformation bands 
to join into a continuous zone. 
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Results of ten series of experiments will be presented. We systematically studied the 
effect of clay strength, thickness, number and position of the clay layers and thickness of 
the cover sand.  
Around 300 high resolution digital images for each experiment were processed into time-
lapse movies and analyzed using PIV (Particle Image Velocimetry). PIV calculates the 
displacement field at the scale of individual sand grains, and allows calculation of all 
components of the incremental strain field. 
The main effects of the different parameters are as follows. 
(i) Absence of the top pre-cut plate makes the fault zone much wider, and renders the 
formation of a continuous clay gouge more difficult. (ii) in models containing soft clay 
and a pre-cut top plate, a continuous clay smear is formed irrespective of the details of 
geometry, and deformation approaches simple shear with mechanical mixing of sand and 
clay (Fig. 9.1) (iii) lateral clay injection is a rare process in our experiments, even for soft 
clay; (iv) stiff clay behaves in a brittle fashion, fault motion is associated with rotation of 
rigid blocks and no continuous clay gouge is formed (Fig. 9.1); (v) for the same amount 
of clay in the sequence the presence of many thin layers prefers the formation of a 
continuous clay gouge.  
 
High resolution PIV shows details of the initial phase of deformation, when elastic strain 
is overprinted by plastic strain and localization. This shows that the structure of the later 
deformation bands is already present in the models after the first increment of 
deformation. 
 
The validity of statistical methods to predict fault seal by a clay gouge (SGR -Shale 
Gouge Ratio, CSP -Clay Smear Potential) was examined critically. Our results clearly 
show that these methods can be unreliable if the effects of clay properties and geometry 
are not included in the analysis.  
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Fig. 9.1: Image sections of experimental results. Images 1-3 show three stages (16, 24 and 50 
mm offset) of deformation of sequence with two cemented clay layers. Images 4-6 show the 
same stages for setup with four soft clay layers. 
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Quartz sand 
 
Kaolinite 
 
Kaolinite + 10 mass % cement 
 
Fig. 1: Mohr diagrams show effective stresses at triaxial pressures of 100, 200 and 400 kPa. 
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Fig. 2: Diagrams for commonly used materials. Results from triaxial and direct shear tests. 
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Fig. 3: Property table of all sandbox experiments described in this thesis. 
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sand: 0 min. 
 
sand: 13 min. 
  
sand: 25 min. 
 
sand: 38 min. 
  
sand: 50 min. 
 
sand: 63 min. 
Fig. 4: Overview of experiment ‘sand’ from 
experiment series 1. Several experiments are 
carried out to examine the role of the aluminium 
top plates. In this case they exactly elongate the 
basement’s fault. See chapter 4 (p. 60) for 
details. 
(digital version: click on first image to watch 
movie) 
 
   experiment name  sand 
 material properties  sand type (grain size)  0.1-0.4 
 setup  layer setup (mm)(sand/clay)   140 
   offset top plates  0 
 device setting  duration (min)  67 
   photo int.(sec)  30 
   voltage (V)  12 
   subsidence rate (mm/min)  0.4 
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sand_offset: 0 min. 
 
sand_offset: 13 min. 
  
sand_offset: 25 min. 
 
sand_offset: 38 min. 
  
sand_offset: 50 min. 
 
sand_offset: 63 min. 
Fig. 5: Overview of experiment ‘sand_offset’ 
from experiment series 1. Several experiments 
are carried out to examine the role of the 
aluminum top plates. In this case they do not 
elongate the basement’s fault. See chapter 4 
(p. 60) for details. 
(digital version: click on first image to watch 
movie) 
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ged03: 0 min. 
 
ged03: 25 min. 
  
ged03: 50 min. 
 
ged03: 75 min. 
  
ged03: 100 min. 
 
ged03: 125 min. 
Fig. 6: Overview of experiment ged03 from 
experiment series 2. Two parameters are 
variable: the clay’s water content and the 
thickness of the clay layer. In this experiment 
soft clay with a layer thickness of 3 mm was 
set up. See chapter 4 (p. 62) for details. 
(digital version: click on first image to watch 
movie) 
 
   experiment name  ged03 
 material properties  clay type  soft 
   water content (%)  33.8 
   sand type (grain size)  0.1-0.4 
 setup  number of clay layers  1 
   thickness clay (mm)  3 
   layer setup (mm) (sand/clay)  5/3/132 
 device setting  duration (min)  150 
   photo int.(sec)  30 
   subsidence rate (mm/min)  0.2 
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ged01: 0 min 
 
ged01: 19 min 
  
ged01: 38 min 
 
ged01: 57 min 
  
ged01: 76 min 
 
ged01: 95 min 
Fig. 7: Overview of experiment ged01 from 
experiment series 2. Two parameters are 
variable: the clay’s water content and the 
thickness of the clay layer. In this experiment 
soft clay with a layer thickness of 10 mm was 
set up. See chapter 4 (p. 63) for details. 
(digital version: click on first image to watch 
movie)  
   experiment name  ged01 
 material properties  clay type  soft 
   water content (%)  44.4 
   sand type (grain size)  0.1-0.4 
 setup  number of clay layers  1 
   thickness clay (mm)  10 
   ayer setup (mm) (sand/clay)  5/10/125 
 device setting  duration (min)  112 
   photo int.(sec)  30 
   subsidence rate (mm/min)  0.2 
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ged08: 0 min. 
 
ged08: 25 min. 
  
ged08: 50 min. 
 
ged08: 75 min. 
  
ged08: 100 min. 
 
ged08: 125 min. 
Fig. 8: Overview of experiment ged08 from 
experiment series 2. Two parameters are 
variable: the clay’s water content and the 
thickness of the clay layer. In this experiment 
soft clay with a layer thickness of 30 mm was 
set up. See chapter 4 (p. 63) for details. 
(digital version: click on first image to watch 
movie) 
 
  experiment name ged08 
material properties clay type soft 
  water content (%) 50 
  sand type (grain size) 0.1-0.4 
setup number of clay layers 1 
  thickness clay (mm) 30 
  layer setup (mm) (sand/clay) 5/30/105 
device setting duration (min) 155 
  photo int.(sec) 30 
  subsidence rate (mm/min) 0.2 
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ged07: 0 min. 
 
ged07: 25 min. 
  
ged07: 50 min. 
 
ged07: 75 min. 
  
ged07: 100 min. 
 
ged07: 125 min. 
Fig. 9: Overview of experiment ged07 from 
experiment series 2. Two parameters are 
variable: the clay’s water content and the 
thickness of the clay layer. In this experiment 
normal clay with a layer thickness of 3 mm 
was set up. See chapter 4 (p. 64) for details. 
(digital version: click on first image to watch 
movie) 
 
   experiment name  ged07 
 material properties  clay type  normal 
   water content (%)  40 
   sand type (grain size)  0.1-0.4 
 setup  number of clay layers  1 
   thickness clay (mm)  3 
   layer setup (mm) (sand/clay)  5/3/132 
 device setting  duration (min)  148 
   photo int.(sec)  30 
   subsidence rate (mm/min)  0.2 
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ged06: 0 min 
 
ged06: 25 min 
  
ged06: 50 min 
 
ged06: 75 min 
  
ged06: 100 min 
 
ged06: 125 min 
Fig. 10: Overview of experiment ged02 from 
experiment series 2. Two parameters are 
variable: the clay’s water content and the 
thickness of the clay layer. In this experiment 
normal clay with a layer thickness of 10 mm 
was set up. See chapter 4 (p. 65) for details. 
(digital version: click on first image to watch 
movie) 
 
   experiment name  ged06 
 material properties  clay type  normal 
   water content (%)  40 
   sand type (grain size)  0.1-0.4 
 setup  number of clay layers  1 
   thickness clay (mm)  10 
   layer setup (mm) (sand/clay)  5/10/125 
 device setting  duration (min)  148 
   photo int.(sec)  30 
   subsidence rate (mm/min)  0.2 
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ged05: 0 min. 
 
ged05: 25 min. 
  
ged05: 50 min. 
 
ged05: 75 min. 
  
ged05: 100 min. 
 
ged05: 125 min. 
Fig. 11: Overview of experiment ged05 from 
experiment series 2. Two parameters are 
variable: the clay’s water content and the 
thickness of the clay layer. In this experiment 
normal clay with a layer thickness of 30 mm 
was set up. See chapter 4 (p. 65) for details. 
(digital version: click on first image to watch 
movie) 
 
   experiment name  ged05 
 material properties  clay type  normal 
   water content (%)  40 
   sand type (grain size)  0.1-0.4 
 setup  number of clay layers  1 
   thickness clay (mm)  30 
   layer setup (mm) (sand/clay)  5/30/105 
 device setting  duration (min)  126 
   photo int.(sec)  30 
   subsidence rate (mm/min)  0.2 
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ged11: 0 min. 
 
ged11: 25 min. 
  
ged11: 50 min. 
 
ged11: 75 min. 
  
ged11: 100 min. 
 
ged11: 125 min. 
Fig. 12: Overview of experiment ged11 from 
experiment series 2. Two parameters are 
variable: the clay’s water content and the 
thickness of the clay layer. In this experiment 
brittle clay with a layer thickness of 3 mm 
was set up. See chapter 4 (p. 66) for details. 
(digital version: click on first image to watch 
movie) 
 
   experiment name  ged11 
 material properties  clay type  brittle 
   sand type (grain size)  0.1-0.4 
 setup  number of clay layers  1 
   thickness clay (mm)  3 
   layer setup (mm) (sand/clay)  5/3/132 
 device setting  duration (min)  150 
   photo int.(sec)  30 
   subsidence rate (mm/min)  0.2 
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ged04: 0 min. 
 
ged04: 25 min. 
  
ged04: 50 min. 
 
ged04: 75 min. 
  
ged04: 100 min. 
 
ged04: 125 min. 
 
Fig. 13: Overview of experiment ged04 from 
experiment series 2. Two parameters are 
variable: the clay’s water content and the 
thickness of the clay layer. In this experiment 
brittle clay with a layer thickness of 10 mm 
was set up. See chapter 4 (p. 67) for details. 
(digital version: click on first image to watch 
movie)  
   experiment name  ged04 
 material properties  clay type  brittle 
   water content (%)  26.8 
   sand type (grain size)  0.1-0.4 
 setup  number of clay layers  1 
   thickness clay (mm)  10 
   layer setup (mm) (sand/clay)  5/10/125 
 device setting  duration (min)  154 
   photo int.(sec)  30 
   subsidence rate (mm/min)  0.2 
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ged10: 0 min. 
 
ged10: 25 min. 
  
ged10: 50 min. 
 
ged10: 75 min. 
  
ged10: 100 min. 
 
ged10: 125 min. 
Fig. 14: Overview of experiment ged10 from 
experiment series 2. Two parameters are 
variable: the clay’s water content and the 
thickness of the clay layer. In this experiment 
brittle clay with a layer thickness of 30 mm 
was set up. See chapter 4 (p. 67) for details. 
(digital version: click on first image to watch 
movie) 
 
   experiment name  ged10 
 material properties  clay type  brittle 
   sand type (grain size)  0.1-0.4 
 setup  number of clay layers  1 
   thickness clay (mm)  30 
   layer setup (mm) (sand/clay)  5/30/105 
 device setting  duration (min)  150 
   photo int.(sec)  30 
   subsidence rate (mm/min)  0.2 
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ged08: 4 min. 
 
ged05: 4 min. 
 
 
ged10: 4 min. 
 
ged08: 13 min. 
 
ged05: 13 min. 
 
 
ged10: 13 min. 
 
ged08: 33 min. 
 
ged05: 33 min. 
 
 
ged10: 33 min. 
 
Column 1: The display of the 
displacement magnitude in the 
background makes the evolution of the 
fault prism observable above the soft clay 
layer. The first, almost vertical fault 
stabilizes the prism while the whole sand 
package is set off along the second active 
fault. 
 
Column 2: The normal clay prevents the 
development of a stable prism throughout 
the whole experiment. The prism that can 
be observed in the marker horizons is 
only active in the initial phase. The 
erosional potential of the sand is not 
sufficiently to straighten the active fault. 
Column 3: The brittle clay has got the 
strongest influence on the fault evolution. 
Sorting of the sand grains is disturbed by 
voiding and block rotation. The 
displacement magnitude shows no 
successful evolution of a fault prism. The 
clay can not be eroded to straighten the 
fault. 
Fig. 15:  Comparison of the displacement magnitude of three experiments with different clay types. See chapter 4 (p. 69) for details. 
Digital version: Click on image to watch movie. 
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2s10hor: 0 min. 
 
2s10hor: 20 min. 
  
2s10hor: 40 min. 
 
2s10hor: 60 min. 
  
2s10hor: 80 min. 
 
2s10hor: 90 min. 
Fig. 16: Overview of experiment 2s10hor from 
experiment series 3. Four parameters are 
variable: the clay’s water content, the number 
and thickness of clay layers and the inclination. 
In this experiment two horizontal layers of soft 
clay with a layer thickness of 10 mm are set up. 
See chapter 4 (p. 72) for details. 
(digital version: click on first image to watch 
movie) 
 
  experiment name 2s10hor 
material properties clay type soft 
  sand type (grain size) 0.1-0.4 
setup number of claylayers 2 
  thickness clay (mm) 10 
  layer setup (mm) (sand/clay) 55/10/10/10/55 
  inclined no 
device setting duration (min) 91 
  photo int.(sec) 30 
  subsidence rate (mm/min) 0.4 
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1s30hor: 0 min. 
 
1s30hor: 20 min. 
  
1s30hor: 40 min. 
 
1s30hor: 60 min. 
  
1s30hor: 80 min. 
 
1s30hor: 90 min. 
Fig. 17: Overview of experiment 1s30hor from 
experiment series 3. Four parameters are 
variable: the clay’s water content, the number 
and thickness of clay layers and the inclination. 
In this experiment one horizontal layer of soft 
clay with a layer thickness of 30 mm is set up. 
See chapter 4 (p. 72) for details. 
(digital version: click on first image to watch 
movie) 
 
   experiment name  1s30hor 
 material properties  clay type  soft 
   sand type (grain size)  0.1-0.4 
 setup  number of clay layers  1 
   thickness clay (mm)  30 
   layer setup (mm) (sand/clay)  55/30/55 
 device setting  duration (min)  92 
   photo int.(sec)  30 
   subsidence rate (mm/min)  0.4 
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1s30hor: 3 min. 
There are two faults in the beginning of the 
deformation of experiment 1s30hor. One develops 
from the given rigid basement fault and the other 
from the interstice in the top plates. 
 
1s30hor: 5min 
When both faults meet the clay layer, they start to 
converge.  
 
1s30hor: 8 min 
 
Yet, the faults start to linkage at the early stage of 
about 1mm displacement. 
Fig. 18: Evolution of the fault linkage in the initial phase of experiment 1s30hor. See chapter 4 (p. 73) 
for details. Digital version: Click on first image to watch movie. 
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1s30inc: 0 min. 
 
1s30inc: 20 min. 
  
1s30inc: 40 min. 
 
1s30inc: 60 min. 
  
1s30inc: 80 min. 
 
1s30inc: 92 min. 
Fig. 19: Overview of experiment 1s30inc from 
experiment series 3. Four parameters are 
variable: the clay’s water content, the number 
and thickness of clay layers and the inclination. 
In this experiment one inclined layer (15°) of soft 
clay with a layer thickness of 30 mm is set up. 
See chapter 4 (p. 73) for details. 
(digital version: click on first image to watch 
movie) 
 
   experiment name  1s30inc 
 material properties  clay type  soft 
   sand type (grain size)  0.1-0.4 
 setup  number of clay layers  1 
   thickness clay (mm)  30 
   layer setup (mm) (sand/clay)  30 
   inclined  yes 
 device setting  duration (min)  93 
   photo int.(sec)  30 
   subsidence rate (mm/min)  0.4 
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1n03inc: 0 min. 
 
1n03inc: 20 min. 
  
1n03inc: 40 min. 
 
1n03inc: 60 min. 
  
1n03inc: 80 min. 
 
1n03inc: 90 min. 
Fig. 20: Overview of experiment 1n03inc from 
experiment series 3. Four parameters are 
variable: the clay’s water content, the number 
and thickness of clay layers and the inclination. 
In this experiment one inclined layer (15°) of 
normal clay with a layer thickness of 3 mm is set 
up. See chapter 4 (p. 74) for details. 
(digital version: click on first image to watch 
movie) 
 
   experiment name  1n03inc 
 material properties  clay type  normal 
   water content (%)  48.82 
   sand type (grain size)  0.1-0.4 
 setup  number of clay layers  1 
   thickness clay (mm)  3 
   layer setup (mm) (sand/clay)  3 
   inclined  yes 
 device setting  duration (min)  90 
   photo int.(sec)  30 
   subsidence rate (mm/min)  0.4 
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1n03inc: 6 min. 
 
 
Row 1: 
In a very early stage of 
this experiment,  three 
more or less independent 
faults are active. One 
evolves with an angle of 
app. 45° from the 
basement fault in 
direction of the hanging 
wall, another elongates 
the basement fault and 
the third is initiated by the 
interstice of the top 
plates. 
1n03inc: 8 min. 
 
 
Row 2: 
In the next step the two 
opposite faults that 
record the basement and 
top plate faults begin to 
interact. 
1n03inc: 10 min. 
 
 
Row 3:  
At a displacement of 
about 4 mm the fault left 
of the main shear zone is 
no longer active and the 
two other faults are 
linked successfully.  
Fig.  21: Fault development in the initial phase of experiment 1n03inc. See chapter 4 (p. 74) for 
details. Digital version: Click on first image to watch movie. 
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1n03inc: 10 min. 
 
 
Row 1: 
The development of a lens is 
initiated by the two faults that 
independently start to grow in a 
very early stage of the 
displacement. 
1n03inc: 30 min. 
 
 
Row 2: 
At a displacement of 12 mm the 
two faults are linked 
successfully but the lens is still 
active. 
1n03inc: 60 min. 
 
 
Row 3: 
The lens stays active and 
stable throughout a long period 
of the experiments. At a 
displacement of 24 mm the 
lens starts to thin out. 
1n03inc: 90 min. 
 
 
 
Row 4: 
At the end of the deformation 
the lens is almost vanished. 
Fig 22: The development of a fault lens in experiment 1n30inc. See chapter 4 (p. 74) for details. Digital version: Click 
on first image to watch movie. 
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1s03inc: 0 min. 
 
1s03inc: 20 min. 
  
1s03inc: 40 min. 
 
1s03inc: 60 min. 
  
1s03inc c: 80 min. 
 
1s03inc: 83 min. 
Fig. 23: Overview of experiment 1s03inc from 
experiment series 3. Four parameters are 
variable: the clay’s water content, the number 
and thickness of clay layers and the inclination. 
In this experiment one inclined layer (15°) of soft 
clay with a layer thickness of 3 mm is set up. See 
chapter 4 (p. 75) for details. 
(digital version: click on first image to watch 
movie) 
 
   experiment name  1s03inc 
 material properties  clay type  soft 
   water content (%)  52.95 
   sand type (grain size)  0.1-0.4 
 setup  number of clay layers  1 
   thickness clay (mm)  3 
   layer setup (mm) (sand/clay)  3 
   inclined  yes 
 device setting  duration (min)  73 
   photo int.(sec)  30 
   subsidence rate (mm/min)  0.4 
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Image 1: 
Typical behavior: two 
faults develop below 
the clay layer in the 
initial phase of the 
deformation 
1s03hor: 8 min. 
  
 
Image 2: 
Untypical behavior: the 
fault left of the rigid 
basement is active 
and stable throughout 
the whole experiment. 
Usually the evolution 
of this fault is 
completed in the first 
few minutes of an 
experiment. 
1s03hor: 49 min. 
 
 
Fig. 24: Abnormal behavior in experiment 1303hor. Development of an active fault prism below the clay 
layer. See chapter 4 (p. 75) for details. 
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1s03hor: 0 min. 
 
1s03hor: 20 min. 
  
1s03hor: 40 min. 
 
1s03hor: 60 min. 
  
1s03hor: 80 min. 
 
1s03hor: 91 min. 
Fig. 25: Overview of experiment 1s03hor from 
experiment series 3. Four parameters are 
variable: the clay’s water content, the number 
and thickness of clay layers and the inclination. 
In this experiment one horizontal layer of soft 
clay with a layer thickness of 3 mm is set up. See 
chapter 4 (p. 75) for details. 
(digital version: click on first image to watch 
movie) 
  experiment name 1s03hor 
material properties clay type soft 
  water content (%) 53.21 
  sand type (grain size) 0.1-0.4 
setup number of claylayers 1 
  thickness clay (mm) 3 
  layer setup (mm) (sand/clay) 60/3/77 
  inclined no 
device setting duration (min) 97 
  photo int.(sec) 30 
  subsidence rate (mm/min) 0.4  
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2s03hor: 0 min. 
 
2s03hor: 20 min. 
  
2s03hor: 40 min. 
 
2s03hor: 60 min. 
  
2s03hor: 80 min. 
 
2s03hor: 87 min. 
Fig. 26: Overview of experiment 2s03hor from 
experiment series 3. Four parameters are 
variable: the clay’s water content, the number 
and thickness of clay layers and the inclination. 
In this experiment two horizontal layers of soft 
clay with a layer thickness of 3 mm are set up. 
See chapter 4 (p. 76) for details. 
(digital version: click on first image to watch 
movie) 
 
  experiment name 2s03hor 
material properties clay type soft 
  water content (%) 52.44 
  sand type (grain size) 0.1-0.4 
setup number of claylayers 2 
  thickness clay (mm) 3 
  layer setup (mm) (sand/clay) 50/3/6/3/78 
  inclined no 
device setting duration (min) 91 
  photo int.(sec) 30 
  subsidence rate (mm/min) 0.4 
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2n03hor: 0 min. 
 
2n03hor: 20 min. 
  
2n03hor: 40 min. 
 
2n03hor: 60 min. 
  
2n03hor: 80 min. 
 
2n03hor: 95 min. 
Fig. 27: Overview of experiment 2n03hor from 
experiment series 3. Four parameters are 
variable: the clay’s water content, the number 
and thickness of clay layers and the inclination. 
In this experiment two horizontal layers of normal 
clay with a layer thickness of 3 mm are set up. 
See chapter 4 (p. 76) for details. 
(digital version: click on first image to watch 
movie) 
 
  experiment name 2n03hor 
material properties clay type normal 
  water content (%) 45.3 / 47.3 
  sand type (grain size) 0.1-0.4 
setup number of clay layers 2 
  thickness clay (mm) 3 
  layer setup (mm) (sand/clay) 50/3/6/3/78 
  inclined no 
device setting duration (min) 96 
  photo int.(sec) 30 
  subsidence rate (mm/min) 0.4 
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1t30hor: 0 min. 
 
1t30hor: 20 min. 
  
1t30hor: 40 min. 
 
1t30hor: 60 min. 
  
1t30hor: 80 min. 
 
1t30hor: 90 min. 
Fig. 28: Overview of experiment 1t30hor from 
experiment series 3. Four parameters are 
variable: the clay’s water content, the number 
and thickness of clay layers and the inclination. 
In this experiment one horizontal layer of brittle 
clay with a thickness of 30 mm is set up. See 
chapter 4 (p. 77) for details. 
(digital version: click on first image to watch 
movie) 
  experiment name 1t30hor 
material properties clay type brittle 
  sand type (grain size) 0.1-0.4 
setup number of claylayers 1 
  thickness clay (mm) 30 
  layer setup (mm) (sand/clay) 50/30/60 
  inclined no 
device setting duration (min) 93 
  photo int.(sec) 30 
  subsidence rate (mm/min) 0.4  
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1t30ohne: 0 min. 
 
1t30ohne: 20 min. 
  
1t30ohne: 40 min. 
 
1t30ohne: 60 min. 
  
1t30ohne: 80 min. 
 
1t30ohne : 90 min. 
Fig. 29: Overview of experiment 1t30ohne from 
experiment series 3. Four parameters are 
variable: the clay’s water content, the number 
and thickness of clay layers and the inclination. 
In this experiment one horizontal layer of brittle 
clay with a thickness of 30 mm is set up without 
top plate. See chapter 4 (p. 78) for details. 
(digital version: click on first image to watch 
movie) 
  experiment name 1t30ohne 
material properties clay type brittle 
  water content (%) 34 
  sand type (grain size) 0.1-0.4 
setup number of claylayers 1 
  thickness clay (mm) 30 
  layer setup (mm) (sand/clay) 50/30/60 
  inclined no 
device setting duration (min) 95 
  photo int.(sec) 30 
  subsidence rate (mm/min) 0.4  
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1n10kaolin: 0 min. 
 
1n10kaolin: 20 min. 
  
1n10kaolin: 40 min. 
 
1n10kaolin: 60 min. 
  
1n10kaolin: 80 min. 
 
1n10kaolin: 95 min. 
Fig. 30: Overview of experiment 1n10kaolin from 
experiment series 3. Four parameters are 
variable: the clay’s water content, the number 
and thickness of clay layers and the inclination. 
In this experiment one horizontal layer of normal 
clay (kaolin) with a layer thickness of 10 mm is 
set up. See chapter 4 (p. 78) for details. 
(digital version: click on first image to watch 
movie) 
 
   experiment name  1n10kaolin 
 material properties  clay type  normal 
   water content (%)  44.64 
   sand type (grain size)  0.1-0.4 
 setup  number of clay layers  1 
   thickness clay (mm)  10 
   layer setup (mm) (sand/clay)  50/10/80 
   inclined  no 
 device setting  duration (min)  96 
   photo int.(sec)  30 
   subsidence rate (mm/min)  0.4 
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1b03kaolin: 0 min. 
 
1b03kaolin: 20 min. 
  
1b03kaolin: 40 min. 
 
1b03kaolin: 60 min. 
  
1b03kaolin: 80 min. 
 
1b03kaolin: 89 min. 
Fig. 31: Overview of experiment 1b03kaolin from 
experiment series 10. Series 10 includes all 
experiments that do not really fit into any other 
series.  In this experiment kaolin was used to find 
out the influence of the clay’s mineralogy. See 
chapter 4 (p. 78) for details. 
(digital version: click on first image to watch 
movie) 
 
  experiment name 1b03kaolin 
material properties clay type brittle 
  water content (%) 37.38 
  sand type (grain size) 0.1-0.4 
setup number of clay layers 1 
  thickness clay (mm) 3 
  layer setup (mm) (sand/clay) 60/3/77 
device setting duration (min) 89 
  photo int.(sec) 30 
  subsidence rate (mm/min) 0.4 
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The striking point of this experiment is the 
presence of two active faults in the lower 
sand package over a relatively long period. 
1b03kaolin: 11 min  
 
The evolution of a lens is initiated by the 
fault in the upper sand package reaching 
the clay layer. The clay is displaced with 
the formation of a releasing step. 
1b03kaolin: 14 min  
 
The fault lens is stable throughout the rest 
of the deformation. The clay smear below 
the releasing step generates with a strong 
bend towards the footwall.  
1b03kaolin: 51min. 
  
Fig. 32: Gallery shows fault evolution of the fault lens in exp. 1b03kaolin. See text chapter 4 (p. 78) for details. Digital 
version: click on first image to watch movie. 
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2s50sand: 0 min. 
 
2s50sand: 20 min. 
  
2s50sand: 40 min. 
 
2s50sand: 60 min. 
  
2s50sand: 80 min. 
 
2s50sand:101 min. 
Fig. 33: Overview of experiment 2s50sand from 
experiment series 4. The distance in between 
two 2 mm thick, soft clay layers is changed. In 
this experiment the distance is 50 mm. See 
chapter 4 (p. 81) for details. 
(digital version: click on first image to watch 
movie) 
 
  experiment name 2s50sand 
material properties clay type soft 
  water content (%) 53.03 
  sand type (grain size) 0.1-0.4 
setup number of clay layers 2 
  thickness clay (mm) 3 
  layer setup (mm) (sand/clay) 40/3/50/3/44 
device setting duration (min) 102 
  photo int.(sec) 30 
  subsidence rate (mm/min) 0.4 
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2s40sand: 0 min. 
 
2s40sand: 20 min. 
  
2s40sand: 40 min. 
 
2s40sand: 60 min. 
  
2s40sand: 80 min. 
 
2s40sand:107 min. 
Fig. 34: Overview of experiment 2s40sand from 
experiment series 4. The distance in between 
two 2 mm thick, soft clay layers is changed. In 
this experiment the distance is 40 mm. See 
chapter 4 (p. 81) for details. 
(digital version: click on first image to watch 
movie) 
 
  experiment name 2s40sand 
material properties clay type soft 
  water content (%) 53.03 
  sand type (grain size) 0.1-0.4 
setup number of clay layers 2 
  thickness clay (mm) 3 
  layer setup (mm) (sand/clay) 40/3/40/3/54 
device setting duration (min) 108 
  photo int.(sec) 30 
  subsidence rate (mm/min) 0.4 
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2s30sand: 0 min. 
 
2s30sand: 20 min. 
  
2s30sand: 40 min. 
 
2s30sand: 60 min. 
  
2s30sand: 80 min. 
 
2s30sand: 93 min. 
Fig. 35: Overview of experiment 2s30sand from 
experiment series 4. The distance in between 
two 2 mm thick, soft clay layers is changed. In 
this experiment the distance is 30 mm. See 
chapter 4 (p. 81) for details. 
(digital version: click on first image to watch 
movie) 
 
  experiment name 2s30sand 
material properties clay type soft 
  water content (%) 53.03 
  sand type (grain size) 0.1-0.4 
setup number of clay layers 2 
  thickness clay (mm) 3 
  layer setup (mm) (sand/clay) 40/3/30/3/64 
device setting duration (min) 94 
  photo int.(sec) 30 
  subsidence rate (mm/min) 0.4 
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1s30sand 1s40sand 1s50sand 
   
0 min. 
 
  
   
90 min. 
 
  
   
180 min. 
 
  
Fig. 36: Overview of experiment series 4. 
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2s30sand 2s40sand 2s50sand 
   
 
Compare the three experiments at a very early stage. The fault 
volution is quite similar at the displacement of 3.2 mm.  
 
2s30sand 2s40sand 2s50sand 
e
 
   
 
Ongoing deformation shows only in experiment 2s50sand the beginning 
rmation of a fault lens. The offset amounts 10.8 mm. 
 
2s30sand 2s40sand 2s50sand 
fo
 
   
 
The two experiments in that the clay layers are brought together ins
the fault zone still show the same behavior. Experiment 2s50san
shapes up with fault lens that will be stable up to the end of the 
ide 
d 
eformation. Currently the basement fault was displaced 17.4 mm.  
 
 of the displacement magnitude and the rotational 
omponent of z are displayed in front of the raw images. 
 
d
 
 
Fig. 37: Overview of experiment series 4. The vector field
c
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03zement_fett: 0 min. 
 
03zement_fett: 5 min. 
  
03zement_fett: 10 min. 
 
03zement_fett: 15 min. 
  
03zement_fett: 20 min. 
 
03zement_fett: 25 min. 
Fig. 38: Overview of experiment 03zement_fett 
from experiment series 5. Several experiments 
are made to find out the behavior of cement in 
the sandbox setup. This experiment includes a 
clay layer with 10 mass % cement. Grease was 
used to keep cement sticking from the glass 
panels. See chapter 4 (p. 85) for details. 
(digital version: click on first image to watch 
movie) 
 
  experiment name 03zement_fett 
material properties clay type soft 
  water content (%) 53.64 
  cement content (%) 10 
  hardening (h) 72 
setup number of clay layers 1 
  thickness clay (mm) 3 
  layer setup (mm) (sand/clay) 60/3/77 
device setting duration (min) 50 
  photo int.(sec) 30 
  subsidence rate (mm/min) 0.4 
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cement03_grease: 0 min. 
 
cement03_grease: 15 min. 
  
cement03_grease: 30 min. 
 
cement03_grease: 45 min. 
  
cement03_grease: 60 min. 
 
cement03_grease: 75 min. 
Fig. 39: Overview of experiment cement03_grease 
from experiment series 5. Several experiments are 
made to find out the behavior of cement in the 
sandbox setup. This experiment includes a clay layer 
with 10 mass % cement. Grease was used to keep 
cement sticking from the glass panels. See chapter 4 
(p. 85) for details. 
(digital version: click on first image to watch movie) 
  experiment name cement03_grease 
material  clay type soft 
properties water content (%) 53.18 
  cement content (%) 10 
  hardening (h) 2 
setup number of claylayers 1 
  thickness clay (mm) 3 
  layer setup (mm) (sand/clay) 60/3/77 
device setting duration (min) 77 
  photo int.(sec) 30 
  subsidence rate (mm/min) 0.4  
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cement03_grease: 6 min.  cement03_grease: 9 min. 
 
  
cement03_grease: 23 min. 
 
cement03_grease: 35 min. 
 
  
cement03_grease: 45 min 
 
cement03_grease: 75 min. 
 
Fig. 40: Overview on experiment cement03_grease. The vector field displays the displacement magnitude with the rotational 
component of z in the background. See chapter 4 (p. 86) for details. Digital version: click on first image to watch movie. 
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2s40sand2nd: 0 min. 
 
2s40sand2nd: 20 min. 
  
2s40sand2nd: 40 min. 
 
2s40sand2nd: 60 min. 
  
2s40sand2nd: 80 min. 
 
2s40sand2nd: 91 min. 
Fig. 41: Overview of experiment 2s40sand2nd from 
experiment series 6. This is the second experiment of a 
series in which one experiment was repeated several 
times to find out if the sandbox experiments are 
reproducible. See chapter 4 (p. 87) for details. 
(digital version: click on first image to watch movie) 
 
  experiment name 2s40sand2nd 
material properties clay type soft 
  water content (%) 55 
  sand type (grain size) 0.1-0.4 
setup number of clay layers 2 
  thickness clay (mm) 3 
  layer setup (mm) (sand/clay) 40/3/40/3/54 
  inclined no 
device setting duration (min) 92 
  photo int.(sec) 30 
  subsidence rate (mm/min) 0.4 
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2s40sand6th: 0 min. 
 
2s40sand6th: 20 min. 
  
2s40sand6th: 40 min. 
 
2s40sand6th: 60 min. 
  
2s40sand6th: 80 min. 
 
2s40sand6th: 95 min. 
Fig. 42: Overview of experiment 2s40sand6th 
from experiment series 6. This is the sixth 
experiment of a series in which one experiment 
was repeated several times to find out if the 
sandbox experiments are reproducible. See 
chapter 4 (p. 86) for details. 
(digital version: click on first image to watch 
movie) 
 
  experiment name 2s40sand6th 
material properties clay type soft 
  water content (%) 53.19 
  sand type (grain size) 0.1-0.4 
setup number of claylayers 2 
  thickness clay (mm) 3 
  layer setup (mm) (sand/clay) 40/3/40/3/54 
device setting duration (min) 95 
  photo int.(sec) 30 
  subsidence rate (mm/min) 0.4 
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2s40sand3rd: 0 min. 
 
2s40sand3rd: 20 min. 
  
2s40sand3rd: 40 min. 
 
2s40sand3rd: 60 min. 
  
2s40sand3rd: 80 min. 
 
2s40sand3rd: 89 min. 
Fig. 43: Overview of experiment 2s40sand3rd 
from experiment series 6. This is the third 
experiment of a series in which one experiment 
was repeated several times to find out if the 
sandbox experiments are reproducible. See 
chapter 4 (p. 87) for details. 
(digital version: click on first image to watch 
movie) 
 
  experiment name 2s40sand3rd 
material properties clay type soft 
  water content (%) 52.49 
  sand type (grain size) 0.1-0.4 
setup number of clay layers 2 
  thickness clay (mm) 3 
  layer setup (mm) (sand/clay) 40/3/40/3/54 
  inclined no 
device setting duration (min) 92 
  photo int.(sec) 30 
  subsidence rate (mm/min) 0.4 
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2s40sand3rd: 12 min.  
  
2s40sand3rd: 20 min.  
  
2s40sand3rd: 40 min.  
  
2s40sand3rd: 80 min. 
 
 
Fig. 44: Table shows overview on experiment 2s40sand3rd. See chapter 4, p. 87 for details. 
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2s40sand4th: 0 min. 
 
2s40sand4th: 20 min. 
  
2s40sand4th: 40 min. 
 
2s40sand4th: 60 min. 
  
2s40sand4th: 80 min. 
 
2s40sand4th: 89 min. 
Fig. 45: Overview of experiment 2s40sand4th 
from experiment series 6. This is the fourth 
experiment of a series in which one experiment 
was repeated several times to find out if the 
sandbox experiments are reproducible. See 
chapter 4 (p. 88) for details. 
(digital version: click on first image to watch 
movie) 
 
  experiment name 2s40sand4th 
material properties clay type soft 
  water content (%) 50.64 
  sand type (grain size) 0.1-0.4 
setup number of clay layers 2 
  thickness clay (mm) 3 
  layer setup (mm) (sand/clay) 40/3/40/3/54 
device setting duration (min) 90 
  photo int.(sec) 30 
  subsidence rate (mm/min) 0.4 
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2s40sand4th: 12 min  
  
2s40sand4th: 20 min.  
  
2s40sand4th: 40 min.  
  
2s40sand4th: 80 min  
Fig. 46: Table shows overview on experiment 2s40sand4th. See chapter 4, p. 88 for details. 
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2s40sand5th: 0 min. 
 
2s40sand5th: 20 min. 
  
2s40sand5th: 40 min. 
 
2s40sand5th: 60 min. 
  
2s40sand5th: 80 min. 
 
2s40sand5th: 94 min. 
Fig. 47: Overview of experiment 2s40sand5th 
from experiment series 6. This is the fifth 
experiment of a series in which one experiment 
was repeated several times to find out if the 
sandbox experiments are reproducible. See 
chapter 4 (p. 88) for details. 
(digital version: click on first image to watch 
movie) 
 
  experiment name 2s40sand5th 
material properties clay type soft 
  water content (%) 51.24 
  sand type (grain size) 0.1-0.4 
setup number of clay layers 2 
  thickness clay (mm) 3 
  layer setup (mm) (sand/clay) 40/3/40/3/54 
device setting duration (min) 96 
  photo int.(sec) 30 
  subsidence rate (mm/min) 0.4 
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2s40sand5th: 12 min.  
  
2s40sand5th: 20 min.  
  
2s40sand5th: 40 min.  
  
2s40sand5th: 80 min.  
Fig. 48: Table shows overview on experiment 2s40sand5th. See chapter 4, p. 88 for details. 
 
 
     
2s40sand2nd: 30 min. 
 
2s40sand3rd: 30 min. 2s40sand4th: 30 min. 2s40sand5 th: 30 min. 2s40sand6 th: 30 min. 
     
2s40sand2 nd: 60 min. 
 
2s40sand3 rd: 60 min. 2s40sand4 th: 60 min. 2s40sand5 th: 60 min. 2s40sand6 th: 60 min. 
     
2s40sand2 nd: last picture 
 
2s40sand3 rd: last picture 2s40sand4 th: last picture 2s40sand5 th: last picture 2s40sand6 th: last picture 
Fig. 49: Table shows all experiments of series 6 (reproduction). Each column shows one experiment at offset stages of 12 mm, 24 mm and 60 mm. See chapter 4 
(p. 89) for details. Digital version: click on first images to watch complete movies. 
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025perc2_cement: 0 min. 
 
025perc2_cement: 15 min. 
  
025perc2_cement: 30 min. 
 
025perc2_cement: 45 min. 
  
025perc2_cement: 60 min. 
 
025perc2_cement: 75 min. 
Fig. 50: Overview of experiment 025perc2_ 
cement from experiment series 8. The 3 mm 
thick, soft clay layers in this series contain 
different amounts of cement. In this experiment 
0.25 mass % cement was added. The time of 
hardening is app. 1 day.  See chapter 4 (p. 90) 
for details. 
(digital version: click on first image to watch 
movie) 
 
  experiment name 025perc2_cement 
material properties clay type soft 
  water content (%) 49.45 
  cement content (%) 0.25 
  hardening (h) 22 
setup number of clay layers 2 
  thickness clay (mm) 3 
  layer setup (mm) (sand/clay) 50/3/50/3/34 
device setting duration (min) 92 
  photo int.(sec) 30 
  subsidence rate (mm/min) 0.4 
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025perc2_cement: 0 min. 025perc2_cement: 15 min. 
  
025perc2_cement: 30 min. 025perc2_cement: 45 min. 
  
025perc2_cement: 60 min. 
 
025perc2_cement: 88 min. 
Fig. 51: Strain analysis of experiment 025perc2cement. See chapter 4, p. 90 for details. Digital version: 
click on first image to watch movie. 
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1perc2_cement: 0 min. 
 
1perc2_ cement: 15 min. 
  
1perc2_ cement: 30 min. 
 
1perc2_ cement: 45 min. 
  
1perc2_ cement: 60 min. 
 
1perc2_ cement: 75 min. 
Fig. 52: Overview of experiment 1perc2_cement 
from experiment series 8. The 3 mm thick, soft 
clay layers in this series contain different 
amounts of cement. In this experiment 1 mass % 
cement was added. The time of hardening is app. 
1 day.  See chapter 4 (p. 91) for details. 
(digital version: click on first image to watch 
movie) 
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1perc2cement: 35 min. 
 
1perc2cement: 70 min. 
 
 
 
 
 
  
1perc2cement: 80 min. 
 
1perc2cement: 89 min. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 53: Images show late strain evolution in experiment 1perc2cement. The vector field displays the 
absolute strain Eyx. See chapter 4 (p.91) for details. Digital version: click on first image to watch movie. 
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1perc2cement: 15 min. 
 
1perc2cement: 30 min. 
 
  
1perc2cement: 45 min. 
 
1perc2cement: 60 min. 
 
  
1perc2cement: 75 min. 
 
1perc2cement: 89 min. 
 
Fig. 54: Overview on experiment 1perc2cement. The vector field displays the absolute strain Eyx. See 
chapter 4 (p. 91) for details. Digital version: click on first image to watch movie. 
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15perc2_cement: 0 min. 
 
15perc2_cement: 15 min. 
  
15perc2_cement: 30 min. 
 
15perc2_cement: 45 min. 
  
15perc2_cement: 60 min. 
 
15perc2_cement: 75 min. 
Fig. 55: Overview of experiment 15perc2_ 
cement from experiment series 8. The 3 mm 
thick, soft clay layers in this series contain 
different amounts of cement. In this experiment 
1.5 mass % cement was added. The time of 
hardening is app. 1 day.  See chapter 4 (p. 91) 
for details. 
(digital version: click on first image to watch 
movie) 
 
  experiment name 15perc2_cement 
material properties clay type soft 
  water content (%) 48.83 
  cement content (%) 1.5 
  hardening (h) 22 
setup number of clay layers 2 
  thickness clay (mm) 3 
  layer setup (mm) (sand/clay) 50/3/50/3/34 
device setting duration (min) 92 
  photo int.(sec) 30 
  subsidence rate (mm/min) 0.4 
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15perc2cement: 15 min. 
 
155perc2cement: 30 min. 
 
  
15perc2cement: 45 min. 
 
15perc2cement: 60 min. 
 
  
15perc2cement: 75 min. 
 
15perc2cement: 90  min. 
 
Fig. 56: Overview on experiment 15perc2cement. The vector field displays the absolute strain Eyx. See 
chapter 4 (p.91) for details. Digital version: click on first image to watch movie. 
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2perc2_cement: 0 min. 
 
2perc2_cement: 15 min. 
  
2perc2_cement: 30 min. 
 
2perc2_cement: 45 min. 
  
2perc2_cement: 60 min. 
 
2perc2_cement: 75 min. 
Fig. 57: Overview of experiment 2perc2_cement 
from experiment series 8. The 3 mm thick, soft 
clay layers in this series contain different 
amounts of cement. In this experiment 2 mass % 
cement was added. The time of hardening is app. 
1 day.  See chapter 4 (p. 92) for details. 
(digital version: click on first image to watch 
movie) 
 
  experiment name 2perc2_cement 
material properties clay type soft 
  water content (%) 47.91 
  cement content (%) 2 
  hardening (h) 22 
setup number of clay layers 2 
  thickness clay (mm) 3 
  layer setup (mm) (sand/clay) 50/3/50/3/35 
device setting duration (min) 89 
  photo int.(sec) 30 
  subsidence rate (mm/min) 0.4 
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2perc2cement: 15 min. 
 
2perc2cement: 30 min. 
 
  
2perc2cement: 45 min. 
 
2perc2cement: 60 min. 
 
  
2perc2cement: 75 min. 
 
2perc2cement: 88  min. 
 
Fig. 58: Overview on experiment 2perc2cement. The vector field displays the absolute strain Eyx. See 
chapter 4 (p. 92) for details. Digital version: click on first image to watch movie. 
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025perc2_cement2nd: 0 min. 
 
025perc2_cement2nd: 15 min. 
  
025perc2_cement2nd: 30 min. 
 
025perc2_cement2nd: 45 min. 
  
025perc2_cement2nd: 60 min. 
 
025perc2_cement2nd: 75 min. 
Fig. 59: Overview of experiment 025perc2_ 
cement2nd from experiment series 8. The 3 
mm thick, soft clay layers in this series contain 
different amounts of cement. In this experiment 
0.25 mass % cement was added. The time of 
hardening is app. 1 day.  See chapter 4 (p. 92) 
for details. 
(digital version: click on first image to watch 
movie) 
 
  experiment name 025perc2_cement2nd 
material properties clay type soft 
  water content (%) 49.89 
  cement content (%) 0.25 
  hardening (h) 24 
setup number of clay layers 2 
  thickness clay (mm) 3 
  layer setup (mm) (sand/clay) 50/3/503/34 
device setting duration (min) 94 
  photo int.(sec) 30 
  subsidence rate (mm/min) 0.4 
 
      
025perc2_ cement: 17 min. 025perc2_ cement: 35 min. 025perc2_ cement: 52 min. 025perc2_ cement: 70 min. 025perc2_ cement: 87 min. 
     
1perc2_ cement: 17 min. 1perc2_ cement: 35 min. 1perc2_ cement: 52 min. 1perc2_ cement: 70 min. 1perc2_ cement: 87 min. 
     
15perc2_ cement: 17 min. 15perc2_ cement: 35 min. 15perc2_ cement: 52 min. 15perc2_ cement: 70 min. 15perc2_ cement: 87 min. 
     
2perc2_cement: 17 min. 
 
2perc2_ cement: 35 min. 2perc2_ cement: 52 min. 2perc2_ cement: 70 min. 2perc2_ cement: 87 min. 
Fig. 60: Overview on experiment series 8 (content of concrete). See chapter 4 (p. 93) for details. Digital version: click on first images to watch movie. 
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025perc2cement: 12 min. 025perc2 cement: 20 min. 025perc2 cement: 40 min. 025perc2 cement: 60 min. 025perc2 cement: 80 min. 
     
1perc2_ cement: 12 min. 1perc2_ cement: 20 min. 1perc2_ cement: 40 min 1perc2_ cement: 60 min. 1perc2_ cement: 80 min. 
     
15perc2_ cement: 12 min. 15perc2_ cement: 20 min. 15perc2_ cement: 40 min 15perc2_ cement: 60 min. 15perc2_ cement: 80 min. 
     
2perc2_ cement: 12 min. 
 
2perc2_ cement: 20 min. 2perc2_ cement: 40 min 2perc2_ cement: 60 min. 2perc2_ cement: 80 min. 
Fig. 61: Overview on experiment series 8 (content of cement). The vector field displays the displacement magnitude. See chapter 4 (p.93) for details. Digital version: click on first images to watch movie. 
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025perc2cement: 15 min. 025perc2cement: 30 min. 025perc2cement: 45 min. 025perc2cement: 60 min. 025perc2cement: 75 min. 025perc2cement: 90 min. 
      
1perc2cement: 15 min. 1perc2cement: 30 min. 1perc2cement: 45 min. 1perc2cement: 60 min. 1perc2cement: 75 min. 1perc2cement: 90 min. 
      
15perc2cement: 15 min. 15perc2cement: 30 min. 15perc2cement: 45 min. 15perc2cement: 60 min. 15perc2cement: 75 min. 15perc2cement: 90 min. 
      
2perc2cement: 15 min. 
 
2perc2cement: 30 min. 2perc2cement: 45 min. 2perc2cement: 60 min. 2perc2cement: 75 min. 2perc2cement: 90 min. 
Fig. 62: Image gallery shows overview on experiment series 8 (content of cement). Vector field displays absolute strain Eyx. See chapter 4 (p. 93) for details. Digital version: click on first image to 
watch movie. 
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multilayer01: 0 min. 
 
multilayer01: 20 min. 
  
multilayer01: 40 min. 
 
multilayer01: 60 min. 
  
multilayer01: 80 min. 
 
multilayer01: 93 min. 
Fig. 63: Overview of experiment multilayer01 
from experiment series 9. This experiment is set 
up with four 8 mm thick layers of soft clay 
alternating with 12 mm thick sand layers. See 
chapter 4 (p. 95) for details. 
(digital version: click on first image to watch 
movie) 
 
  experiment name multilayer01 
material properties clay type soft 
  water content (%) 44.07 
  sand type (grain size) 0.1-0.4 
setup number of clay layers 4 
  thickness clay (mm) 8 
  layer setup (mm) (sand/clay) 30/8/12/8/12/8/12/8/30 
device setting duration (min) 93 
  photo int.(sec) 30 
  subsidence rate (mm/min) 0.4 
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multilayer01: 4 min. 
 
multilayer01: 10 min. 
 
  
multilayer01: 12 min. 
 
multilayer01: 30 min. 
 
  
multilayer01: 60 min. 
 
multilayer01: 80 min. 
 
Fig. 64: Overview of experiment multilayer01. The selected vector field shows the magnitude of 
displacement with the rotational component of z in the background. See chapter 4 (p. 95) for details. 
Digital version: click on first image to watch movie. 
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multilayer02: 0 min. 
 
multilayer02: 20 min. 
  
multilayer02: 40 min. 
 
multilayer02: 60 min. 
  
multilayer02: 80 min. 
 
multilayer02: 92 min. 
Fig. 65: Overview of experiment multilayer02 
from experiment series 9. This experiment is set 
up with 3 and 20 mm thick layers of soft clay 
alternating with 10 mm thick sand layers. See 
chapter 4 (p. 96) for details. 
(digital version: click on first image to watch 
movie) 
 
  experiment name multilayer02 
material  clay type soft 
properties water content (%) 49.54 
  sand type (grain size) 0.1-0.4 
setup number of clay layers 4 
  thickness clay (mm) various 
  layer setup (mm) (sand/clay) 35/20/10/3/10/20/10/2/40 
device setting duration (min) 93 
  photo int.(sec) 30 
  subsidence rate (mm/min) 0.4 
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multilayer02: 5 min. 
 
multilayer02: 11 min. 
  
multilayer02: 15 min. 
 
multilayer02: 30 min. 
Fig. 66: Images show early fault development in experiment multilayer 02. The magnitude of 
displacement points to the fault kinematics. See chapter 4 (p. 96) for details. Digital version: click on 
first image to watch movie. 
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multilayer02: 4 min. 
 
multilayer02: 10 min. 
  
multilayer02: 14 min. 
 
multilayer02: 31 min. 
  
multilayer02: 50 min. 
 
multilayer02: 92 min. 
Fig: 67. Overview of experiment multilayer02. The selected vector field shows the magnitude of 
displacement with the rotational component of z in the background. See chapter 4 (p. 96) for details. 
Digital version: click on first image to watch movie. 
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multilayer02: 16 min. 
 
multilayer02: 32 min. 
 
  
multilayer02: 48 min.  
 
multilayer02: 64 min. 
 
  
multilayer02: 80 min. 
 
multilayer02: 92 min. 
 
Fig. 68: Overview on experiment multilayer02.  The absolute strain Eyx points to the fault activity. See 
chapter 4 (p. 96) for details. Digital version: click on first image to watch movie. 
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clay01: 0 min. 
 
clay01: 15 min. 
  
clay01: 30 min. 
 
clay01: 45 min. 
  
clay01: 60 min. 
 
clay01:75 min. 
Fig. 69: Overview of experiment clay01 from 
experiment series 7. This experiment is set up 
with as much clay as possible. Thin blue sand 
layers act as marker horizons. See chapter 4 
(p. 98) for details. 
(digital version: click on first image to watch 
movie) 
 
   experiment name  clay_01 
 material properties  clay type  soft 
   water content (%)  48.29 
   sand type (grain size)  0.1-0.4 
 setup  number of clay layers  2 
   thickness clay (mm)  50 
   layer setup (mm) (sand/clay)  20/50/5/50/40 
 device setting  duration (min)  82 
   photo int.(sec)  30 
   subsidence rate (mm/min)  0.4 
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clay01: 10 min. 
 
clay01: 23 min. 
 
  
clay01: 38 min. 
 
clay01: 52 min. 
 
  
clay01: 66 min. 
 
clay01: 79 min. 
Fig. 70: Overview on experiment clay01. The vector field displays the displacement magnitude. See chapter 4 (p. 98) 
for details. Digital version: click on first image to watch movie. 
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clay01: 20 min. 
 
clay01: 40 min. 
 
  
clay01: 60 min. 
 
clay01: 80 min. 
 
Fig. 71: Overview on experiment clay01. The vector field displays the strain Eyx. See chapter 4 (p. 98) for 
details. Digital version: click on first image to watch movie 
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relative strain Exx 
 
absolute strain Exx 
  
fault trace interpretation 
 
 
Fig. 72: PIV-image 21 overlain by the display for relative and absolute strain Exx to analyze the fault 
development in experiment 1s30hor. See legend and text in chapter 5 (p. 103) for details. Digital version: 
click on first image to watch movie. 
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relative strain Exx 
 
absolute strain Exx 
  
fault trace interpretation 
 
 
Fig. 73: PIV-image 41 overlain by the display for relative and absolute strain Exx to analyze the fault 
development in experiment 1s30hor. See legend and text in chapter 5 (p. 103) for details. Digital version: 
click on first image to watch movie. 
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relative strain Exx 
 
absolute strain Exx 
  
fault trace interpretation 
 
 
Fig. 74: PIV-image 61 overlain by the display for relative and absolute strain Exx to analyze the fault 
development in experiment 1s30hor. See legend and text in chapter 5 (p. 103) for details. Digital version: 
click on first image to watch movie. 
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relative strain Exx 
 
absolute strain Exx 
  
fault trace interpretation 
 
 
Fig. 75: PIV-image 91 overlain by the display for relative and absolute strain Exx to analyze the fault 
development in experiment 1s30hor. See legend and text in chapter 5 (p. 103) for details. Digital version: 
click on first image to watch movie. 
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Appendix B: 
Adam et al. (2005) 
